














Troutdale Abport
Airport MasterPlan Update Inventoo.,

CHAPTER ONE

Inventor,]

INTRODUCTION

This airport master plan update is intended to define the needs and direction of fature development at

Troutdale Airport over the next twenty years and beyond. This project updates the Portland-Troutd
Master Plan Relort (Hodges& Shutt, 1990), which has provided the primary airportpIing guidance for the

airport during the past ten years. Some improvements have been made to landside facilities (primarily

additional T-hangar buildings) since the last master plan was completed. As part ofthe recent natmnal focus

on increasing airport security, the airport will be undertaking a major upgrade oftsperimet fencing

chainlink) and gate system in 2002. However, there have not been significant changes ineairside facilities

(runway and taxivays) since the master plan was last updated.

Data from a variety of other sources are used in his evaluation, including:

onContinuous Aviati(m ,stern Plan (Volume Inventory and Forecasts, March 1997, The Airport

Technology rand Planning Group)
Local documents, drawings and regional sociteconomic data
FAA Airport Record Foms, Forecast data, Aeronautical charts, instrument approach data, etc.

Recent master plan documents ti’om other Portland area airports.
Oregon Aviation Plan (Dye Management Group, 2000).

Itais chapter documents the inventory ofexisting airside and tandside airport facilities. Airside facilities are

generally defined as airfield facilities such as rumvays and taxiways, Aircraft parking aprons, hangars, and

support cilities such as aircrat fuel storage/dispensing lcilities are defined as landside facilities.

Although considerable investment in facility and maintenance improvements at Troutdale Airport have

occurred since the last master plan was completed, the aviation industry and local/regional economy have

experienced considerable upward and downward shit,s during this period. As a result, airport activity and the

pace ofdevelopment have fluctuated. This study will evaluate the changes that have occun’ed in recent years

and develop a realistic view of the airport’s potential opportunities and needs over the next twenty years
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strong east-west influence ofthe Columbia River Gorge topography. When barometric pressure siificantly

difl?rs on the east and west sides of the Cascade Mountain range, strong flows are created through the

Columbia River Gorge. Based on that wind rose data, it appears that Runway 7-25 provides apwoximately 99

percent wind coverage for up to 15 miles pcq- hour cross-wind conditions and approximately 98 percent wind

coverage ibr up to t2 miles per hour cross-wind conditions. Winds at the airport are above 15 miles per hour

approximately 16 percent ofthe time. Ofthese, approximately 75 percent are east winds from the Columbia

River Gorge that line up well with the runway heading. AIt winds greater than 31 miles per hour are from the

east and line up witla the runway heading.

During very low wind, cool and moist conditions, ibg can {brm in the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area.

However, light winds ii’om the Columbia River Gorge ti-equently allow Troutdale Airport to remain open for

visual use when Portland International Airport, Pearson Airport, Aurora Airport, Hillsboro Airport, and other

local airports have gone to "zero ceiling zero visibility" conditions. This condition is depicted in the picture

above which was taken in the afternoon of December 7,2001 during a short flight fi’orn Aurora Airport to

Troutdale to get aerial photos tbr this Master Plan study. Low ibg is seen tbrming overPortland Intemationa/

Airport in the top of the picture. Within 30 minutes every, airport in the Portland-Vancouver area was

completely covered with this tog, with the exception ofTroutdale Airport.

SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Population

Table 1-1 below summarizes population trends in the Tri-County Area as compiled by Metro. The City of

Troutdale and Troutdale Airport are located in Subarea 5, which exhibited an above-average rote ofgrowth in

1998-99

The projected annual average population growth rates lbr the Portland-Vancouver Region are as follows:

1999: 1.8% 2000: 1.6% 2001:15%

2003: 1.7% 2004: 2.0% 2005: 1.7%

Source; 2000-2030 Regional Forecast (Draft), Metro, March 2002.

2002: 1.6%

2006-22: 1.5%

By the year 2022 there 5ll be a projected 2.65 million people living in the 5 county region; migration is

expected to account for one-half of future population growth in the region. Many people moving into the

Portland region (an estimated 300,000 fi-om 1990-2000) are young workers, a tread reflected in employment

figres for the area.
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Table 1-1: Census Tract Data

yea_r

county subareas

1990 1998 % change t999 %chai-e,.

Muttnomah County

total

2
3
4
5

2O

9,528
311,438
84,570
79,674
92,361
6,316

10,360
325,936
95,427
89,303

113,870,

8.732%
4.655%
12.838%
12.085%
23.288%

7,104 12.476%
642,000! 9.953%

10,911 5.319%
326,689"--’123"00
95,729 0.316%
90,386 1.213%

t 16,065 1.928%
7,069 -0.493%

646,850 0.755%

Clackamas CountY

total

6
7
8
9
10
19

65,801
23,994
53,866
26,214
26,459

72,311
33,574
61,268
31,603

9.893%
39.927%
13.742%
20.558%

34,648 30.950%
82,516 ._...29.5 :...4__2_7_%_.

278,850 323,700 16.084%

72,805
34,724
61,534
32,090
35,180
90,517

326,850

0.683%
3.425%
0.434%
1.541%
1.535%
0.246%
0.973%

Washington County

total

11 19,1
12 40,069
13 82,364i
14 83,296
15 39,062
16 23,309
18 24,300

28,608
52,650
89,055

118,089
52,748
26,903
29,647

49.358% 28,806
31.398% 52,991
8.124% 89,495

41.770% 121,560
35.037% 54,753
15.419% 27,101
22.004% 30,043

311,554 397,700

0.692%
0.648%
0.494%
2.939%
3.801%
0.736%
1.336%

27.650% 404,750 1.773%:

328,000 371784/:,i 337,000 2.74_4%

Source: 1999 Census l?act Estimates, Metro, Jammy 2000:
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Economy

As a result ofthe current economic recession in the United States, many sectors are experiencing employment

declines; particularly manufacturingjobs in la’anspormtion equipment, machinery, mes, art t:xt processing.
Analysts are predicting a turnaround in the regional ec(momy starting in 2003. Transportation is expected to

remain at a steady rate of growth of an average 15% hrough the year 2020 (see table next page).

EMPLOS’2vlENT FORECAST @opula#on m brackets)
2000:

2005:

2010:

2015:

2020:

2025:

1,208,900 (1,874,450)
1,320,600 (2,049,200)
1,483,800 (2,233, 900)
1,631,700 (2,394,600)
t,795,400 (2,571,100)
1,979,200 (2,768,200)
2000-2030 Regiona! Forecas (Draj?), Metro, March 2002,

PER CAPITA INCOME
2000: $28,400

2005: $27,900

20t0: $28,800

20I 5: $30,400

2020: $33,000

2025:$35,500

3)urce: 2000-2030 Re.gional l;2m?cast (Drain), Meu’o, March 2002.

qqae regional per capita income is expected to increase from $28,400 in 2000 to $33,000 in 2020, an average

increase of about 0.8% per year.
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Table 1.-2: BASELINE REGIONAl. EMPLOYMENT FORECAST:

rate

Source: 2000-2030 Regional Fore.cast (Dr), Metro, March 2002.
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HISTORY

Troutda|e History

22ae area at the conflaence ofthe Sandy and Columbia Rivers was "discovered" in the auturrm

of 1792 by Lt, Broughton and his men. The Crew was traveling aboard a British vessel under

command of Captain George Vancouver who was aboard another vessel. They were

ascending the Columbia River, when they, reached a pointjust east ofthe mouth ofthe Sandy
River. This point, irmnediately across the Sandy River from Troutdale, w named

Broughton’s Bluff, many years later. Motmt Hood wasnamed byBroughton Whilehe was on

this location at that time

Before Lewis and Clark, the lands along Columbia River were inhabited by Native Americans of the

Chinookan language group. Those inhabiting the area on either side of the Columbia River, from Wapato
Island (Sauvie Island) to the Quicksand Rivet" (Sandy River) were of a sub-lgwage group Multnomah

(malnumaxmeaning ’those towards the water’ or those ctoser to the ColumbiaRiver’)3. Atthe timeofLewis

and Clark’s visit in 1806, this area was kno,am as Wapato Valley and may have been one ofthe most densely

populated areas in the Americas north of what is now Mexico4.

Lewis and Clark arrived at this area in IFR conditions on Novembcr 3rd Sunday 1805. Clark wTote: "Thefog

so thick this morning that we couldo see a man 50 stoso this.fi)g detained us until 10 oclo& at which

time we set out at 3 miles I arrived at the entrance ofa river which appeared to scatter o<er a sand bar,

the bottom ofwhich lcouMsee quite across and didnot appear to be 4 ineh deep in anypart," Iattempted to

wade this stream and mn(>’ astonishmentJbund the bottom a quick sand, and impm’sabte I called to the

canoes toput to sho, Igor into the ca,oe and landed below the mouth, & C):{ptain Lewis andmysewalkd

up this" river about 1 t/2 mil to examine this" river which we Jbund m be a ve considerable stream

discharging its waters through 2 channels whichJbrms an Island q[bout 3 mitk<s" in length on the riverand 1

t/2 mile wide, composed ofcourse sand which is thvwn out (fithis quicksandriver compressing the waters

ofthe Columbia and throwing the whole current ofits waters’ against its Northern banks’, within a ehannd qf

1/2 a mile wide The QuickSand River appears topass through the low count atthefoot ofthose high
range qfmounmins in a southerly direction, elargecree whichfa#into the Columbia on thestard. Tde

rise in thesame range ofmountain which we supposem be Mr. ttood is S. 85Eabout 47miles distantfrom the

mouth ofquick sand river. below Quickand River the country is low rich and thickly timbered on each

side ofthe river, the islands open andsomeponds, the river wide, and entence numbers ofJbwlsflying in e’

3 Handbook ofAmo’ican Indians, Volume 7 Northwest Coast, ed. Wayne Sutfles, 1990, p545.
4
Naked Against the Rab, Rick Rubin, 999, p. 8.
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direction such as swan, geese, &’ants, cranes, stork.s; whitegu&, comerants andtdew’rs, also great numbers of
sea otter in the river 5

tt is interesting that Clark does not describe any structures or residents at this location. This indicates that

Troutdate and the airport site were probably not used for village or mNor camp sites at that time by Native

Americans.

The earliest settlers came in 1850 and 18516. Early donation land claims were filed by John Douglass, D.F.

Buxton, Benjamin Hall, Stott and Hicktin. Familyrecords credit David F. Buxton as Troutdale’s true thunder.

He filed a donation land claim in 1853 in the center ofpresent day City, ofTroutdate. Buxton developed the

town’s first primitive water system, which was in use until the 1960’s. He died in Troutdale in t910.

However, it was Captain John Hartow, a brmer sea captain from Maine and successful Portland businessman,

who conceived a successfiA plan for the town. In 1872 he purchased part ofBuxton’s land claim to build his

country home. Because he raised trout in ponds on his fame, he called his irrn "Troutdale." He convinced the

railroad to build a depot at the site of his tnn so he could ship Ns produce. On November 20th in 1882,

Troutdale had a rail line; an important step in becoming a bonafide town.

After Hartow’s death in 1883, Celestia his widow, began platting a town with blocks and streets. Much ofthe

city was built in 1890 and 891. ne first edition ofTroutdate’s newspaper announced the opening ofAaron

Fox’s new store, a restaurant, and included ads br a hardware store, surgeon, notary public and blacksmith,

The town’s najor industry was the Americ Dressed Meat Company, Inter sold to become Portland’s Swift

md Company. Other industries that rose were a lumber mill,a hotel and a distillery. The distiller*./burned in

what was reported as a "bright blue flame" in the I890’s.

Aaron Fox was instrumental m incorporating the City in 1907 and became its first mayor. It had become a

town of saloons, and incoqoration arose fi-om fhe necessity to exercise some controls over them. Huge

licensing tes precluded the need fbr city taxes. In 1907, a disastrous fire swept through the city burning many

ofthe t890’s buildings. A church built on a hillside two blocks tom the business district was one ofthe few

1890’s buildings that survived. Some homes also survived. In 1914, one yeea- after women got the vote in

Oregon, Clara Latourell son become mayor ofTroutdale and one ofOregon’s earliest women mayors.

The Columbia River Highway was built and ran through Troutdale in 19t6. Entrising residents opened

businesses, restaurants, tea rooms, hot dog stands and dance pavilions to fed and entertain the travelers. In

1925, a second fire mostly destroyed the business district. This fire is believed to have resulted from an

5
Moulton’s Lewis and Clark’s Journals, (Clark) November 3rd, Smnday, 1805

6 This history of the City ofTroutdale comes largely fi’om the City ofTroutdale Citizeffs Handbook.
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explosion ofa still in the garage ofJohn Larsson, the former mayor’s husband. "Ihe Tiller Hotel and ttelminffs
Saloon, both built after the first 1907 fire, are two ofthe pre- 1925 buildings left in the business district today.

John Hartow’s original house was torn down in the 1920’s. The only original building remaining was the

home ofhis son, Fred built in 1900 on the original tZarm site. Thatbuildingis now the Harlow HouseMuseum

of the ’[k-outdale Historical Society. The original rail depot burned in t907 and was replaced by a new

building at its present site in 1979.

In the 1920’s, Troutdale claimed the title of the "Celery Capital of the World" as a result of prize winning

celery grovm here. But farmers also grew wonderful produce and gladiola bulbs.., grovn in the area’s fertile,

sandy soil and shipped all over the nation by rail. ne Troutdale City Hail was completed in 1923. The

original wood dance floor is now covered by city offices. The dances were an important part ofTroutdale’s

social life tbr ),ears.

Construction ofan aluminum plant was a boon to the economy in the rfid 1940’s, but eventually its emissions

ended the gladiola industry and damaged other crops. Completion ofInterstate 84 in the 1950’s pulleA traffic

offthe Columbia River Highway and away from Troutdale, eCityremained :fairly quiet during the t 950’s.

Suddenly in the 1960’s, Portland suburbanites discovered Troutdale and the City built its first subdivision and

made plans ibr a new sewage treatment plant. Under the guidance ofMayor Glenn Otto, who later became a

state senator and statewide leader, the city boundaries expanded from 320 to more than 2000 acres.

Airport History

"Ilae Troutdate Airport site has been in continuous aviation use for nearly eig2qty years. The following provides

a chronology summarizing development at Troutdale Airport:

October 2004

a 1924 First mrport activit3, on site grass field on private farm.

ca 1920’s Landing strip converted to gravel. Airport maintained by the Civil Aeronautics

Administration.

[3 t 930 U.S. government uses Troutdale airport as a landing strip for U.S. mail carriers.

c 936 United Airlines establishes a radio center to communicate with their aircraft.

ca 1942 Port of Portland purchases 263 acres, including airfield, from three property owners at a

total cost of $52,300.

942 Paved runway, 4,640 feet long and 150 feet wide constructed with north parallel taxiway

and small apron area.

1946-48 Several hangars, a wooden control tower, and a cafe built along north side of fiel& U,S.

I-11 Aron Faere & Associates
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The arport property, however, is largely drained to local smaller creeks that drain directly to the Columbia

River. On the south side ofthe runway water drains to Arata Creek, which flows north around the west end of

the runway into Salmon Creek. On the north side of the p-anway water drains to Sahnon Creek, which flows

west into Blue Lake, and thence into the Columbia River. A large portion ofthe stoxn water runofffrom the

City ofTroutdale drains through the airport propey. All ofthe storm water mnoffis managed by the Sandy

Drainage District. A dike exists between the Columbia River and these airport and adjacent industrial lands.

Thus, during high water periods water is pumped fi’om these creeks up into the Columbia River.

e airport property is considered a "back-up" area by the Drainage District where in extreme rain conditions

water is intended to back up rather than mn directly into the Sandy River, The potential impact of such a

"back-up" impacting the usability ofthe runways and taxiways will be further considered in Chapter 5 Airport

Development. It will be important to coordinate how the Drainage District’s use ofthe property interfaces with

the airport needs for dry buildings mad usable runways, taxiways, aprons, and vehicular access.

During storm periods both the Po andtheDrainage District are aware that oil at_\pears in the drainage ditches.

It is believed that this is coming from old ck stop tan on the south side of the freeway, and from the

freeway itself. Drainage district representatives note that they are aware ofonly one non-functioning aspect to

the airport drainage system. This is at the NNW comer ofthe airport where a 12 inch diameter pipe often is

not adequate and creates an area of flooding.

Due to the relatively fiat topography, portions ofthe airport property" are wettm:ds. The Port ofPortland has

created an inventory of natural resource features on the property (see Appendix E-6 NaVtwal Resources

Assessment Management Plan). Control tower staffnote that these wetlands are an attractor to birds, which

has resulted in at least three bird sNkes during the past six years, One pilot attending the Joint Planning

Conference testified that he experienced hitting 5 seagulls dunng one take-offeght years ago. The drainage

district staffnote that beaver and nutria have been observed moving further and further up the waterways and

ditches around the airport. Coyotes are regularly seen around the airport, but theTe have been no reports of

problems related to aircraft operations.

The Frontage Road loop between the two 1-84 exits/interchanges located at the north and south ends ofthe

airport, and surrounding developments create a generally urbanized setting for the airport. No significantly

incompatible land uses or acti,Aties appear to exist in the vicinity ofthe airport. However, preventing future

incompatible land uses and obstructions in the areas around the airport will be critical to protecting the long-

tema viability of this site.

7 For discussion ofdrainage issues see Appendix A-4, joint Planning Conference Meeting Minutes, 2/28/02.

8 For discussion ofwildlife issues see Appendix A-4, JOint Planning Conference Meeting Minutes, 2/28/02.
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AIRFIELD FACILITIES

The airport currently accon-tmodates locally based single and light twin-engine aircraft. N addition to local

aircraft, the airport accommodates itinerant general aviation and business aviation. Existing conditions at the
airport ate depicted on Figure 1-2 Existing Airp(m Property and Facilities and Figure 1-3 Existing Airport
Property and Facilities with Aerial Photo. Table 14 summarizes airport dma.

Table 1-3: Airport Data

,Airport Name/Designation Troutdate Airport (D)

Airport Owner Port of Portland

Date Established 1920’s (In Port Ownership Since t942)

Airport Category

National Plan of integrated Airport Systems (NPlAS): General Aviation

FAA Airport Reference Code: Bali (1990 Airport Master Ptan)
Oregon Aviation Ptan: Category 2 (High Activibj/Iusiness GenerN
Aviation Airport)

Airport Acreage 284 Acres

Airport Coordinates N 45032.96 W 122 24.08’

Airport Elevation 39 feet Mean Sea Level (MSL)

Airport Traffic Pattern
Left Traffic 1,000 feet above ground ievel

Configuration/Attitude

Air Traffic Control Tower Open 15 hours per day {7:00AM to 10PM local time)

RUNWAY AND TAX!WAYS

Troutdale Airport has one paved, lighted runway (7/25), which is oriented on a 070-250 degree magnetic
alignment. The runway is 5,399 by 150 feet and has nonprecision instrument runway markings. A 400-foot

blast pad (paved overrun) is located beyond the east end of Runway 25. The runway is designed to

accommodate large aircraft (19,000 pound single wheel, 25,000 pound dual wheel land gear), although it

aceom.modates I)C6/7 fire tanker aircraft weighing between 104,000 and 143,000 pounds during the fire

season with 5 to 50 operations per year.

The runway is served by dual parallel taxiways on the north (Alpha) and south (Bravo) sides. The dual

parallel taxiways are 50 tet wide, each with seven exit taxiways. Taxiway Alpha 3 is a high speed exit

taxivay located approximately 1,800 feet do-a the runway from the end ofRunway 7; all other exits are 90-

degree taxiways.
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Aircraft hold lines are located approximately 160 feet (south side of rumvay) and 200 feet (noah side of

runway) from vanway centerline Aircraft holding areas are located adjacent to the A8 taxiway at the end of

Runway 25 and the A1 and B1 taxiways at the end ofRunway 7.

Other taxiways provide access to landside development and numerous taxilanes serve the airport’s hangar

developments. Table 14 and Table 1-5 summarize existing runway arid taxiway titcilities.

Table t4: Runway Data

Dimensions 5,399 x 150 feet; 400-foot paved overrun at Runway 25 end.

Effective Gradient 0.2%

Surface Asphalt Concrete (AC)

19,000 pounds Single Wheel (SW); 25,000 pounds -Dual Wheel
Weight Bearing Capacity

(DW) Landing Gear. Western 1,000 feet of runway is 30,000 pound
(WBC)

SW.

Non Precision (threshold marker, runway numbers, fixed distance
Marking

markers, eentedine stripe)

Medium Intensity Runway Edge Lighting (MIRL); Threshold Lights;

Runway End Identifier Lights (REtL) and Visual Approach Slope
Lighting

Indicators (VASI) (Rwy 7 & 25); Lighted RunwayFFaxiway Holding and

Location Signs

Wind Coverage 97,9 percent (All Weather). Data: 7t493153

Source: Port ofPortland airport drawings and documents: FAA/NOSAirport Facility Directory

Table 1-5: Taxiway Data

Taxtway Description Key Dimensions Lighting/Marking

TaxiwayA
Exit Taxlways At, A2, A3,

A4, A6, AT, A8

l"axiway B
Exit Taxiways B1, B2, B3,

IEH, B6, B7, B8

Taxiway C

(,South Hangar Taxiway)

Forest Service Taxfway

North T-Hangar axiway

North Parallel Taxiway
7 Exit Taxiways

(t high speed ,6 90-degree exits)

South Parallel Taxiway

7 Exit Taxiways

(all .,,0,,:degree exits)

Southeast Hangar Area Access

50 feet wide

2754oot runway

seParation
50 feet wide

200-foot runway
separation

50 feet wide

Taxiway

Air Tanker Taxiway to 60 feet wide

Operations Are,as (Off Airport)

T-Hangar Access Taxiway 50 feet wide

Medium Intensity

Taxiway Edge

Ligh!ing (MITL)
Medium intensity

Taxiway Edge

Lighting (M!TL)
None

None

None

Source: Port ofPortland airport drawings and documents’; FAA/NOSAirport Facility Directory
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The 1990 Airport Layout Plea includes ma all-weather wind rose based on local observations from 1949 to

1953. The windrose indicates that Runway 7-25 hasall-weather wind coverage of97.9percent at 12 milesper
hour. A low visibility wind rose (ceiling 1,000 feet and/or visibility 3 miles, but more than 200 feet and 1/2

mile) estimates wind coverage at 96.6 percent at 12 miles per hour. Although rand coverage based on 15

miles per hour is not estimated, it appears coverage would exceed 98 percent. Local pilots and air traffic

controllers indicate that the winds ibllow a seasonal pattern with easterly winds from the Columbia River

Gorge common during the winter and westerly winds during the sunmer.

AIRCRAFT PARKING APRON

Troutdale Airport has several apron areas used for local and transient aircraft parking. The airport currently
has 16 light aircraft tiedowns available for use. Approximately two-thirds ofthe tiedowns are located on the

south side oftherunway, where a single large apron adjacent to the South Temainal Building has 45 positions.

The remaining fiedowns on the south side of the runway are located on the large transient aircraft apron,

adjacent to (he terminal building, near at the southeast comer ofthe airport between Gorge Winds and Eagle
Air. "Fne condition of the aircraft parking aprons range fiom very good to poor depending on the s-urfaee

(pavement condition, cracking, vegetation growth, etc.) and the condition ofthe tiedown apparatus (chains,
ropes, cables). The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) tanker base, located offairport property has its own designated
apron areas for aircraft parking for its fleet ofair tankers. Table 1-6 summarizes existing apron facilities at ttae
airport.

Table 1-6: Aircraft Apron Data

ron Existing Use/Configuration

South Transient Apron

South Apron 2"st cti0n
(North of Eagle Flight)

Aircraft Fueling & Loading

South Apron East Section
(South of Gorge Winds)

Aircraft Parking & Fueling

South Apron
(former Premier Aircraft)

Aircraft Parking (Maintenance Related)

North Apron. East Section
Aircraft Parking(Right Approach Aviation)

North Apron ntar
Aircraft Parking (Premier FBO to Emeraid Aircraft) 37 TiedownsSection

North Apron -rwest-Central
Section

Aircraft Parking (West of Port Maintenance Bldg.)

North Apron ’2 West
Aircraft Parking & Maintenance 30 Tiedowns

Sections

Sum Total Tiedowns on Public Airport ’1i’
USFS Tanker Apron
(Off Airport)

Aircraft Parking, Loading and Fueling

Source: Port ofPnd Data; visual inspection (5/02).

Aircraft Parking

Arcraft Tiedowns

45 Tiedowns

None

12 Tiedowns

None

21 Tiedowns

16 Tiedowns

2-3 Large Nrcraft
Hardstand Positions
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US FOREST SERVICE TANKER BASE (OFF AIRPORT)

The U.S. Forest Service Troutdale Tanker Base is located near the n(rtheast comer ofthe arport. The tanker

base is located off airport propert3, with large aircraR access provided by a single taaway that connects to

Taxiw’ay A, near the east end ofRunway 25 (fi’om Taxiway A8). The thcility is designed to accommodate

simultaneous ground operations in support oftwo large aircraft. The tmxiway has two separate loops that lead

to two concrete hardstands for aircraft loading. The fcility is designed to accommodate a variety of fixed

wing and rotor aircraft, including large aircraft such as Douglas DC6/7 four-engine piston aircraft whichhave

been converted into air tankers. The Ibrest smice maintains facilities, equipment, and storage tanks for water

and fire retardant slun-y. Vehicle access to he USFS facilities is provided by a single gated access road

extending ti-omNE Graham Road. Flight activity at the tanker base fluctuates widely depending on the level

of fire activi in the region, but is generally less than t00 operations per year, Figure 1-4 shows the tanker

operations for the past seven years.

Figure 1-4: Forest Service Tanker Operations al Troutdale Airport

1995 ,:,: "1907 19e i 2000

Air traffic controllers at the airport indicate that the ta,xiing of fire tanker aircraft is genelly limited to

TaxiwayBravo (south parallel) due to wingtip clearance requirements. TaxiwayAlpha, although havLng

greater separation from the runway, is bordered by parked aircraft and hangars. When taxiing west to

east, aircraft will travel on Taxiway Bravo and cross the runway on Taxiway B8 and A8 to reach the

USFS taxiway.
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AIRFIELD PAVEMENT CONDITION

The Po ofPortland participates in a program ofpavement evaluation :and maintenance for Oregon’s
general aviation airports, This evaluation provides standardized pavement condition ratings, pavement

features and current conditions. Data from the Port’s pavement maintenance program was reviewed and

general observations were made by the consultant during a recent site inventory.

The airfield pavements at Troutdale are generally in good condition or better due to the Port’s ongoing
investment in pavement maintenance. The runway andin taxiways are in fair to excellent condition.

Other taxiways and hangar taxilanes range from poor to excellent depending on the age ofthe taxiway,

Aircraft parking aprons are generally in good condition or better, although some the north apron areas

(west sections) are in poor condition. Table I-7 summarizes airfield pavement conditions for Troutdale

Airport based on data provided by the Port.

Table 1-7: Summary of Airfield Pavement Condition

Pavement section Design

2" AC; 8 Base Course

Pavement

Strength

(pounds)

19,000 # SW

Condition

Very Good
Runway 7/25

Taxiway A

(north parallel)

Tax,way

(south parallel)

Taxay C

($E Hangar Area)

..of.est Sewice Taxiway
North T-Hangar

TaxiwayFraxilanes

3" AC; 6" Base Course (west extension)

2" AC; 8" Base Coupe

3" AC; 6" Base Course (west extension and

high speed exit A3; and east end holding

area}

2" AC; 8" Base Course

3" AC; 6" Base Course (west half & AC

30,000 # SW

19,000 # SW

30,000 # SW

19,000 # SW

30,000 # SW

to Excellent

Very Good

to Excellent

Fair

holding area; and far eastern sectin)

3" AC; 12" In-Place Soil.Cement Treated Base

Data Not Available from Port

2" AC; 8" Base Course

30,000 # SW

12,500 # SW Good

Terminal Area Apron 2, AC; 6" Base Course 19.000 # SW Fair

Poorto
3" AC; 12" Base Course

North Apron West

Section
30,000 # SW
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North Apron Center

Section

North Apron East
Section (Right Approach

Aviation)

South Apron Gorge

FWinds BO

1,5" to 3" AC (varies by section);

6" to 12" Base Curse (varies by section)

Section Data Not Available

3" AC 12" Base Course

1.5" AC 6" Base Course
South Apron

Eagte Flight FBO

South Apron (Former

Premier FBO)

South T-Hangar

Taxilanes

t.5" AC 6" Base Course

12,500 Fair to

30P0O #SW Goo 

1.5" AC 6" Base Course

Good to

Excellent

/=air to
30,000 # SW

Good

Good to
16,000 # SW

16,000 # SW Fair to Poor

16,000 # SW Fair to Poor

l, PtofPort,and Data

LANDSIDE FACILITIES

AIRPORT BUILDINGS

Troutdale Airporthas a wide varietyofbuildings that support aviationand related activities. The airport

is home to several aircraft-related maintenance businesses that provide specialized services to aircraft

from throughout the area. "llle south side ofthe airfield includes the Port South Terminal Building, three

SASO buildings, and nine rows of T-hangars, The north side of the airfield includes several

conventional hangars used primarily tbr commercial aviation activities (aircraft airframe, power plant,

avionics maintenance, etc.), five rows ofT-hangars, the control tower and Port maintenance buildings.

Existing airport buildings are summarized in Table 1-8.

Port
Address

Table 1-8:. Ajmort Buildings

Building Existing Use

South Side of Runway

999 Airport Terminal Building 65x170 2 story; 1981 Restrooms, Office

1123

911

Vacant

FBO Business

100x170 hangar

60x120 hangar+ office;

1986

t-2IOctober2004

Aircraft Storage/Maintenance/Office
(vacant)

AircraftStorage

Aron Faegre & Associates
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t023

893,913,
933,953,
1033,1063

NW Aero
Hangars A B

C

t620

1500-1510

1350

FBOBusiness

South T-Hangar Development
(6 hangars in one row)

Southeast T-Hangar
Development (3 hangars)

WasteWater Pump Station

North Side of Runway

Airport FAA Electrical

Building

FBO Business

FBO Business

Airport Maintenance Buildings

(2)

10, 10, 8, 10,10,10 bays
Aircraft Storage

10 bays each; 1960

Aircraft Storage

130x260 hangar

110x210 hangar

Air Traffic Control Tower & 102’ high; 1962
1220

Airport Electrical Vault

t260,1080 SASO Business

1230 SASO Business

1020 FBO Business

920

655,665,
675,685,895

FBO Business

North T-Hangar Deve opment
(5 rows, t0 bays)

Port T-Hangars 42x270 dirt floor

FBO Business 25x50

FBO Business 60x65 and 40x55

FBO Business 60x60 hangar + office

680,650,620

55O

52O

472

60x60 hangar AircraftStorage

Sewerage Agency Facility

Small block building west Airfield Electrical System Control for
end of airport VASI & ASOS

60xt60 hangar, 30x70
Aircraft Maintenance/Office

office

70x110 hangar, 20x70
Aircraft Maintenance/Office

office

50x70, 25x30 Equipment Storage & Maintenance/

Office/Fueling

Control Tower Airfield systems
electrical

Aircraft Maintenance/Office

Aircraft Maintenance/Office

90x105 hangar Aircraft Maintenance

55x75 offices 2 floors Offices/Classrooms/Restrooms.

Aircraft Storage

Aircraft Storage

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Storage/Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Storage/MaintenancelOffice
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AIRPORT SUPPORT FACILITIES

AIRCRAFT FUEL
Aviation gasoline (AVGAS) andjet fuel are available t Troutdate Airport, eairport has two primary fuel

storage areas. The main storage facility is located on the north side of the runway, east ofPremier Aircraft

Engines FBO facility (two aboveground fuel tanks). A second fuel storage area is located between Gorge
Winds Aviation and Eagle Fligrht Center with a single tmderground tank. The airport’s fixed base operators

(FBO) provide fueling service with mobile mcks and fixed point fueling Existing aviation fuel storage

facilities are listed in Table 1-9.

Table 1-9: Aviation Fuel Storage

Fuel Type Capacity Tank

AVGAS (t00LL) 10,000 gallons North side of runway. b0veground Tank,

Jet Fuel (Jet A) 12,000 gallons North side of runwaY.:" Abovrond...Tank,
AV.GAS (t00LL) 12,000 gallons South side of runway..r@ Eagle, Underground Tank_.
Fuel Trucks Varies Mobile Fueling for AVGAS and Jet Fuel.

AJRPORT LIGHTING

The airport lighting at Troutdale Airport accornmodates day-night operations in sual flight rules (VFR) and

instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions. The aield is equipped with a rotating beacon mounted on the air

traffic control tower, lighted wind socks, and lighted pilot guidance sis. Most aircraftparkin fueling, and

hangar areas on the airport have overhead flood lighting.

The runway and parallel taxiways are equipped with medium intensity edge lighting (MIRL/MITL). The

mnway-taxiway lighting system is radio-activated on the common traffic advisory frequency (CI’AF) when tlne

control tower is closed. Both ends ofRunway 7/25 have tb,’-eshold lighting, visual approach slope indicators

(VASI) andrunway end identifier lights (REg..). The airfield lights generally appear tobe ingood conditi.

Table l-lit surrmaarizes existing airport lighting at TroutdaIe Airport.

Table 1.10: Airport Lighting

Component

Runway Lighting

""axiway Lighting

Type

Medium Intensity Runway Edge Lighting (MIRE)

Medium Intensity Taiway Edge Lighting (MITE) on
Taxiways A anc B.

Condition

Good

Good
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Table 1-11: Navigational Aids and Related Items

Type

Electronic Navigational Aids

Instrument Approaches

Weather Observation

Communication

Fac||Rtes

None on site.

Nearest Locations:

Portland VOR/DME (8 nm NW) 1 tt,8 MHz
POX Runway 28L tLS (2 nmW) 110,5 MHz
PDX Runway 28R ILS (2 nm W) 111,3 MHz
Battle Ground VORTAC (14,4 nm NW) t 16:6 MHz
Laker NDB 2:6 nm W 332 LHz
NDB or GPS-B, Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA) 1,020’ MSL (816’ AGL).
Vi!b!!ity rCluirements: t-2 3/4 miles (Aircraff.Cat.A_-D)
Automated Surface Observation Surface (135,625 MHz)

Air Traffic Control Tower 120.9 MHz
Ground Control i21.8 MHz
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF)(120,9 MHz)
Portland proach/Departure Control 118,1/t24,35 MHz

INSTRUMENT APPROACH ISSUES9

The Airport is presently served with a NDB or GPS-A approach procedure ( see Figure 1-6) with relatively

high minimums (1021-11/2 for approach category B aircraft, a classification that compasses most general

aviation aircraft including some businessjets and thatused in the balance ofthis report). Because the course

alignment to the Runway 7 threshold exceeds 15, theprocedure is a circling approach. Theprocedure is based

on a NDB that is colocated with the outer marker (Laker LOM) serving the Category I ILS approach to

Runway 28R at Portland International Airport.

The Airport is located approximately eight nautical miles from Portland International Airport, within its

designated Class C airspace, and their extended runway centerlines intersect. This, coupled with the shared

use of the Laker LOM, serves to restrict the instrument flight role capaei.W of the Troutda!e Airport.

Appropriate altitude separation is provided between airera directed by FAA air traffic conl to use this

LOM; however, although aircraft are handled on a first-come, first,serve basis at each airport, those destined

for Portland International Airport are assigned a higher priority. Accordingly, aircraft are cleared for the

instrument approach procedure to the Troutda!e Airport when there is a sufficient gap in the aval stream to

Portland International Airport. As traffic levels increase at each airport, the potential for higher periods of

delay to Troutdale Airport arrivals can be expected. This outcome is independent ofthe availability ofnew or

9
This instrument approach analysis was prepared by QED Aviation Consultants, specialists in fhis kind ofanalysis.
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additional approach procedures at the Arport, as

the interaction is the result of the proximity and

runway alignments at each facility.

Pilots operating mTroutdale Airport have requested

a new instrument approach that can yield lower

operating minimums. This capabilitywould make

the Airport more attractive to corporate aircraft that

require a higher level ofAirport reliability for use.

In the past, instrument approach procedures were

dependent on the use of ground-based terminal

navigational aids. Their location could affect the

resultant approach course and mimmums, as in the

case of utilizing an off-airport VOR. The

availability of satellite-based technology through
the use of global positioning system (GPS) has

enabled the design ofapproaches thai enhance the

potential fbr straightqn procedures. The accuracy
of the GPS signal also pernms tbr a more narrow

area of evaluation for possible obstacles that affect

the determination of the achievable approach
mlnlmlJaals,

GPS sigmals, when augmented, can provide a

precision approach capability. The wide area

augmentatmn system (WAAS) s expected to be

approved tbr fiall operational capability by the FAA
in the year 2006. Local area augmentation systems

(LAAS) for public usemay be available sooner and

could be employed to develop precision approach
procedures to all runways at airports in proximity to

each other. The establishment of a LAAS at

Portland International Airport could generate such

Figure 1-6: Troutdale NDB Approach Chart
(out ofdate sample not to be used for navigation purposes)

resut ts for Troutdale Airport: however, this system is not to the best ofthe writer’s knowledge programmed at

the facility. Without WAAS. GPS can be used to establish nonprecision approaches. The FAA is in the

process ofupdating existing instrument approaches nationwide to GPS in order to provide aircraft operators

with a higher level offlight accuracy and to minimize the federal investrnent in the maintenance ofground-

based terminal navigational aids. These new approach procedures use the RNAV (area navigation) acronym
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and minimums are described as GLS, LNAV/’vNAV, LNAVand circling. GLS (global navigation satellite

system landing systean) denotes a precision approach. LNAV/VNAV (lateral and verticml navition) is

another form ofa precision approach but designed to less stringentrequirements. LNAV (lateral navigation) is

used to identify a nonprecision approach.

RNAV approaches with GLS, LNAV/VNAV and LNAV minimums can be established at the Troutdale

Airport that can yield lower approach minimums than presently available. A cursory review ofan RNAV 7

wih LNAVminimums can yield 796-1% for approach categoryB aircraft provided that the missed approach

point is positioned nautical mile west ofthe Runway 7 threshold and an immediate turn to the north (left) to
the Battleground VOR is intemented. This placement and missed approach procedure is necessary to

mimmize the impact of Broughton Bluff. The controlling obstacle in the final approach segment is a tank

located at 4532’13"N and 1223 l’17"W at an elevation of405’ MSL with an accuracy code of ID. Use ofa

step down fix, a nonstandard application ofthe instrument approach procedure design guidance, could yield

lower minimums, but this is beyond the scope of this assignment. ,m RNAV 25 approach with LNAV

minimums would require the maximum offset alignment of 15 to the north to minimize flae impact ofthe Bluff

on approach minimums. However, the resulting minimums could be expected to be 885-1 1/4 for approach

category B aircraft because t2he Bluffcannot be totally eliminated from consideration in the procedure design.

Due to the high level of accuracy and the relatively more narrow obstacle clearance surface requirements

associated with the use ofGLS minimums, precision approaches to Runway 7 or Runway 25 can yield the

lowest minimums that can be authorized for such a procedure (200-1/2 ifequipped with a MALSR and 200-A

without the benefit of the MALSR). It is recowanended that these be pursued.

Although these RNAVprocedures withLNAV orGLS minimums provideimproved course guidance to either

runway end at Troutdale Airport, their use is very dependent on the arrival stream to Portland International

Airport. The airspace interaction requires more detailed revaew, as does the RNAV procedure potential

evaluations indicated above.

The F*has also established facility standards at airports to complement achievable approach minimums.

Therefore, there is a need to balance the approachprocedure capability with the improvementsuiredtomeet

the associated approach minimums. The application ofpresent value, life-cycle benefit/cost analyses can be

useful in rnaking decisions in this regard.

’I\here exists the potential to achieve lower approach minimums to either or both runway ends at Troutdale

Airport The level of approach capability may be influenced by the ability ofthe Airport to meet associated

design stmadards and these should be considered as part of the on-going master planning efib.rt. Airspace

interaction with Portland International Airport will lirnit capacit3, gains and coordination with the FAA Air

Traffic Division needs to be initiated early in the procedure design process.
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SURFACE ACCESS AND VEHICLE PARKING

Vehicle access to Troutdale Airpor s provided li:om U.S. Interstate 84 (t-84) and NE Marine Drive. The

north and east sections of the airport perimeter is served by NW Graham Road, The west and southwestern

sections ofthe airport perimeter are served by NW Sundial Road and NE Mmsne Drive, These roadways

provide two-way access to the airport’s primary development areas. The southeast section of the airport

perimeter is served by North Frontage Road (tbr 1-84), which is a one-way (west) roadway that cormectsNE
Marine Drive and Graham Road.

Vehicle access from the airpor to [-84 is limited to the west interchange that extends fi’om NE Marine Drive

(fbr west-bound traffic). The t-84 South Frontage Road is one-way (east) that connects to NE Marine .Drive

(under the freeway) and is used for cast-bound tra7Sc. 1"he existing surhce access in the vicinity ofthe airport

is depicted in Figure 1-7.

UTILITIES

Local utility providers include Telequest (telephone), Northwest Natural Gas (natural gas), Portland General

Electric (electricity), and the City of Tro,atdale (water and server). The airport is located within the

Mutmomah Drainage District No. 1. "I]e airport has extensive stom water drainage system and the Port
maintains a Storm Water Pollution Control Plan for the airport. The landside areas ofthe airport are served

with fire hydrants tbr fire protection. The existing airport utilities are depicted in Figure l-8a through 1-Sd

(Port Utility Ivlaps). The airport has an electrical building located near the nmway that houses controls for

airfield lighting and the airport beacon.

FENCING

The airport, has a combination ofwre and chain link fencing around the airtield. The airport fencingwas fully

upgraded during 2002, with 6-foot height chain link, topped with barbed wire, and new electronically

controlled vehicle access gates.
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SECURITY

In the aftermath of the terrorist acts ofSeptember I 1,200 I, airport securi haseome amore focused issue

for gent aviation airports, Since Troutdate Airport does not have scheduled air ser’Aee, it is not required to

implement the same security procedures that are used at airports such as at Portland International Airport.

However the need to provide increased security at smaller airports such as Troutdate Airport has been

identified as a national priority.

The Transportation SecurityAdministration (TSA)is currently considngc:tyrequiments forgeral
aviati airports. These increased security needs are in part responsible for the new fening project described

above, which has been accomplished during the period ofthis master plan update Specifically, a new 6’ high

fence with barbed wire at the top has been installed around the entire airfield and aircraft operations areas. In

addition, meetings have been held between the Port ofPortland and the City ofTroutdale Police Department,
to develop a memorandum ofunderstanding to cooperatively address secur/ issues at the airport.

Copies of cent docmnents discussing security at genl aviation airports is attached in Adix A4,

Concep being considered for improved general aviation airport Security include:
Improve perimeter security of airport operations areas;

Provide additional law enforcement or security presence on airport;

Establish a relationship with local law enforcement departments;

Voluntary or mandatory credential checking on airport;

Use ofbiomec devices to verify and validate ID;

Allow airport operators access to law enforcement "watch sts;

Increase security awareness training for pilots and FBO’s;

r mDevelop an "airport watch p ogra

Cooperate with the AOPA’s 1-800-GA-SECURE pro;

Post securityformation at prominent locations;

Improve lighting of critical areas ofthe airport;

Improve aircraft ignition and door locks;

Require aircraft to be stored in locked hangars or by other monitored security systems;

Pertbrm criminal record backgromad checks on airport employees and tenants; and

Prepare an airpor security plan.
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Troutdale Airport is a primary base {br Oregon,s Civil Air Patrol (CM). Following the September 11, 2001

terrorist acts, when virmalty all general aviation flying was prohibited, theCAP aircraft were in service and

flying between Oregon and Calitbrnia to provide transport ofemergency supplies. The existence ofCAP at

Troutdale Airport should be considered a very positive element in the development ofan improved security

organization lbr the airport.

AOPA, the State ofOregon, and others, have begun development ofa concept ofusing organitions oflocat

pilots asa form of"neighborhc,od watch" for genea’al aviation airports. Such an organization wouldprovide a

mechanism whereby local pilots "keep eye out" for suspicious behavior or activities at the airport. This

approach has been developed in many ofOregon’s communities as the concept of "community policing".

Local pilots can provide a first line of defense in detecting suspicious activity at local airports. The

"community ofpilots" has strong nterest in maintaining general aviation as a viable and safe transportation

mode, and are an essential part of any ongoing eflbrts to maintain a safi and secure aviation system.

The Oregon Pilots Association has recently formed the "Troutdale Chapter." As ofMay, 2002, the group had

37 members, and has a goal to achieve 100 members by December 2002. Thisup ofwell organized and

dedicated pilots at the airport can be a good source lbr ensuring lal pilot involvement in meeting the security

goals ofthe airporL

Following the terrorist attacks ofSeptember 11,200 t, all general aviation flight was grounded for an extended

period of time. ’Iqae concern was that smaller general aviation aircraft miglnt be used for terrorist attacks.

When the airspace did finally open for general aviation ffic, it was initially only available for IFR flights.

Eventually VFR flits were peitted, although the extended resNctions point out the irtance of

maintaining good IFR capabilities at Troutdale Airport. Troutdale Tower in the next few years v,511 be gaining

STPdS radar capability, out to a radius of 10 miles. This vill create an added thctor to the ability to maintain

security at Troutdale Airport by being able to specifically identity and track aircraft within this radar range.

Withinthe context ofaviation sal?ty and security, and the need for redundancy offacilities, TroutdaleA
insome ways mayprovide abackup to.Portland temational Airport: However, detailed corrsideration ofthis

issue is beyondthe scope ofthis masterp! update.

MAINTENANCE

The Port ofPortland has two staff at the airport full time to handle the maintenance ofthe airfield along with

the buildings which the Port owns and operates. The peak maintenance period is during the summer due to

the addition of grass mowing. The existing buildings owned by the Port are generally oldand are a major

demand of time and effort for the staff. A copy ofa memorandum dated February 26, 2002 summarizing

maintenance issues at the airport is attached as Appendix A-6 to this report.
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LAND USE PLANNING AND ZONING

Located within the City ofTroutdale, Troutdale Airport is closely bordered byt_he Cities ofFairviewand Wood
Village, as well as the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area; all within Muttnomah County. Figure 1-9

on the next page shows land use zoning for the lands surrounding the airport. Surrounding land uses bordering
the airport to the north, ,,vest and southwest are all light to heavy industrial us, Ditlyto the east across the
Sandy River ties the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area: a large metof federally managed land.
Another small area just north of the airport, on the Columbia River, is also designated op saee, To the

south ofthe airport is a commercial area, largely serving 1-84, whichsbetween the comanercial uses ande
airport itself.

With respect to residentially zoned areas in the immediate vicinity of the airport, most are significantly
buffered from the airport and its neighboring industrial uses by 1-84, rurming in an east-west direction. The

closest residential area is approximately 1,525 feet from the southeastern comer ofthe airport, onthe south side
ofi-84, andiszoned Low Density Residential. qaeclosestresidentialareatmderapproachordeparmrepaths
is located approximately 5.200 et beyond the west end ofthe runway, in the Blue Lake area.

Impacts and compatibility issues resulting from surrounding land uses can be largely divided into two

categories: noise-related issues and flight safety concerns. Since land immediately neighboring the airport is

zoned for industrial and commercial uses, with some pockets of open space and agricultural holdings, the

compatibility issues surrounding Troutdale Airport relate primarily to flight safety concerns, such as tall

structures under approach or departure paths, birds and otherwildlife nearthe runways, and activitygenerating

visibility and/or radio interference.

Airport Overlay Zones are a key toot tbr cities seeking to mitigate compatibility issues between airports and

their surrounding uses. The Cities ofFair-,,iew and Troutdale have included Airport OverlayZoning language

in their respective zoning codes; howeverneither ofthese cities has amap showing the location ofthe Airport

Overlay Zone. The CityofWood Village does not have an Airport OverlayZone. This reportrecommends

that these cities update their zoning codes withmapped overlay zones that clearlyowwhere Overlay

restrictions are in efi?ct to match those ofthe Airspace Drawing in Chapter 8 ofthis report.
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Figure 1.9: LandUseMap
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INVENTORY OF PILOTS, USERS, & COMMUNITY INTERESTS

During the inventory phase ofwofk, extensive outreach has been made to the pilots, users, and general pffblic

to gain input as to issues, needs, or concerns about Troutdale Airport. Pilots, users, and the public were

queried during a publicly advertised "Community Open House" session held at the airport on February 28,

2002 from 6 to 8 pro. In addition, a questionnaire was distributed to pilots using Troutdale Airport to gain

information as to specific needs, eoirmaents, suggestions, and evaluation of the existing facilities and future

needs. In addition, a presentation was made to lat pilots atan Oregon Pilot Association (OPA- Troutdale

Chapter) meeting on April 15, 2002 at 7pm, and their inventory ofcomments solicited. The inventory of

pilots resulted in the bllowing general comments and recommendations:

ca New Run-up Area: "A new run-up area is badly needed at the west end ofthe north taxiway.

Also, the ran-up pad area on the north side of the west end ofthe runway needs to be enalarged to

provide more run-up space for aircraft?"

ca Instrument Approach: "There is a very great need for a precision instrament approach or a non-

precmon instrument approach wath at least 600 footmmum

ct Aircraft Wash Rack: "A wash area is needed for aircraft." [completed 2003]

South Taxiway Improvement: "Redo south tiway to have proper separations fi’om runway.’"

a Control Tower: "Provide a new control tower on south side of airport."

c PuNic Restroom & Trashcan, A pubhe restroom and garbage facilitie are needed to be made

available to all pilots,"

A copy of minutes of the Community Open House and OPA meetings, along with copies of returned

questionnaires are attached in Appendices A-7 and A-8.

INVENTORY OF PUBLIC AGENCIES:

On Februm-y 28, 2002, a Joint Planning Conference was held at the Tmutdale Airport to request that punic

agencies having an interest in thesterplanning processinitiate input attNs tirne or identify issues theysh

tobe involved th. Telephone ealls followedbytten invitationstothe meetingwerettothe fo!lo,Mmg

public agencies [a * by the name means they were in attendance at. the meeting-]:

c FAA Airports District Office;

cl FAA Control Tower*;

cl NRCSfUSDA/SN1 Water Consewation District;

cl US Fish & Wildlife Agency;
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US Environmental Protection Agency;

c Forest Service/Columbia River Gorga NSA;

a Mt, Hood National Forest;

ca Oregon Dept. ofAviation*;

a Oregon DOT;

Oregon DEQ;

a Oregon Dept. offish & Wildlife;

ca Oregon LCDC;

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office;

ca Oregon Division of State Lands;

cl City of Troutdale*;

ca Mulmomah Counts’ Planning;

cl Mr. Hcmd Community College;*

ca Metro;

Muttnomah Drainage District 0/Sandy Drainage District*:

City of Fairview: mad,

Port ofPortland*.

During the two hour meeting the following items arose as key issues to be considered during the master

planning process:
a Evergreen Airport Closing: With Evergreen Airport closing, its 170 aircraft will have to relocate,

This may be a grea opportunity ibr Troutdale Arport to develop an increased base ofuser aircraft

and pilots.

PDX Security Issues: Some felt that with security needs at PDX becoming greater, it may lead to

corporate aircraft leaving PDX in favor ofa more accessible airport like Troutdale.

n City ofTroutdale: The City ofTroutdale is responsible for zoning and development issues and

roads on the perimeter of the airport. The City has no current specific concerns that need to be

addressed.

Drmnage Issues: The entire afiort area is a "managed flood plain" and the Sandy Drainage

District wishes to remain involved with the masterptanning ofthe airport.

a Wetlands Attract Wildlitk: Tower staff notes that the many wetlands on the airport attract wildlife,

which has resulted in some bird strikes at the airport. The Drainage District has tbund beaver and
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nutria moving up into the area as welt and creating dams.

Forest Service TankerAircraft: The Forest Service tanker aircraft are an important user ofthe

airport. Final design oftaxiway setbacks should be established which provide adequate clearance
for their large firefighting aircraft.

New Tower Equipment: By May of2003, the tower wilt have new radar and radio equipment.

Radar services will cover mn approximate 0 .mile radius around Troutdale Airport.

Community College Facility: Mr.HCommunity Co]Jege is planning to use some ofthe federal ..............
property at the NW comer ofthe airport for classes and pilot training, civil engineering, and

general science. Thus the college will be interested in maintaining adequate parking and vehicular

access for all of the thcilities.

Science & Technology Park: A strong eftbrt is being made to develop the old Reynolds

Aluminum site as a new science and technology park. TNs project has much support and would

be a compatible land use with the airport that would like?!y result in us for the airport similar to

how Intel Corporation uses Hitlsboro Airport.

Troutdale as a Reliever Aiort: Port staff are aware that TroutdNe is an import.ant reliever airport

for both Portland International Airport and Hillsboro Airport. There are days when both Portland

International and Hillsboro are fogged in and Troutdale ser,,es as the only local option I%r smaller

commercial aircraft such as Ameriflight, HoriTon, Hillsboro Airport business aircraft, and other

aircraft users,

Security Nansfor Troutdale Airport: The Port ofPortland is developing a security plan for

Troutdale Airport which will include an "aioort wamh" component along vAth an

intergovcrtmental agreementth the City ofTroutdale. As part ofthe security upgrade, the Port

will on be installing a new six tbot chainlink fence with barbed wire top that will surround the

aircraft-active areas ofthe airport.

Aircraft Wash Location: The Port is preparing to instatl an aircraft wash area and has some

funding available to do this. As this Master Plan is being completed, this project is under

construction.

Forest SeeTanker Site: TheForest Service uses its site at the airport as a "re,ldbase" sine

the aircraR are normallybased at Redmond or Moses Lake. They only come to Troutdale when

needed for firefighfing in this region. Occasionally the base is also used for helicopter or other

fixed wing aircraft that are used for observing fires. The Forest Service looks forward to

improving the taxiway separation and may be able to assist in fmading.

A fall copy ofthe meetingminutes from the Joint Planning Conference are provided in Appendix A-4 ofthe

master plan.
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AIRPORT ACTIVITY

Aviation activity at Troutdate Airport has fluctuated since the last airport master plan was completed in 1990.

At first activity increased substantially, reacNng apeak in 996, and then declining throughmthe mostrecent

data of2001. The 1990 master plan predicted a steady increase in based aircraft and operations, wlnich is not

reflected in current levels of activity. However, most other general aviation airports in the Portland-

Vancouver metropolit area did have steady increases in based aircraft and operations during this period (see
Chapter 2). Based on the overall reNonal tzends, the decreasesm Troutdate Airport would appear to be
related to specific lal conditions rather than regional demand thctors.

Figure 1-10 summarizes recent historical airport activity. The solid line indicates total aircraft operations (one

landing and one takeoff equals two operations) as listed in TAF records (year 2001 uses air traffic control

tower data as TAF data is not yet available for that year). The dashed line indicates instmmentoperations only

Trend lines for the data, using a 3" degree polynomial are also shown. The spreadsheet containing this data

with a listing of the sources is pro’ded in Appendix A-9. The traffic data indicates that airport operations

experienced the mostrecent peakabout 1996 (120,000 operations), buthas declined steadily tocurrent levels
ofaround 75,000 operations per year. It is interesting to note that during the same period, thenumber ofbased

aircraft hasremained relatively steady. This suggests that the t)e and amount offlight activity on the airport.
changed during this period, though the causes ofthe changes remains unkno,am at this time.
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CHAPTERTHREE

Aviation Activity Forecasts

Introduction

"lhe purpose of this chapter is to update ibrecasts of aviation activity for Troutdate Airport. Aviation

activity includes based aircraft, aircraft operations (takeoffs and landings) and other related items such as

peaking characteristics. Forecasts are developed tbr short-, intermediate- and tong-term periods within

the twenty-year planning period of the rrmster plan. The forecasts will be translated into gross facility

needsi which willbe addressed throu# facility developments during theplanning period.

Airport activity forecasting for a 20-year mter plan is a difficult task, since it involves an attempt to

predict the future for activities that are by their nature very dependent on a great number of other tbrces

and factors. With the advent of computers that can process large amounts of data and attempt to find

patterns, a new field called "non-linear dynamics" has emerged. It has been moderately successful in

predicting weather patterns up to a week in advance, however, attempts to apply it to predicting the stock

market, or long-term economy ofthe United States, have so far failed. Given thed ofextreme events

that can cur- such as the terrorism acts September 1 lt, 2001 isSafe to say that it islikelyany

forecasting model can ever be created that would be truly reliable. Thus, there probably never will be a

methodology that can with good assurance, reliably predict with certainty, the furore activity levels at

Troutdale Airport.

Another area of difficulty in performing aviation forecasting is the problem of the accuracy of the datm

Based aircraft can be determined by physically going around the airport and opening eveu hangar and

counting the airplanes. However, some aircraft may be out on trips, and some may only be on the airport

for maintenance. Counting based aircraft is thus even a job that requires some sleuthing and
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interpretation, Untbrtunately, most airports probably only receive a detailed, accurate based aircraft count

at the time of a master plan update, so the FANs records for the years in between may have great
inaccuracies, Fortunately, Troutdale Airport has a control tower, so that actual records of airport

operatmns during the hours of 6am to 10pro are relatively much more accurate (most GA airports do not

have a tower), Airport operations outside of those hours are estimated by the FAA and added to the

numbers for the FAA TAF records

Given that our predictions must exist with perhaps even large levels of uncertainty, what are we to do?

Why do we even do forecasting? There are several answers to this dilemma. First and foremost, airport

master plans are "living documents2 They are intended to provide the best information available at a

given moment in time, but are not expected to be 100% accurate m their predictions. It is recognized that

they will undoubtedly not "hit the mark" precisely, but it is hoped they vill be close. If initial conditions

change sufficiently, then an updated airport master plan will be needed!

Second, a forecast can attempt to review other predictions concerning the major, sgnificant forces

commonly known to act on an airport, and then compare that data and evaluate their reliability. This data

is available at the local, state, and feder.at levels. Thus, local predictions ofpopulation trends, or expected

economic changes for the airport service area are evaluated over the 20-year period, Likewise, both the

State of Oregon and the FAA’s predictions concerning aviation activity or trends for certain classes of

aviation technology are considered.

Following this review or local, state, and federal data, it is common to then consider several diftbrent

scenarios that could result at the airport. In particular it is useful to examine predicted outcomes that

predict minimal growth levels, along with outcomes that predict higher growth levels. This allows for a

kind of "sensitiwty analysis" whereby the differences in outcome over the 20-year period can be

examined. A tow growth model might predict a total of say 200 based aircraft at the airport at the end of

the 20-year period, whereas a higher growth model mJght predict 250 based aircraft. This allows the

master plan to then evaluate the question of whether this difference would be significant. As long as

sufficient property s available on the airport, a difference of 50 planes (in this example) rmght not be

very significant. On the other hand, if the addition of 50 airplanes were determined to trigger the need

under FAA’s safety guidelines for the construction of a second taxiway, then this might represent a

significant action.

By looking at a modest range of airport growth options, it should be possible m determine the probability

of the need tbr such fundamental improvements as new tax,ways, runway extensions, and general airport

property needs. And it is precisely this kind of sensitivity analysis that wilt follow the forecast analysis,

Even this FAA data can be pttzzting. For example, the Troutdale Tower data for 1997 shows more operations than
does the TAF data which includes operations occurring when the tower is closed. (See Appendix A-9). Thus,
measurement of operations at an airport should not be considered an "exact science,"
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m the facilities analysis chapter and the faci] ifies alternatives chapter. Then, with the master plan serving

as a "living plan," the actual events that unfold at an airport and in its surrounding community can be

examined within the context of the attematives considered in the master plan. The master plan then

serves as a guide to help the community determine which changes to the airport might best help it to serve

the communi.ty.

Forces and Factors influencing Aviation Activity

When we look at the numbers ofbased aircraft and the numbers ofaircraft operations at Troutdale Airport

during the last twenty m twenty-five years (see Figures 1-10 and 1-I 1), we see that swings ofas much as

50% have occurred in a matter of only a couple of years. The factors that contribute to changes in

aviation activity at most general aviation airports range from long-term changes in population, to the

desirability of particular services at an airport, to trends within the aviation industry, to changes in the

needs of local business and indust3, in the community.

Some activities at an airport, or within the airport’s service area, such as hangar development trends,

airport closures, and the availability of services often directly effect growth on a short-term basis. Yet,

short-term change can lead to long-term change. Once aircraft are based at an airport (especially when

financial investment is made at an airport by the aircraft owners) the airport may retain this growth on a

long-term basis. Broad industr3, trends in areas such as student pilot stm’ts in flight training, aircraft

utilization levels, or aircraft manutgcturing levels may be expected to have some eftct on local airport

activities. However, at many airports, broader industry vends may be offset by unique conditions such as

a highly successful FBO, flight school, or maintenance shop, which can significantly effect local activity.

Weather can also be an important tZactor at an airport, and probably is one for Troutdale. As was

discussed in Chapter 1. on the positive side the gorge winds probably provide more VFR weather than is

available at other Portland area public airports. However. in a year when there are less gorge winds, or

when ice storms are particularly bad in Troutdale, weather may be a factor that could cause pilots to leave

the airport.

of forces from national to local, from short term to long term and attempt to determine which will be

most significant in Troutdale’s future. In the ibltowing sections of this chapter, within the context of

these various forces, a twenty-year forecast will be presented.

Aviation industry Trends

e genemt aviation industry has enjoyed a sustained recovery from the mid-1990s fhmugh 2000,

which tbtlowed a downturn that had existed prior to that time back to the early 1980s. The effects of
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this positive market trend are visible at many general aviation airports in the form of increased

activity; development of new facilities, and increased private investment in hangars and aviation-
related businesses. However, activity in many seents of the indus declined in 200t and 2002
due a deteriorating economy and the negative effects ofthe September 11’ attacks

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently revised the assumptions used to support its long-

term aviation forecasts in an attempt to reflect the significan of recent events. The following
assessment ofthe general aviationindus isprovided in the rectly updated long term forecasts2:

"’The turnaround in the general aviation indust that began with the passage ofthe
General Aviation Revitalization Act of 1994 appears to have slowed considerably in
2001. While the slowdown in U.S\ economic activi(y can be partially blamed./br the
slowing [" demand for general aviation products and services, the events of
September 11 and their aftermath are expected to have the greatest and longest
impact on the general aviation industry General aviation activity counts at FAA air
trajc ficilities were down signcant!y duqng most Qf 2001. Operations at
combined FAA and contract towers were down L 7percent, with itinerant operations
down 6.2percent and local operations down 5.0percentfrom 2000 activity."

It is not laaovm to what extent the long-term prospects for industry growth will be affected by currenl

conditions. However, the current level of uncertainty makes long-term forecasts particularly ,nalnerabte

to sudden, unexpected and dramatic shifts in activity. Since these external hctors cannot be predicted, it

appears reasonable to assume that the underlying strength of the general aviation industry gained over the

last several years provides the infrastructure needed to support modest growth over an extended period.

It is important to remember that the primary challenges facing fhe national air transportation system prior

to the recent crisis tbcused largely on system-wide capacity deficiencies and increaslng flight delays for

the national commercial air transport system. Although these factors may have been temporarily

mitigated by the recent declines in commercial awation activity, they will eventually again become key

issues in civil aviation. The current growth in business related general aviation, particularly in the areas

of fractional ownership ofbusiness aircratt and increased charter activity responds effectively to a variety

of user needs. To the extent that general aviation can offer an attractive, competitive transportation

option, airports like Troutdale, that are able to accommodate this activity will benefit.

Based on the more detailed discussion of factors presented in the following pages, it appears to be

reasonable for the purposes of developing master plan forecasts, to assume that on the whole, and m

Troutdale Airport in particular, general aviation will experience modest-to-moderate growth during the

current twenty year planning period. It also seems reasonable to expect periodic short-term swings in

activity ifthe industry is forced to respond to external events.

e FAA Long-Range Aerospace iForecasts, Fiscal Years 2015, 2020 and 2025 (June 2001).
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FAA Activity Data

Table 3-1 sumnaafizes the growth in the general aviation fleet, by aircraft t, that occurred between

1994 and 2001. During this. period, the overall fleet increased by 25 percent, which represents an amaual

average growth rate of 3.2%. Some aircraft types, such as business jets, helicopters, and experimental

aircraft increased at annual average rates of 7 to 9% during that sevenyear period. Others, such as the

piston single engine (which is the work-horse of the GA fleet) increased at only 2.2% annual average

growth rate tbr the seven-year period. While the demand factors for each aircraft type differ, the overall

growth trend appears to reflect a revitalized industry with some particularly strong segments. Given that

the northwest region is home to Van’s Aircraft, Lance Air, and Kit Fox three of the most popular

manufacturer’s of homebuilt aircraft that growth segment may have more impact on airports in the

nortl-rwest region

Table 3-1: Summary of Active General Aviation and Air Taxi Aircraft (1994-2001)

Aircraft Type 1994

Piston Single Engine

Piston Multi Engine

Turboprop

2001 Est.

127,351 148,000

t4,801 2t,000

4,092 5,750

Turbo Jet 3,914 7,150

Rotorcraft Piston

Rotorcraft Turbine

Experimental

Other

Total

1,627

3,101

12,144

5,906

172,935

2,700

4,450

20,400

6,700

216,150

Overall
Increase/
Decrease
(Total

Aircraft)

+20,649 +16.2 %

+6,199 +41.9 %

+t,658 +40.5 %

+3,236 +82,7 %

+1,073 +65.9 %

+1,349 +43.5%

+8,256 +67.9 %

+794 +13,4 %

43,215 +25.0 %

7-year
Annual
Average
(Percent.)

Overall
Increasel
Decrease

(Percentage)

+2.2 %

+5.1%

+5.0 %

+9.0 %

+7.5 %

+5.3%

+77 %

+1.8 %

+3.2 %

Source: FAA General Aviation and Air Taxi Activity Surveys, Year 2001 data estimated by FAA.

General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)

The General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) Industry Review and Market Outlook for

2002 provides an assessment of industry activity in 2001. Despite the adverse effects of events tbllowing

September 11 th, the industry still managed to provide some positive signs of market strength, particularly

in the area ofbusiness aviation. Included among the reports findings:
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For a sixth year in a row. the general aviation industry set an all-time recordJbr billings in

2001.
.Total shipments for airplanes produced worldwide slipped 4.5 percent, from L140 units to

2, 999 units in 2001.
Total shipments Qfbusinessjets increased 3.6percent between 2000 and 2001.
Total turboprop shipments increased I. 4 percem in 2001.
Totalpiston shipments were down in 2001. Jbtling 8.9pe:ent.
Total shipments ofsingle-engine pismnsJH 11.7percent in 200L
Total shipments" ofmulti-engine piston. increased 42. 7percem in 2001.
Studentpilot starts were down 3.3 percent in 2001J
A Cessna Aircraft Company su, fimnd that 40 percent of the people who are bing
Cessna’s piston-engine a#lanes are newpilots. New Piper is repoTing similar statistics.

The total number ofcorpmte operators in the U)#ed States increased by 5percent in 2001.
The number ofindividuals and compames in the United States that own aJhactional share of
an airplane increased by 22.3 percent in 2001.

The number ofairplanes inJ?actional progzuns grew t9.3 pevent in 200L
GA&L4 members companies reported that approximately 17 percent of their mml turbine
deliveries in 2001 went mfi=actionatprograms.
Charter activi increased hY 26pereem in 2001.

The GAMA report highlights the strength of the btsmcss aviation segment, as reflected by increases in

deliveries of new multi-engine piston, turboprop and business jet aircraft, combined with increases in

tYactionat aircraft ownership, corporate operators and charter activity. Although concerns about the

current economic recession continue, there is optimism that student pilot starts and deliveries of single-

engine piston aircraft will rebound in the near future to strengthen that segment of general aviation.

Despite the slight downturn in aircraft deliveries last year, it is encouraging to note that 2000 and 200I

were the two highest single-year delivet3 totals lbr U.S. manufactured aircraft since 1983. According to

GAMA data, the average age of the U.S. general aviation fleet is 27 years, although the average age of4-

seat single engine aircraft is 32 years

It is also interesting to note that sales of new turbine aircraft are now approaching and may soon be

exceeding the record sales of the ely 1980s. Although it is difficult to draw spifie conclusions om
national industry- data, the events highlighted in the G/MMA report suggest that airports, such as

Troutdale, t.hat are able to accommodate a broad range ofbusiness aviation may benefit most from

the current industry trends.

AOPA has challenged this statistic in an April 16, 2002 release, and suggests that there is underrepoing due to a
switch in the FAA’s electronic-based reporting system and a large number of"orphan" records. Based on AOPA’s
data there has been margiat increases rather than a decrease.
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FAA Long Term Activity Forecasts

As noted above, the FAA recentty re,Ased its long-term aviation forecasts to reflect the recent downturns

experienced in the industry. The current FAA Terminal Area Forecasts (TAF) (2001-2015) have not been

revised, but include a disclaimer regarding the effects of "September and the economic downturn?’ A

summary of the FAA’s growth assumptions used in developing their long-range aviation forecast (2001-

2013) is provided in Table 3-2. Appendix C-1 contains FAA’s Executive Summary of the 2001 TAF

forecasts.

Table 3-2: FAA Long Range Forecast Growth Assumptions4

Activity Component

Active GA Aircraft Fleet

Turbine Aircraft (FW & Rotor)

Business Jet

Piston (FW & Rotor)

Hours Flown (all aircraft)

Hours Flown (turbine aircraft,
including rotor)
Hours Flown (piston aircraft,
including rotor)

Hours Flown (business jet)

Tower Operations

Instrument Operations at FAA and
Contract Towers

Forecast
Annual Average Growth Rate

(2001-2013)

+0.3% per year

+1.8% per year

+3.5% per year

+0.2% per year*

-2.2% in 2002; +0.4% in 2003; then
+1,5% through 20t3

+2.2 percent

+0.7 percent

+4.1 percent

-2.6% in 2002; +7.1% in 2003; then
+1.7% through 20t3

-4.2% in 2002; +4,6% in 2003; then
+2.0% through 2013

Active General Aviation Pilots +0.8%

-4,5% in’2002; -1.2% in 2003; then +i.0%
Student Pilots** throh 2013

FAA forecas piston fleet to increase by’ ’an annual average ra;e of 0.4% after 2004, following

antipated declining numbers in me 2002-2004 t{me period.
AOPA has contradicted FAA’s student pilot numbers citing a 13 percent undernt of student pilot

rtificates in 2000 and 2001. AOPA claims that this error signifantly reduces forecast levels of
activiby. (See Footnote

The FAA’s current long-term forecasts project a very conservative increase of 9,t 10 aircraft in the U.S.

general aviation fleet between 2002 and 2013, which is only about one-fifth of the growth experienced

FAA Long Term Aviation Forecasts, updated 2002.
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during the last seven years, tt would indicate an annual average gowth of only 0.37%. Forty percent of
the forecast increase in the fleet consists of newbusiness jets, while other aircraft types will increase
modestly, except for multi,engine piston aircraft, which are expected to decline slightly.

According to FAA data, the number of active pilots declined during tbueen of the last nineteen years
and is currently about 20 percent below t981 levels. However, on a positive note, the number of active

pilots increased during two of the last three years ending in 2000, Contrary to the FAA’s current

declining projection tbr student pilots, AOPA projects a t6 percent increase in the number of student

pilots over the next five years based on their extensive review ofta,

The FAA 2001-2015 Terminal Area Forecasts (TAF) projects that total airport operations within the

Northwest Mountain Region will increase t7.5 percent by 2015, which is an annual average increase of

approximately .08 percent.

The FAA’s long-term tbrecasts br hours flown, tower operations and instrument operations reflect

modest annual average groh rates ranging from about 1.5 to 2.0 percent over the next ten years.

Certain segments of activity, such as hours flown for turbine aircraft, (particularly business jets) are

expected to increase at rates between 2 and 4 percent per year.

Local/Regional Trends

Greater Portland Regional Area

As noted in Chapter Two. the number of based aircraft located at airports within the Greater Portland

Region has increased at an annual average rate of 1.9 percent, over the last tburteen years. This growth

represents a recovery tiom an extended decline that lasted through most of the 1980s. According to

available data, the number of aircraft currently based at airports in the Greater Portland Region appears to

represent an all-time high, and is certainly well above the most recent peaks, which were recorded in the

late 1970s.

In addition to the natural increase in the number of based aircraft within the region, available data

suggests trhat movement of aircraft between airports is relatively common. Factors such as airport

closures or changes in the availability or price of fuel, FBO or maintenance services, flight training and

hangar space within he regmn appear to be leading contributors to this migration. As noted in Table 2-2,

in Chapter Two, several airports within the local region have experienced above-average increases in

based aircraft totals in recent years.
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Troutdale Airport

The number of based aircraft at Troutdale Airport has increased from approximately 150 (in 1988 when

the master plan was last updated) to 193 (current count), Although the aircraft totals fluctuated during

this fourteen-year period, the overall net increase from 1988 to 2002 was 28.7 percent, which represents

an annual average growth rate of approximately 1.82 percent. According to data contained in the Oregon

Aviation System Plan5 and FAA Terminal Area Forecast6, based aircraft totals at Troutdale fluctuated

between 154 and 177 during the 1990s (see Figure I-1 t, Chapter One). It appears that the airport has

experienced a modest surge in based aircraft numbers over the last several years, probably related to the

availability ofT-hangars created during the 1995-1999 period, with the resultant 193 aircraft now tbund.

It is likely that the growth has been gradual since 1990, but that the FAA records did not reflect accurate

counts. The current trend appears to reflect natural growth related to the health of airport-based

businesses and the overall ability of the airport to accommodate the needs of aircraft owners. Recent

discussions with the companies managing the T-hangars to determine tte number of aircraft at the

airport found there were no vacancies.

A review of historic aircraft operations data for Troutdale Airport dating back to t976 reveals a series of

wide ranging fluctuations. According to available data, Troutdale routinely accommodated between

125.000 and 175,000 operations per year during the I970s. Aircraft operations at Troutdate dropped by

more than 50 percent between 1981 and 1982. Following the sharp decline, operations fluctuated

between 38,000 and 67,000 through most ofthe 1980s. Aircraft operations during the 990s continued to

fluctuate. Just as a sharp decline occurred at Troutdale in the early 1980s, a sharp increase (+73%) in

operations occurred between 1980 and 1990. During the early 1990s, operations consistently increased

from about 92,000 to the most recent peak of 116,775 in 1996. Following the peak in 1996, aircraft

operations once again have fluctuated along a downward trend. However, it appears that airporl activity

is currently experiencing some positive growth as the number of based aircraft has increased. The most

recent complete operations records are from 2001. Flight activity data from 2001 reflects the negative

mpacts associated with September lth, which included an extended period of flight restrictions. As a

result, 2001 data is not considered representative of current activity levels. Aircraft operations for 2002

are expected to return to the approximate levels experienced in 2000, based on the relaxation of

emergency measures implemented in the fall of2001. Table 3-3 summmfzes Troutdale Airport’s aotivity

totals since 1976.

During the period from 1976 through 2001. the average number of aircraft operations per based aircraft

has also shifted widely. Airports with higher operations levels/ratios often have substantial amounts of

flight training, which contributes to higher aircraft utilization. In other cases, higher levels of itinerant

Oregon Continuous Aviation System Plan, Volume I: Inventory and Forecasts (AirTech, 1997).

Federal Aviation Administration Teminal Area Forecast Summary (Fiscal Years 2001-2015).
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traffic associated with business or commercial activity such as air cargo operators, often push activity

ratios higher. Re average number of operations per based aircraft at Troutdale was 452 tween 1976

and 2001. Over the period between 1988 and 2001, the average ratio increased to 520 operations per
based aircraft.

Table 3-3: Summary of Troutdaie Airport Activity Levels

Year Annual Operations Based Atrcraff

1976 178,637 230

1979 124,502

1980 111,034

1981 107,325

1982 55,378

1983 58,498

1984 67,751 161

1985 56,431 161

1986

1987

1988

1989

t990

46,909

43,323

39,919

53,083

91,762

1991 95,459

1992 100,035

1993

t994

t995

111,046

107,533

282

25O

280

266

280

Ratio of
Operations to
Based Aircraft

777

442

444

404

280*

280

150

198

209*

421

351

t68"

55

143

t50 354

155 592

154 620

154 650

154 721

154

101488 176

1996 116,775 176"*

1997 94,9t5 177"*

68,927**

1998 82,724 177"*

1999 75025 17

2000 76,973 177"*

2001 177"*

68,927***(est,)

85,376

2002

Average

193

199

698

577

664**

536**

467**

424**

435**

395**

357 (est.)

453

Notes:
Hodges & Shutt 1990 Master Plan reports only 149 based aircraft in 1983 and 154

based aircraft in 1986, and would indicate that the 1987 TAF data is probably too high
as well

Number of based aircraft is tikehL understated,bas_e.d on fact that newT-han
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were constructed and rented, but no changes in based aircraft were recorded by FAA,

Number is tower record and thus does not include Nghts beeen 10pro and 6am,

The F,. predicts a general decrease of 2.6% in operations at a! airport.s for 2002
(see Table 3-2 above). Through June 2002 the Troutdale tower rerts operations are
down 2.0% year to date, however it is anticipated that flights during September Nil
exceed those of the prior year and compensate for this reduction. It is noted that
Hillsboro Airport is down 9.5% in operations year to date 2002 and PDX is up 9.9% in
GA operations year to date 2002.

Period 19762002
Range of Annual Operatns (High-Low) t78,637 39;919

Range of Based Aircraft (High,Low) 282,150
Range of Average Activity Ratios (High,Low) 777-143

Source: FAA TAF (based aircraft and operations), Air Traffic Control Tower Records (operations 2001),
ttodges & Shutt (based aircraft 988), and Aron Faegre & Assiates (based aircraft 2002),

Current Activity

Current estimates ofbased aircraft and aircraft operations are presented in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: Troutdale Airport Current Activity

Local (T&G)

Itinerant

Totat Operations

Total Instrument Operations

43,130 36,965

31,835 31,962

74,965 68,927

1,199 1,484

Single Engine

Single Engine (High Performance)

Multi Engine

Business Jet

135

42

Helicopter

Total Based Aircraft 193

Source: FAA TAF and Air Traffic Control Tower Records (operations);
Aron Faegre & Associates [based aircraft).
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Existing Forecasts of Aviation Activity

A review of other available aviation forecasts was conducted to compare various projections against

actual activity. These forecasts are described below.

1990 Portland-Troutdale Airport Master Plan

The 1990 Po!ad-Troutda!e Airport Master Plan projected an increase in based aircraft from 150 to I80

(20 percent) over the 20’year planning peod. This forecast slates into an annual average growth rate
of0.87 percent (1989 base year tbxough 2010).

The 1990 master plan projected aircraft operations to increase from 6t,000 to 77,000 (+26.2%) by 2010.

This forecast translates into an annual average gn-owth rate of 1.17 percent.

Actl growth in based aircraft at the airport since the last master plan was completed has outpaeed the

forecasts by a considerable margin. The current number ofbased aircraft (I 93) at Troutdate even exceeds
the 2010 forecast by 13 aircraft. If the current end continues, Troutdale would have approximately 223

based aircraft by 2010, exceeding the previously-forecast number by 43 aircraft or 24 percent. It is

evident that the 990 master plan tbrecasts of based aircxaft has become obsolete and does not provide a

reasonable basis for developing furore projections.

The rruaster plan forecasts of aircmR orations for 2000 and 2005 are reasonably close to current traffic

levels; although the forecasts did not anticipate the rising ffic levels experienced in the early and m_id

1990s (peaking at 116,775 operations’) and the sharp decline that followed. Based on eent activity, the

tbrecast for 2010 (77,000 operations) could be exceeded at any time and does not appear to reflect the

airport’s current growth potential.

!997/2000 Oreg-on Aviation System Plan

The most recent gonAviati System Plan, 1997 (OASP) forecasts ofbased Nreraft at Troutdale were

developed using 1994 base ye data, The OASP .forecasts were made to 2014 and the 2000 gon
Aviation Plan (O) extended the forecasts to 2018, without any changes in forecast assumptions.

Using a 1994 base year estimate of 169 based aircraft for Troutdale, the OASP/OAP forecast the number

of based aircraft to increase to 211 by 2014 and 222 by 2018. The OASP/OAP forecasts (1994-2018)

represent an increase in based aircraft of 31 percent, which translates into an annual average growth rate

of 1.13 percent. These forecasts are useful as a general reference to establish baseline long-term growth

rates, however since they have not been revised in eight years, they are not considered current enough for

use in developing updated projections.
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The OASP/OAP forecasts of aircraft operations at Troutdale projected an increase from 107,46 in 1994

to 184,019 in 2018 (+712% over 24 years). This forecast translates into an annual average growth rate of

2.29 percent. As noted above, the OASP/OAP forecasts have not been updated to reflect recent

conditions and therefore are not useful for projecting future activity in the master plan,

FuAA..Terminal Area Forecast Summary (TAF’I Fiscal Years 2001-2015

The current FAA Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for Troutdale uses a base year of 2000 (FAA estimate:

177 based aircraft). e TAF forecasts were prepared prior to September t 1, and are subject to revision.

However, FAA has provided no date for revision of the TAF: e TAF projects the number of based

aircraft to increase t?om t 77 to 227 by 2015. This forecast represents an overall increase of 28 percent,

which translates into an ammal average growth rate of t .67 percent. Although the base year data used in

the TAF is about 5 percent below actual levels, the growth rate is relatively close to Troutdale’s most

recent t4-year historic trend.

The TAF forecasts ofaircraft operations at Troutdale project an increase from 76,975 in 2000 to 84,412 in

2015 (+9.7%). This forecast translates into an annual average growth rate of 0.62 percent. As noted

earlier, the FAA 2001-2015 Terminal Area Forecasts (TAF) projects total airport operations within the

Northwest Mountain Region to increase by 17.5 percent by 2015 which is an annual average increase of

approximately 1.08 percent

Updated Aviation Forecasts

Updated forecasts of aviation activity for Troutdale Airport were prepared to reflect local conditions,

recent trends and long-term expectations within the general aviation industry. A variety of factors

specific to the greater Portland area and Troutdate Airport suggest that future growth prospects will be

reasonably strong during the cm’ent twenty-year planning period. As noted earlier, it appears that

historic changes n activity at Troutdale Airport do not consistently follow changes in the region’s

economy, Although some decline in airport activity would be expected during an extended economic

recession, the historic fluctuations ofairport activity during periods oflocal economic growth suggest that

other factors have a more direct effect on airport activity. In light ofthe continued forecast growtsh within

the greater Portland area, the assumptions used in developing updated aviation forecasts for Troutdale

largely reflect airport-specific ctors or conditions within the general aviation industry.

Three scenarios were developed to provide a Ibrecast envelope with a broad range of grovth potential.

Forecasts of based aircraft and operations were generated for each of the scenarios. The based aircralt

projections reflect historic trends at the airport, FAA forecasts and other local factors that may affect

demand levels. Aircraft utilization ratios (average operations per based aircraft) were then applied to each
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based aircraft projection to estimate fv.-e aircraft operations. A review of historic aircraft utilization

conducted for the period between 1976 and 2001 provided an indication ofthe airport’s historical range of

aircraft utilization.

Based Aircraft

The forecasts of based aircraft were updated following a review of industry trends, documented activity

and other available forecasts. As noted earlier, Troutdale Airport has experienced moderate growth in

based aircraft (annual average rate of 1.82/) since the last master plan was completed in 1990. The

annual average growth was nearly double the 1990 master plan forecast rate and slightly higher than the

FAA’s forecast rates (annual average rate of 1.67%) for the airporl through 2015. Troutdale’s growth in

based aircraft has been slightly lower, but comparable to the overall growth ofother airports 1.9% armual

average grovcth, when combined) within the Greater Portland Area during the same period. As noted

previously, the projected growth of population and employment within the local region is expected to

average between 1.5 to 1.7 percent annually. While correlations between airport activity and regional

economic data may be limited, strength within the economy should help to fuel the region’s overall

transportation needs.

Several other factors in the local region have the potential of directly affecting activity at Troutdale

Airport, Prime anmng these are the potential closure of Evergreen Airport and forced reduction of based

aircraft at Pearson Airpark. Troutdale Airport could be successihl in attracting a portion of these

potentially displaced aircraft early in the current planning period. Another potentially significant factor is

redevelopment the former Reynolds Aluminum industrial site adjacent to the airport. Currently, there is

plan being formulated to develop the Oregon Science and Technology Park (OSTP) on the site. Although

the plans are in the conceptual stage, the 725-acre site has been identified as uniquely prime location to

develop a large-scale high technology science and industrial park that could attract a large number of

companies with a labor force that could reach i0,000. The site’s location immediately adjacent to the

north and west sides of Troutdale Airport. creates some unique opportunities to develop business aviation

facilities that are tailored to serve tenants and visitors to the OSTP.

Based on these factors, three based aircraft projections were dcvel to reflect the airport’s growth

potential through the current twenty-year planning period (2002-2022). Thcse forecasts provide a

baseline and upper-range projection, with an intermediate projection that represents a reasonable

preferred ibrecast. Updated forecasts of aircraft operations were also developed for each of the

projections and are presented later in this chapter.

B_aseline For....e...cas__t_: e baseline forecast utilizes the growth rate for Troutdale Airport reflected in the

current FAA Terminal Area Forecast (2001-2015), which is a 1.67 percent annual average rate. This rate

wilt be applied to the 2002 total of based aircrat1 and projected forward to 2022. This growth rate is
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slightly lower than Troutdale’s current (14-year) trend, but provides what mJght be called a reasonable
baseline projection over the twenty-year planning period. It is based onthe FAA’s long-term knowledge

ofairports ofthis size and location, from a national perspective.

Historic Trend: The actual history of growth at the airport provides another basis for a model to predict

the future. We have chosen the past 14 years as a period because it provides the most accurate data

available. The data on based aircraft for the mtercening years is known to be unreliable (see the footnotes

to Table 3,2), The airport’s 14-year growth rate for based aircraft (1,82 percent, annual average rate)
provides a reasonable basis for projecting future activity that is dire,ctly related to documented

performance over an extended period. This projection reflects sustained, moderate growth that is slightly

higher than previous master plan or FAA forecasts. It appears that grovth in based aircraft at Troutdale

over the last three years has been running at nearly twice the airport’s M-year average. While this recent

trend is expected to moderate back toward the established historic rates for the airport, it does suggest that

the airport is capable of generating stronger growth when events are favorable. As noted in Chapter Two,

Troutdate Airport is well positioned to be competitive in serving the general aviation users in the Greater

Portland area.

_D2,namic Growth: In addition to a continuation of the established historic growth trend for the airport,

there are two significant factors that may contribute to additional activity at Troutdate Airport. The first

is the potential closure of Evergreen Airport and the tbrced reduction of the number of based aircraft at

Pearson Airpark. Evergreen currently accommodates approximately 165 aircraft, which would be

displaced if the airport closed. The City of Vancouver, through an agreement with the National Park

Service, will cap the number ofbased aircraft at Pearson at 175. The current number ofbased aimraft is

approximately 198, which will require the relocation ofat least 23 aircraft. It is assumed that the majority

of these aircraft would relocate to one of the more than 20 airports within the local area, including

Troutdale Airport. Although it is difficult to detcnrnine precisely how many of the Evergreen/Pearson

aircraft may tdtimatety relocate to Troutdale. a 15 to 20 percent one-time relocation thctor provides an

aggressive tin-get based on the airport’s competitive potential.

The second significant factor that may stimulate activity at Troutdale Airport is the potential development

of Oregon Science and Technology Park (OSTP), which could serve a wide range of companies of all

sizes. Troutdale Airport has the potential of accommodating increased business and corporate aviation

activity. While some of this activity would likely be represented through an increase in itinerant activity,

some increase in locally based aircraft could be expected.

A Damic Growth forecast assumes a slightly higher annual average growth rate of 2.0 percent (in lieu

of 1.82%) and a one-time Evergreen/Pearson aircraft relocation factor of 17.5 percent (33 aircraft) in the

1995 projection. Overall, this results in an annual average growth rate of 2.77 percent over the twenty-

year planning period (including the one-time Evergreen/Pearson relocation factor). The dynamic
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projection assumes that Troutdale will be successful in attracting more business aviation traffic in

addition to producingslitly higher gro,h of existing general aviation activities such as flight training

and charter services.

Factors which could implement this more dynamic growth than forecast by the FAA or historic data,

include for example the Small Aircraft Transportation System (SATS) program currently being studied as

a new use of GA aircraft to help in serving as a public transportation mode for sheller communities

around Oregon (see Apndix C-2). Should the SATS vision become real over the next 10 years,
Troutle Airport could become an important element for access to the Portland area. Likewise, the fact
that three ofthe major kit built aircraft manufacturer’s are located m the region could result in greater than

expected growth in based aircraft or airport activity at Troutdate from this category. Finally, Mt. Hood

Community College has begun their flight training progn’am utilizing Eagle Flight Center at Troutdale

Airport, and should this program prove successful, it could lead to greater than expected airport

operations growth for Troutdale Airport.

Summary- Based Aircraft Forecasts

The three projections of based aircraft described above provide a reasonable range of activity that may be

sustained over a twenty year forecast period. Table 3-5 summarizes the three based aircraft projections.

The baseline and historic trend projections provide reasonable mid-range forecasts, while the dynamic

projection reflects a more aggressive, but still moderate forecast. Because the historic projection reflects

recent documented activity for Troutdale Airport, it is recommended for use as t.he preferred forecast of

based aircraft.

Table 2-2, presented in Chapter Two, illustrates that several Portland region airports over the last

fourteen years have experienced annual average growth in based aircraft that far exceed typical

expectations. These include Scappoose (9.5% per year); Aurora (4% per year); and McMinnville (5.6%

per year). The success of other airports in the local area suggests that the 2.77% level of potential

dynamic growth projected for Troutdale is well within a possible range.

Due to the relative uncertainty associated with long-term forecasts, it is recommended that the dynamic

projection be used only to define =ae airport’s long-term tandside development reserves, but not its

immediate facility needs. It is recommended that the Historic Trend Forecast be used for the facility

needs of the twenty-year plan. The kinds of facilities that would require additional development reserves

under the Dynamic Growth forecast will be considered in the facility requirements analysis of the next

chapter.
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Table 3,5: Troutdale Based Aircraft Forecasts

Forecast

Baseline Projection

Dynamic Projection

Average
Growth
Rate

(20 Years)
1,67%

2.76%

Base Year
(2002)

193

t93

2005

203

2010

220

2015

Total includes one-time Evergreen/Pearson aircraft relocation (assumed to be 33 aircraft).

239

2022

269

238 263 290 333

Aircraft Fleet Mix

The 1990 Portland-Troutdale Airport Master Plza’a provided a breakdown ofexisting and forecast fleet mix

for the airport. The airport’s actual fleet mix in 1990 and 2002, and the previously-forecast fleet mix for

2010, is presented in Table 3-6. The number and percentage of single-engine aircraft has increased since

the 1990 master plan was completed, tn addition, both the number and percentages of twin-engine

aircraft, business jets, and helicopters declined. It is difficult to determine precisely what conditions have

contributed to this change in fleet mix. However, most of the new hangar construction that has occurred

at the airport in recent years has been targeted toward single engine aircraft.

The departure of one former operator, Sports Air Travel, which maintained several multi-engine aircraft

for its small package freight operation, may have contributed to the overall decline in the number twin-

engine aircraft at the airport. In addition, there were twin-engine aircraft being restored at the airport

during that time, which may have contributed to the higher multi-engine aircraft counts.
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Table 3-6: Historical/Actual Aircraft Fleet Mix

Based Aircraft

Single-Engine

Twin-Engine

Business Jet

Helicopter

1990 Master Plan Data/Forecasts

1989

1t8

24

6

Percentage Forecast
(2010) Percentage

79% 135 75%

16% 32 18%

4% 9 5%

Total

2

150 100%

4 2%

180 100%

:’;i .,,;:,Aal:!;

!N

.,,:N C;}

;" ’
:,, :.s ..

,;,<,<f

tltage

" 4"

1990 PorflrdTTroutdale Airgrt Master ply.n_ Note: Port staff suggests Sat the 1989 mimbers for business jets and helicoptees may be
incorrect, and are more likely listed in reverse, i.e they believe now that n)re likely there were 6 helicopters mad 2 business jets.

The updated forecasts ofbased aircraft fleet mix are presented in Table3-7, Based on the airport’s shift

toward single-engine aircraft in rect years, the projections developed in the 1990 master pl appear to

overestimate the potential for a large-scale shift toward more complex locally based aircraft. However,
based on the national trends in aircraft manutcmfing and the airport’s potential for attracting increased

business aviation activity, such as would be associated with development of the OSTP and capacity issues

at PDX, it. does appear reasonable to assume moderate shift toward more compbx aircraft. For this

reason, the forecast of based aircraft fleet mix assumes a adual increase in the percentage of twin-

engine aircra (includingturboops) business jets and helicopters drying the current planning periodi
Single-engine aircraft will continue to represeht the largest segment of based aircraft, but the o-verail

percentage is projected to decline slightly.

Table 3-7: Forecast Aircraft Fleet Mix (Preferred Forecast)

Forecast

Based Aircraft ;

SinglmEngine t (92%) 1

-l 4(7%)

Busine Jet ..:: I (<1%) 3 (2%);

HIipter (<1%) 2 (1%)

Total 204 223

2015 2022

215 (88%) 238 (86%)

22 (9%) 29 (10%)

5 (2%) 7 (3%)

2 0%) 3 0%)

244 277
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A factor that could aftct both the based aircraft fleet mix percentages at Troutdale Airport is the potential

relocation of displaced aircraft from E,,ergreen./Pearson described in the d.waamic forecast projection.

Most of these aircraft are single-engine and their potential relocation could initially increase the

percentage of single-engine aircraft at Ioutdale Aiort, Thus Table 3-7 assumes that during the next

three years the fleet mix wilt likely remain constant, and that only in the ibllowing years wilt the mix

change toward more complex aircraft.

Aircraft Operations

Forecasts of aircraft operations were developed for each ofthe three based aircraft projections (See Table

3-8 and Figure 3-1). As noted in the based aircraft tbrecasts, the three projections were developed based

on difl?rent growth assumptions. For based aircraft forecasts, the growth assumptions are reflected in

different average annual growth rates. The tbrecasts of aircraft operations add a varying aircraft

utilization factor to the based aircraft projections to approximate relative increases m overall airport

activity.

Table 3-8: Summary of Aircraft Operations Forecasts

Baseline Forecast

Existing

2002 2010

Forecast

2015 2022
Annual

Growth Rate
(2002-2022)

(Activity Ratio: 300 operations per based aircraft)

Iased Aircraft 193 203 219 237 269 1.67%

Annual
Operations

68,927 est. 60,600 65,700 71,100 80,700 0.79%

Historic Trend Forecast (Pmferred Forecast)

"_I 244

87.108
Operations

79,611

Dynamic Forecast
(Activity Ratio: 450 operations per based aircraft)

Based Aircraft 193 238 263 333

277 .82%

98,889 1.82%

2.76%

3.40%Annual
Operations 68,927 est. 107,100

290

118,350 130,500 149,850
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Peaking Activity

A summaO, of current and projected aircraft peaking is provided in Table 3-9. A review of air traffic

control records and discussions with air traffic controller ftmiliar with Troutdate operations was the

primary source for identifcing peaking characteristics. The current activity peaking at Troutdale is

comparable to other airports its size. The peak month (usually August or July) typically accounts br

between t t,5 and 12 percent of annual totals. The recorded peak day total for Troutdale in 2001 was 380

operations (on August 9th) and the peak hour operations were 75 (during the 8-9am period)7. A review

of historic data indicates that peak day activity typically represents approximately 4,5 to 4,7 percent of

peak month traffic. Peak hour activity represents approximately 20 percent ofthe peak day traffic. There

is no indication that the current peaking characteristics will change significantly in the near future.

Therefore, current peaking percentages were applied directly to forecast activity to estimate peak activity

levels through the planning period.

Table 3-9: Airport Peaking Factors

Actual Forecast

2002 2005 2010 2015 2022
(Estimated)

Annual Operations 68,927 72,732 79,596 87,108 98,830

Peak Month (1t
of Annual Ops)

Peak Day (4.71% of
Peak Month)

Design Day (Peak
Month/31)

Busy Day (110% of
Design Day)

Peak Hour (19.71%
of Peak Day)

8,064 8,5t0

380

260

286

401

275

302

79

9,3t3

439

300

330

86

10,192

480

329

362

95

1 t ,563

545

373

410

107

Ovewiew :of Airport Activity Segments

A review of historic air traffic data fbr Troutdale identifies three primary segments of activity: general

aviation, commercial/air taxi, and military/government. Historically general aviation activity has

accounted tbr 90 to 95 percent of the airport’s total operations. Activity records for commercial and air

taxi range from to 5 percent, although significant changes from year to year may indicate some

inconsistencies in counting.

Telephone discussion between Troutdale Tower staffRob Bruders and Aron Faegre on July 1, 2002,
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Military and government (USFS Tankers) activity has varied fi’om 1.5 to 2 percent of total operations and

typically fluctuates between 1,000 and 2,000 ammat operations. According to tover records, most of this

activity consists of military local operations. As noted in Figure 1-4, in Chapter One. Forest Service

tanker operations at Troutdale varying greatly depending on the fire season. Since 1995, the number of

tanker operations has ranged from less than ten to just over fifty per year. The tanker operations are

normally concentrated in the period fi"om early June through late September. A summary of existing and

forecast airport activity is provided in Table 3-10, based on the Historic Trend Forecast projections.

Table 3.10: Forecast Summary (using Historic Trend Forecast Projections)

Activity Actual

2002 2005 2010

Single Engine 177 188

Multi-Engine 14

Business Jet

Helicopter 1

Total 193 204

201

14 17

Forecast

2015

215

22

3 51

2 2

223 244

2022

238

29

7

277

Local 4t,356 43,094 I 46;166 49,434 N,356

Rinerant 27,571 29,638 33,430 37,674 44,473

Total 68,927 72,732 79,596 87,108 98,830

General Aviation 65;48! 69i095 1 ....75,616 82,752

Air Taxi/Commercial 1,446 t,637 1;980 2,355

2,000Government 2,000

Total 68,927

Design ,aJrcraft Operations 689
(Business Jet)

Instrument Operations t ,484

72,732

1,055

1,604

2,000 2,000

79,596 87,i08

93,888

2,000

98,830

1,824 2,072 2,471
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For the purposes of forecasting, the air traffic distribution is not expected to experience significant
change. General aviation activity is projected at 95 percent; the percentage of military/government
activity is shown as staying relatively constant at 2,000 operations per year. The percentage of
commercial/air taxi activity is projected to increase (to approximately 3.4 percent by 2022) reflecting an

increase in business awation activity.

According to air traffEc control tower data, local operations currently account for about 60 percent oftotal

operations. These operations occur in the local traffic pattern and airport environment and typically
involve flight training. Itinerant operations accounted for approximately 40 percent of annual operations
in 1999. 43% in 2000, and 46% in 2001. Based on recent increases in flight training at Troutdale it is

anticipated that 2002 will have approximately 40% of annual operations as itinerant operations. In future

years, due m an anticipated increase in the level of business-related activib, at Troutdale, itinerant

operations are projected to increase tiom 40 percent to approximately 45 percent by 2022. Thus, local

operations are prqjected to gradually decline ti’om 60 percent to approximately 55 percent by 2022.

The projected design aircraft for Troutdate Airport is expected to be a small or medium business jet.
Based on the forecast of locally based aircraft fleet mix and anticipated increase in transient business jet

activity, projections of annual operations by the design aircraft type were developed. This activity is

currently estimated to account fbr approximately percent of annual operations and is projected to

increase to at least 4 percent by the end of the planning period.

Insmament operations at Troutdate have also fluctuated in the past, ranging from around 1,000 operations

to more than 5,000 operations per year. As noted in earlier d.iseussions, the existing nondirectional

beacon instrument approach may constrain instrument operations at the airport. Instmrnent operations are

projected to increase from the 2001 level of t,484 operations (2.15 percent) to approximately 2.5 percent

of annual operations by 2022. The development of a more efficient instrument approach could increase

this activity further. It is reasonable to expect that the advances in avmnics, paired with the expected

improvements to ground equipment, should over time make IFR operations more accessible to Troutdale.

Summary

Troutdale Airport has shown many peaks and valleys for both based aircraf and their operations during

the past 25 years. When an airport has this kind of "yo-yoing" ofdata it s important to look at al] of the

forces impacting the airport to try to determine a reasonable projection lbr the future.

The population base appears to be stgole and showing a projected modest growth over the next twenty

years, based on Metro forecasts. The economic base of the four cities area has been hit by recent declines

in employment and has struggled with the closure of some high-tech facilities. However, as of July 18,
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2002 good news has been released that the high-tech thcilities are expected to reopen in the next year.

Most importantly, local and regional interest in redevetoping the 725 acre Ale s property

(adjacent to the airport) is ver-y high. The local conditions thus appear to be strong for continued grovah
ofbased aircraft and operations at the airport both for recreational as well as business uses.

The airport itself has several FBO’s with excellent training, maintenance, and associated Ihcitities. The

hangars appear to be at virtually 00% occupancy. Thus, the airport businesses appear to be healthy,

indicating a good basis for growth.

The past fourteen years of activity at the airport show on average that the airport is capable of

sustained modest growth in based airca’aft. Knowing that up to 188 aircraft based in Clark County to the

north will need new homes, some of xvhicb are likely to be attractable to Troutdate Airport, should

facilities be available to receive them. Finally, the FAA projections are for growth to continue at

Troutdate Airport with rates that are comparable to what has occurred during the past Iota’teen years,

Given these strong underlying conditions--yet moderating them with the current uncertainties in the

overall US economic strengths resulting in part from the actions of September llth, 2001 it is

recommended that the pret?rred tbrecast utilize the Historic Trend Forecast projects. This forecast of

aviation activity represents modest to moderate increases in aviation activity during the current twenty

year planning period. This forecast projects growth in based aircraft that s comparable to the most recent

14-year trend, though with the local economic development activities currently underway, there is some

expectation that these growth rates will be exceeded. Especially as local economic development efforts

are successfuI, it is expected that the fleet mix will increase more strongly in the business class aircraft

category. And with the growth of local business activity it is expected that itinerant operations serving

these businesses will also increase. For the business use to be substantial and strong, an improvement in

the instrument approach capabilities of the airport is assumed, and that there is increase in instrument

operations to accompany this capability.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Airport Facility Requirements

INTRODUCTION

To plan br the fiature needs of loutdale Airport, it is necessary to translate forecast aviation demand--

including type and volume--into specified types and quantities of facilities that can adequately serve the

id.atified demand. This chapter uses the results ofthe inventory and forecast analyses, as welt as established

planning criteria, to determine the airside and landside tacilityrequirements fmough the twenty-year planning

period. A review ofairfield capacity is included to identify anypotential capacity-related issues thatmayoczur

over the next twen years. Airside facilities include runways, taxiw-ays, navigational aids and lighting

systems. Landside facilities include hangars, fixed base operator(FBO), specialized aviation service operators

(SASO), and terminal facilities, aircraft parking apron, air tanker loading areas, aircraft fueling, automobile

parking, utilities and surface access.

The objective of this effort is to identi the adequacy or inadequacy of existing airport facilities and outline

what new facilities may be needed to accommodate forecast demands. Having established facility

requirements, alternatives for providing these facilities will be evaluated in Clapter Five to determine the

most cost. effective and efficient means for implementati.

OVERVIEW

For perspective in the planning process, a review of the old 1990 Portland-Trouldale Airport Master Plan

(Hodges& Shutt) will help us understand the key planning issues addressed twelve years ago. Thatplan found

that the principle need for a variety of facility improvements at Troutdale Ahport, included:

Long-term relocation ofall airport facilities to the north side ofthe airport;
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Overlay ranway pavement and reduce width, including new shoulder grading and modifications to

marking and lighting;

Overlay north taxiway pavement;

Slurry seal exit taxiways and northside apron;
Construct additional exit taxiway;
Construct Air Guard helipad;
Construct northside itanes and T-hangars;
Widen exit iway fillets; and
Consmaet new midfield taxilane, with access road and fencingmodifications.

Actual facility improvements made since the last master plan have included:

5 T-Hangar buildings (61 hangar spaces) added to the north side of the airport;

No change to the runway width;

Reconstruct north taxiway and north apron;
Reconstruct and name Taxiway C;
New high speed exit taxiway A3 and standard exit taxiway B3;
New AWOS;
New fuel facility; and
New security fencing for the entire airport,

Five newT-Hangars were consmacted between 1990 and 2000by thesame company, and reflect considerable

p6vate investment at the airport. Othff tenant improvements have be made in cent years, including the
recent improvements to the Premier Aircraft maintenance facilities on the noah side ofthe runway.

A detailed Airport Layout Plan (ALP) draving was prepared as part of the 1990 master plan, however no

approach or airspace drawings were created as part of that planning work. The only change to property

ownership since 1990 was the sate of an adjacent 12 acre parcel industrial property north of Sundial Road

omed by the Port ofPortland to a private developer. Otherwise, there have been no changes to the airport

propline during the period sincethe 1990 master plan. A detail review ofthe ALP finds thatvarious of

the airfieldfacilities meet differingaireradesigngroups as defined bytheFAA. This lack ofconsistency is

probablydue to the widerange ofaircraft types using the airport especiallythe fire tanker aircraft. A re-dew

of the facility dimensions depicted on the 1990 ALP was conducted to identif;y the design category most

consistent with the previous planning (see Table 4-1.).

The 1990 master plan reflects facilityptanningbased on B-II aircraft (i.e., those withapproach speeds less than

t21 knots and wingspans shorter than 79 feet). It was recognized that the United States ForestSce(USFS)
used tanker aircraft larger than B-II, however since the Forest Service operations were typically only 50

opea"afions per year (much less than the FAA standard of 500 operations per year for defining the design
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aircraft), the larger Forest Service aircraft were not used as the design aircra. The existing pavement strength
of 19,000 pounds single wheel was also recommended as the "fictture" pavement strength. All future airfield

facilities and airspace surfaces in the 1990 ALP were based on the assumptions,

Table 4-1: Existing Conditions Assessment of Corresponding Design Categories

;, 2:1 "Y" !!!!I!E i i:

item

Runway Object Free Axea

Airplane Design Group

B-Ill (NLT 3/4 mile visibility) or
B-I & Bull (LT 3/4 mile visibility)

As depicted on ALP:
B-IV (NLT 3/4 mite visibility)

Runway Obstacle Free Zone

Taxiway Safety Area Alpha: ADG 11
Bravo: ADG tl

Tiway Object Free Area Alpha:G tl
Bravo: ADG

Building Restriction Line

Notes

Non Standard Lerth Beyond 25
(meets B-II snda- NLT 3/4 mile
visibility)
Nan Standard Length Beyond Rwy 25
(meets B-II standard NLT 3/4 mite

RunwayProtection Zones

Lae Aircraft (Per FAR Part 77) Non Standard Clearance (Taxiway Bravo)

Dimensions only (surface
condif3edgradient TBD). Limited by
frentage road on AlphaaAPL on

Bravo
Limited by distarme to aircraft parking.

Runway-Parallel Taxiway Separation

As depicted on ALP:
North: B-lit (NLT 3/4 mile visibility)
Or C/D-tt
South: Same
As depicted on ALP:
North: B-If (NLT mile visJNtity}
South: B,t (NLT3/4 mile viibiii}
As depicted on ALP:
Rwy25:A&8 Arcraft
Visual & NLT mile visibility
Rwy 7: C&D Aircraft

Visua..t 8, NLT t mile visibilit’.
Alt:ha:
Bravo: B-I (small aimraft

Two buildings located inside north BRL

exclusivell/)
Runway Width I’V (NLT or LT% milevisibility)

ortVoreven1!I]
TaxlwayWi ADG II1

Notes: NLT and LT is’clower thanmd tower than" Visibility minimums for the runway approach, Dimensicms as depicted on 1991)Airport Layout

Plan (Hedges & Shutl) or as curremly in place (existing facilities),

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrations "Aioort Obstruction Chart tbr Portland-Troutdate

Airport" OC649 (Februau 1985) was included in the report for depiction ofairspace needs for Runway 7/25.

AC i50/5300, Table 3-2, Footnote 2
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The OC chart depicted airspace surfaces that were consistent with "larger than utility" runways with

nonprecision instrument approach capabilities for Runway 7 and visual approaches for Runway 25. A

supplemental nonpreeision instrument approh surface was also depicted for Runway 25. The master plan
identified General Utility II runway standards, which was compatible with the variety of general aviation

aircraft operating at the airport, the geometric configuration ofthe runway-taxiway system within the overall

airport site and the over_all capabilities of the airfield facilities.

The 2000 Orezon Aviation Plan (Dye/CenturyWest) created anew system ofcategorizing Oregon’s public use
airports. Five airport categories were defined based on the primary functional roles ofairports. The airport

categories range from commercial service airport such as PDX (Category 1) to small remote airports such as

Cascade Locks State (Category 5). Troutdale Airport is categorized as a Business or High Activity General

A,dation Airport (Category 2). Business or High Activity" General Aviation airports are umque in that they

accommodate a significant anaount of business aviatmn activity, including turbine aircraft. Other nearby

Category 2 airports include Hillsboro, Aurora, and Scappoose, Business/High Activity GA airports are an

important part ofOregon’s aviation system, primarily serving the needs ofbusiness and general aviation users

within a local area. The airports typically have airfield facilities, lighting, mad navigational aids needed to

accommodate a wide range ofbusiness aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds and above.

Troutdate Airport (along with Hillsboro Airport) is identified by the FAA as a general aviation reliever to

PDX, which provides substantial airside and landside capacity benefits to PDX by enabling it to focus

primarilyon commercial avaation facility needs. It is significant to note that the numberofGAbased aircraft at

PDX has declined over the past 20 years, while these reliever airports (and many other local airports) have

continuously grown in numbers ofbased aircraft,

FACTORS USED IN SELECTING APPROPRIATE AIRPORT DESIGN
STANDARDS

The selection ofdesi standards forairfield facilities is based primarilyupon the characteristics ofthe aLrer
tl’mt are expected to use t_he airport Fromaphysical planning pewspective, the mosterifi characteristics are
the approach speed and wingspan ofthe selected design aircraft. Aireraoperating weightisanimportant

planning criterion for airports. For general aviation airports, the FAA distinguishes between large and small

aircraft at a weight of 12,500 pounds. Aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds or less (maximum certificatedtakeoff

weight) are categorized as "’small aircraft," Aircraft weighing more than 12,500 pounds are categorized as

qarge aircraft?" As noted earlier, Troutdale routinely accornmodates aircraft weighing more than 12,500

pounds (the Forest Service aircraft particularly), although the majorityofaircraftbased at the airportare small

airplanes. As an airport that accommodates a -,vide range ofbusiness aviation activity, it is appropriate to plan
airside tcilities based on large airplane criteria.
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Federal Aviation Administration (F/k) Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5300-13 (Change 7, dated 10/01/02),
Airort Desiln, serves as the primary reference in planning airfield facilities. FederalAviation Regulations

(FAR) Part 77, Obieets Affinl Navigable Airsoace, defines airport imaginary surfaces which are

established to protect the airspace immediately surrounding a runway.

FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-13 groups aircraft into five categories based upon their approach speed.

CategoriesA andB include small propeller aircraft, businessjet and tarboprop aircraft, and some larger aircraft

with approach speeds ofless than 12I knots. Categories C, D, and E consist ofthe remaining businessjets,

turboprops and larger aircraft generallyassociated with commercial, ftrefightmg and military use; these aircraft

have approach speeds of 12t knots or more. The advisory ctrcular also establishes six aircraft design groups,

based on the physical size (wingspan) ofthe aircraft. The classifications range from Airplane Design Group

(ADG) I, for aircraft v,-ith wmgspans ofless than 49 feet, to ADG VI ibr the largest commercial and military

aircraft. A summary oftypical aircraft, including business and air tanker aircraft, and their respective design

categories is presented in Table 4-2.

Based on established FAAptannmg criteria, the design aircraft represents the most demanding aircraft type

with at least 500 itinerant operations per yem-. The airport reference code (ARC) reflects the combination of

aircraft approach speed and design group tbr the design aircraft. As noted in the previous chapter, the exis-g

design aircraft defined ibr Troutdale Airport is a small/medium business jet, which is included in Aircraft

Approach Category B and Airplane Design Group II (ARC:

A_AA.ir Tanker Activity

As noted in the previous chapter, Troutdale Airport routinely accommodates large aircraft activity associated

with the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) Troutdale Tanker Base. According to data pro-Aded bytheUSFS, awide

variety of aircraft, most of which are included in Airplane Design Groups III and 1V, are operated by
2

government agencies and contractors dunng fire season. It is recognized that the current and forecast volume

ofair tanker flights does not meet the conventional FAA activity-based criteria for use as design aircraft (e.g,, a

minimum of 500 annual itinerant operations). However, the air tankers do represent the most physically

demanding aircraft using the airport on a regular basis, particularly for wingspan-derived clearances.

Maintaining the USFS fire response capabilities at the Troutdale Airport Tanker Base is a significant part of

the region’s fire response strategy, particularly for areas within the Mr. Hood National Forest. Originally,

many of the basic existing airfield facilities at Troutdale Airport (especially the runway and taxiway Alpha)

were constructed and maintained to accommodate larger military type aircraft3. Although wingtip clearances

2 A copy ofthe Forest Service list of fire tankers that should be expected to use Troutdale Airport, and the detailed

characteristics ofthose aircraft are provided in Appendix DI US Forest Ser,ice Fire Tanker Data.
93 A copy ofthe Civil Aeronautics &drmnistration design standards for airports in the t. 40 s (as sho,ma n Data Book

for Civil Engineers Design, byEl Seele, Wiley & Sons, 1945) are attached in.Appendix D-2: CAA Design
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on taxiway Alpha no longer accorcmaodatethem, many ofthese same militecry aircraft aretoday in as fire

tankers withthe Forest Servieei which supplements the Troutdale’s primary role as a generaI aviation airport,
Currentlythese fire tankers use taxiway Bravo to meet the wingtip clearance needs. Mainmirdngorimproving
existing airport facilities which serge this diversity, ofaireratt, may be critical in preserving current fire

response capabilities.

Based on the existing airfield configuration, fhe historic investment in USFS facilities at the airport, and the

regional significance ofthe fire response activity, it is sonable forfaeitityplaraiing at Troutdale Airport to
continue to reflect the unique eombinati of facility needs: Addressing the corresponding costs associated
th maintaining the existing level of eapabilifies-Joeyond traditional FAA-based planning criteria--may

require a cooperative approach involving the Port, FAA, USFS, and perhaps other involved agencies.

Business Jet ActivitE

Another hctor that should be considered in the evaluation oflong-ten’n facility needs is a trend within busine
aviation toward largerand faster airera, Asnoted in the previousehapter businessjets are among the fhstest
go’acing segments ofgenemt aviation manufacturingand thenumberofnewbusinessjets included in/’drpl0a’ae
Approach Category C is increasing at a significant mte. Examples ofApproach Category C businessjets are

included in Table 4-2. Many general aviation airports vdth substantial business aviation activity are finding
that higher perIbrmance business jet operations are increasing as the aircraft fleet evolves The physical

planning charactstics ofApproach Category C&D aircraft are considerablymore demanding than A&B for

any corresponding design group,

"While the future design aircraR for Troutdale Airport is currently anticipat to B-II aircraft, it is
reasonable to expect that activity from Category C business aircraft may increase during the current enty-
year planning period. It is difficult to predict to vhat degree the ongoing changes in the business aircraft fleet
may affect operations at Troutdale Airport. However, ift.he existing "large aircraft" clearances and dimensions

that exceed B-II requirements are maintained, the aortwill efltively create long-term development reserves
that vail also meetyofthe C-II standards, should that nd occur in the

RecommendedsiSmsto be Used....
The design aircraft for Troutdale Airport, based on standardFAAplanning teria, is a small/mediumbusiness

jet included in Aircraft Design Group lI and Appreach Category B. Airport reference code B-II (ARC B-II) is

appropriate for Runway 7/25 based on conventional FAA planning criteria.

Standards circa 1940’s. Troutdale Airport was most likely designed as a Class II1 airport, which was intended to
accommodate DC-2, DC-3, DC-4, DC-6, and Lockheed Constellation size aircraft.
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Table 4-2: Typical Aircraft & Design Categories

Aircraft
Design

3essna 182 A

Beechcraft Bonanza A36 A
terospatiate TBM 700 A

Approach
Category

Max Wheel
Load psi

Maximum Gross
Takeoff Weight (lbs)

3,1 !.
3,650

6,579

Beechcraft Baron 58

Piper Aerosr 602P
Cessna 402

Cessna Citation CJ B

Beech King Air BI00 B

Cessna Citation

Piper Malibu

Cessna Caravan 1 A

Pilatus PC-12 A
Beech King Air B200

C$ssna Citation 11 B
Beech King Air 350 B

B

11,85O

4,300

9,92
i2,500

l&000
Cessna Citation Bravo
Cessna Citation Excel

Bombardie,,Learjet,31A
GnJmman S-2 Tracker

Bombardier Leafier 45
Gu/fstream t00

B
B
C

B II

II

102*

t&000
20,000

7,000

27,000"

24,650

Beechcraff Hawker800XP i C

Cessna Citation Sovereigr C
Gulfstream 200 C
Cessna Citation X C

Bombardier Chalerer 300 C

Bombardier Challenger 600 C tl

Gulfstream 300 C

Douglas g

Consolidated PB4Y.2 Privateer* B !ll

Lockheed SP-2H

Lockheed P3A Odon

ockheed P2V Neptune

IBoeing KC97

1t 34,450

II 36,100

41,250

66,0oo

93* ,000"

C III

C 111

C ti1

C IV

C IV

92

92"

89*

109"

70*

28,OOO
30;250

92,,0"

116,900*

67i500"
 05,5oo*
,80,00o*
155,000"

ILockheed L10030 (Ct 30,Hercules

Source: AC 150/53(3-13, change 6; aircraft manufactarer dala, Areraftdimensional data adoperating wiglts provided byUSFS Fire

Aviation Management office; aircraft asn-odified Rr fire service, see Appendix D-l, Note: as ofOeu3ber 2002 USFS istely

all aker aircra/ at ooiy8(ofgrsS weight, shown, duringa perit ofanalysis todctinecuses ofseveral "tanker aircratl accidents

occurred during the 2002
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However, based on the existing configuration and/or dimensions of many airfield facilities at Troutdale

(runway width, taxiway width, etc.), it is evident that the airport is also able to accommodate aircraft of

significantly larger design group (wingspan) Because the Port has selectivelymaintained the "larger" facilities

required to accommodate air tanker activity, the anport ts not burdened with expansive facilities that are

unused throughoutmost ofthe year, Based on the factors described above, it is recommended that this historic

approach be continued as long as the participating agencies relying on the "larger" facilities contribute to the

additional costs
4
associated with maintaining the facilities.

For plarming purposes, where facilities currently exceed B-It design standards, it is proposed that the existing

dimensions/clearances be maintained. By maintaimng existing dimensions, clearances and development

setbacks whenever possible, the airport, will preserve esting air tanker operations while also protecting for

potential expansion ancbor future upgrade in higher perbrmance design aircraft.

The existing airfield conditions (dimensions) and the recommendedFAA design standards (B-ID are presented
in Table4-3 on the followingpage. Design standards lbr typical highperformancebusinessjets (CZII), and air

tanker aircraft (B-HI) are also presented for comparison. The airport’s current/potential ability to meet the

various design standards is summarized in Table 4-4 on the following page. As indicated in the table, there

are many existing runway-taxiway dimensions lhat would be unable to meet C-II or B-III standards without

major reconfiguration ofthe whole airport. The majority of B-II dimensional standards that are not currently

met are related to the nonstandard separation between the runway and the south (Bravo) parallel taxiway.

Aside from the Bravo parallel taxiway separation. Tmutdale Airport currently meets or exceeds B-I/design

standards.

CONSIDERATION OF AIRSPACE AND INSTRUMENT APPROACH
CAPABILITIES

As noted earlier, the 990 Airport Master Plan did not include an updated airspace plan, However, the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrations "Airport Obstraction Chart tbr Portland-Troutdale

Airport" OC649 (February 1985) depicts airspace surfaces consistent with "larger than utili’ runways with
nonprecion instrument approach capabilities, Based on the airport surrounding,Troutdale is not

future pson instrument approaches such as the planned GLS5 ll likely prode much improved

opportuniti for Troutdale Airport. There are no design standards for these next generation instrument

approaches. Current indications are that these planned enhancements in instrument approachprocedures will

be based on existing nonprecision instrument airspace planning criteria.

4
The Forest Service may have funds available for nmway and taxiway improvements that specifically benefit their

use. See Appendix A-4, Joint Planning Conference Project Meeting Minutes, Item 20
5 See Chapter , page 27 for discussion ofthe GLS under the Instrmnent Approach Issues section.
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Table 4-3: TTD Airport Design Standards Summary (in feet)

ADG II
Design Standard Existing ASrcrn

Conditions ..ct.#)

Runway Lengthz 5,399 3,53015,280

Runway Width 150 75

Runway Shoulder Width

Runway Safety Area Width

Runway Safety Area Length
IBeyond Runway End}
Obstacle-Free Zone

Object Free Area Width

Object Free Area Length
(Beyond Run:.raY End)
Pdmary Surface Width

10

Runway Centedine to:
Parallel Taxiway Centedine
Aircraft Parking Area4

Building Resection Une
Taxiway Width
Tax’ay Shoulder Width
Taxiway Safety Area Width
’axiway Object Free Area Width

Taxiway Centedine to

300

Aircraft Design Groups
ADG Ii ADG III

5,28015,5003

10 10

150

800(Rwy7)
300

400

800

,ooo(wy) 300
400(Rwy5)

500 500

A&BAircraft

5,280/5,5003
100

20

1,000

400 400

500 800

1,000

50O

200

1,000

5OO

7OO

Primary Surface Length 200

(leFond Runway End)
Runway Protection Zone Length

,700 (Rwy 7)
,ooo (R25)

Runway Protection Zone Inner Width 500

Runway Protection Zone Outer Width 1,010 (Rwy 7)
700 (Rw, 25)

275/200
341/250 (N/S)
400

10
79 (est.)

131/100 (NB)
65.5/50

=ixedlMova01e,- Object
Notes:

4OO

,7OO

5O0

1,010

20O

1,000

50O

70O

24O
305.5
376
35
10
79
13t
65.5

3OO
365.5
393
35
t0
79
131
65.5

3O0
400
393

2O
118
186
93

1. Larger than utility runways (Per FAR Pan 77); all other dimensions reflect visual or nonprceison runways with not lower than 3/4-statute mile

approach visibility minimums (per AC 150/5300-13, Change 7), RPZ dimensions based on visual and otlower than mite approach visibi|ity

2. Runvaiy length ruired to aceonmxlate 100 percent ofGeneral Aviation Fleet 12,500 pamds or less 75 pglxatofairplaras of60,000

pounds or less at 60 pereent useful load, 81 degrees F, 5-foot change in runwayenterline elevation,per FAA
3. Runway length required toacconmaodate 75 emd 00 percent oflargeairpof,nds at tPal- 81 degreesF, 5-

foot change in runway centedine elevation per FAA standards, tNote: USFS staff state that existing Troutdale runway length is in practice
6

acceptable for all of their anker airvaft ),

4. Mininmm distance per AC 150/53(I 3 required to protect runaway object free aa, parallel taxiwa.y object free area and a 10-foot aircraft tail

height at the APL without penetrating the runx ir,usitional surface.
5. Minimura dstance pwAC 5/53LK 3 required oprotectrunwaybjfre areaparae taxiway bject free araadan 8-ftsreat‘

BRL without penetrating the runwzy transitional surface,

7 elephone discussion between Aron Faegre and Eob Iiarke, Troutdale Tanker Base Manager (USFS), September

23, 2002.
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Table 4-4: Runway 7/25 Compliance with FAA Design Standards

item

Runway Safety Area
Runway Object Free Area

Runway Obstacle Free Zone

Taxiway Object Free Area

Airplane Design Airplane Design
Group II Group I|

A & B tdra;ff C & P

Yes No3

Yes No5

YesZ Na

No0 No
No2 NO3

Airplane Design
Group !111
A & Aircraft

Aircraft Parking Line No Noa

Runway Protection Zones N0..7_ No:’

Rnway-Paratlel Taxiway Separation No Noe

Yes Yes
Runway Length Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No6

No23

NoTMB,uilding Restriction Line

NoTM

NO

Not

Runway Width Yes

No22

Taxiway Width

/.

2.

5,

8.

9.

12,

13,

14,

Runway design standards for apprcach category A&B vsual runways ad runzys with ntoth -stu mile appreh sibitip

Runzydisnddsfappr(ch tegoC&D

South pallel xway (Bravo) ]at withinA (taxiing airctl); extendAbeyond Rwy 25 is4 lt less an ,ft
ExtendAydR, 25 is2 ft less lhan 60t

Exnd OFAbedR25 200 tt tess th 1.0ttstdd; ai:a pkingas lated lhin OFA on bh sid ofny.

Extend OFAndRb’ 25 is2ft le ftstd;aipking laed within OFA sid ofny.

Bvo patlcl xiy ueq,althnJnay-ti is n-sdd

AitiosLthinBvpalleI iwaytyaad runwayion
Aifiodosad thin Bvopallel xiwayjtframdnysfi isn-sdd voxiway.

Airl fiedosatmAlphad vopallel xiway 0bjt fee aro and runway snons
Two T-hrsd mier building Iated nr SE end of runway peate nsifional surface. Taxiway Bvods nottsdny

safi: the above-refnced buildin would pett lated Bravo xiway object tee area.

3oT-h=dfmier building Iated nr SE end ofrunway penea nsifional surlce. Hanuildinlainsdd
A tl C/D)jttee area on cutest Alpha and avoxiway latis, which also do nott the mny-mxiway

TwoT-hmdfrmibuiiagIdnSEdofnytsifia] surface. Huiin1

15. Brvparatll txivy has n-stlml runway scpfi;fingltafial%d"xiyjt
16. AIp vopllclihaven-sddsti;aipngathhn fial"sdd"iyobjt .
17. Rdstthinny7d 25 prti zone.

18. Alp pllel xiway exces B-II minimum (NLT mi,); Bvo p]c}xy40 ft less th smndd mnysafi (240 ft).

19. Alphad avollelxiys have ]s th snd3ftrunway seption.
20, Per FAA Runaway ngth Mel lhncd to accoate 100% of the geml aviation fleet ond 12,500 ndsd 75% oflge aiol

(ls th 60.#) %useld

2t, PcrF Runway tnhMe l.hnd toacate75% of large ailan (less th 60.) 60% aseful 1d,

22. PerFRunyhM@I hnto accom3ate 1%oflarge aines (less than 60.) 60% useful ld; existinglh
gllyaduate frair rankers, according to USFS.

23 Bravo Partlet "lxiway lated within OFZ,
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It is expected that a vertical descent component (glideslope) may’ be added to nonprecision global positioning

system (GPS) approaches in the future. Based on current airspace planning criteria, it maybe feasible to add

vertical guidance along an existing inbound approach course, While this type of enhancement would not

generally allow an aircraft to descend to a lower altitude (until a new nonprecision approach can be designed),

the addition ofa vertical guidance component is thought to provide additional safety benefits by providing a

stabilized flight path and constmat 1-ate ofdescent for aircraft rather than the traditional step-down procedur.,---

assuming that adequate terrain clearance can be provided without creating an excessively steep approach path.

The airspace surrounding Troutdate Airport is relatively complex and directly affects instxument approach

procedures and capabilities at the airport. The close proximity of PDX also directly affects insmament

procedures at Troutdale. Airport users at Troutdale iave requested an improved instrument approach

procedure to supplement the existing NDB and GPS overlay approach. While surrounding terrain will likely

be a major factor in determining potential approach mimma, it will not be possible for the FAA to develop a

new procedure for Troutdate without also considering potential impacts on other airports, particularly PDX.

However, based on the radar coverage available in the local area and the overall physical relationship among

mrports, it appears that improvements in Troutdale instrument approach procedures could be made without

significantly compromising the airspace capacity ofPDX.

The airport users have provided comments and concerns which clearly identify the need for an improved

instrument approach to Troutdale Airport. Since a traditional ILS is not possible, it is recommended that this

issue be re-examined annually by the Port with the FAA. As soon as the new generation of instrument

approach options become available, creation ofanew approach lbr Troutdale Airport should be initiated. In

recognition of these fu opportunities it is recommended that clearances at both ends ofthe runway be

designed for potential instrument approaches, and thus maintain 34 to 1 clearance of objects along the

approach slopes.

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF AIRPORT DESIGN STANDARDS

The airport design standards, and airspace planning recommended for Troutdale Airport are based on the

follovCmg assumptions:

1. Airport design standards are based on Airport Reference Code (ARC." B-II)for visualtnwaysand

runways with not lower than statute mile approach visibility minimums. Runway protection

zones (RPZ) based on the approach visibility standard "visual and not lower than 1-mile"for
aircraft approach categories A and B (Per FAA Advisor.’ Cireutar 150/5300-t3, change D.

2, FAR Part 77airspaceplanning criteria based on "larger titan utility runways with non-precision

instrument approaches.
3. All rqferences to the "standards’" are based on these approach visibility assumptions, unless

otherwise noted.
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Existing clearances and setbacks that exceedADG II wilt be retained unless otherwise noted.

RUNWAY SAFETY’ AREA (RSA)

TheFAA defines panway safety area (RSA) as "A defineA surface surrounding the runway prepared or suitable

for reducing the risk ofdamage to airplanes in the event ofan undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from the
runway." Runway salt’y areas are most commonly used by aircraft that inadvertently leave (or miss) the

runway duringlanding or takeoff.

ByFAA design standard, the RSA "Shall be:

(1) cleared and graded and have no potentially hazardous ruts, humps, depressions; or other surface
variations;

(2) drained by grading or storm sewers to prevent water accumulation;

(3) capable, under dr), conditions; qfsupporting snow removal equipment, aircraft rescue andfireftghting
equipment, and the oeeasionalpassage ofaircraft without causing structural damage to the aircraft; and

(4) free ofobjects, exceptj?)r objects that need to be located in the runway safety area because oftheir
finction. Objects higher than 3 inches above grade should be constructed on low impact resistant supports

#’angible mountedstructures) ofthe lowestpractical height with thefrangiblepoint no higher than 3 inches.

Other objects such s manholes, should be constructed at grade. In no case should their height exceed 3

inches’."

The recommended transverse grade for the :lateral RSA ranges between I4 and 5 perct from rtmway

shoulder edges. The reeormnended longitudinal grade br the first 200 feet of extended RSA beyond the

runway end is 0 to 3 percent. The remainder ofthe RSA must remain below the runway approach s-rfaee

slope. The maximum negative grade is 5 percent. Limits on longitudinal grade changes are plus or minus 2

percent per 100 feet within the RSA.

TheRSA along the sidesd beyond the ends ofRunway 7/25 has cleared and graded andts B-II
dimensiormlstandards The RSAiseofphysil obstruetioes andthingrade standards; epaved
by 150-foot blast pad located at the end ofRunway25 is located within the extended runway safety area. The

1990 ALP depicts a 300-foot wideRSA that extends 600 feet beyond Runway7 and 400 feet beyond Runway
25, which is free ofobstructions within the dimensional

All runway edge lighting, tbxeshold lights, and directional signs lated within t.he RSA Shouldbe mounted on

frangible supports. Any future lighting located within the RSA will also need to meet the F.A frangibility
standard. The parallel taxiway exits for Runway 7/25 have aircraft hold lines located outside the RSA. The
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RSA should be regularly cleared (grass, brash, etc.) and periodically graded and/or compacted to maintain

FAA standards.

RUNWAY OBJECT FREE AREA (OFA)

Rumvay object free areas (OFA) are two dimensional surfaces intended to be clear of ground objects

protruding above the runway safety area edge elevation that could interfere with aircraft flight. The FAA
defines the OFA clearingstandard:

"’17re OFA clearingstandard requires clearing the OFA ofabovegroundobjectsprotrudingabove therunway

safety area edge elevation. Except where precluded bv other clearing standards, it is acceptable to place

objects that need to be Ioeated in the OFAJbrair navigation or aircrqftgroundmaneuveringpurposes andto

tam and hold aircraft in the OFA. Objects" non-essentialforair navigation or aircraftground maneuvering
purposes are not to beplaced in the OFA. This" inchales parked airplanes and agnultaral operations,

The Runway 7/25 OFA meets the ADG II dimensional standards and is free ofphysical obstructions. The

1990 ALP depicts an 800-foot wide OFA that extends 1,000 feet beyond Runway 7 and 400 feet beyond

Runway 25; portions of the outer boundary of the larger OFA are irregular due to the location of adjacent

roads.

OBSTACLE FREE ZONE (OFZ)

The OFZ is a plane ofclear airspace extending upward to a height of 150 feet above runway elevation, which

cincideswiththe FAR Par 77 horizontal surface elevation. TheFAAdefines the following clearing standard

for the OFZ:

"The OFZ clearing standard precludes taxiing andparked airplanes’ and object penetrations’, exceptfor
frangible visualNAVAIDs that need to located in the OFZ because oftheirfunction.

The OFZ may include the Runway OFZ, the Inner-approach OFZ (tbr nmvays with approach lighting

systems), and the Inner-transitional OFZ (for runways with lower than ,-statute mile approach viralrility

minimums. For Troutdale Airport, only the Runway OFZ is required based on runway configuration and

instrument approach capabilities. The FAA defines the Runway OFZ as:

"’The runway OFZis a defined volume ofairspace centeredabove therunway centerline. TherunwayOFZis

the airspace above a surface whose elevation at anypoint is the same as" the elevation ofthe nearestpoint on
the nmway centerline. The runway OFZextends 200Jet beyond each end ofthe runwqy.
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The FAA recorrmaended OFZ width for Runway 7,/25 is 400 feet based on ways serving large airplanes.
Runway lights, VASI, REILS, and ditional signage, which have locations fixed by function,must meetthe
FAA frangibility7 standard.

The south parallel tJway (Bravo) is located 200 feet from ranway centerline, which places the inner halfof

the taxiway and taxiing aircraft within the OFZ. The airc’aft hold lines located on Bravo exit taxiways are

located 160 feet from runway centerline, which is also within the OFZ. The aircraft hold lines on most ofthe

Alpha exit taxiways are lt200 feet from runway eenterline, which plesholding aircraft outside the
OFZ,

RUNWAY PROTECTION ZONES (RPZ)

]ne FAA provides the following definition for runway protection zones (RPZ)::

"The RPZ’sfunction is to enhance theprotection ofpeople andproperty on the ground. This is achieved

through airport owner control overRPZ. Such control includes clearing RPZareas (andmaintainingthem

clear) ofincompatible objects and activities. Control is" preferably exercised through the acquisition of
property interest in the RPZ The RPZ is trapezoidal in shape and centered about the extended runway

centerline. The RPZ begins 200feet bo,ond the end qfthe area useableJbr takeoffor landing.

The standard RPZ dimensions for runways used by CategoryA &B aircraft withsual and not lowerthan l-

mile approach visibilityminimums is 500 feet (inner width) by 700 feet (outer width) by 1,000 feet long.

The t990 ALP depicts the Runway 25 RPZbased onA&B dimension, although the dimensions ofthe Runway
7 RPZ is 500 feet by t,010 by 1.700 vhich is consistent with Category C & D aircraft with visual and not

lower than 1-mile approach visibilityminimums. The RPZ dimensions for Runway 7 appear to be reflected in

the property boundaries west ofNE Marine Drive and NE Sundial; retaining the existing RPZ will protect the

runway from incornpatible land uses. The avigation easementbeyond the east sideofthe SandyRiverprovides
clearances for a distance ofup to 1,700 feet from tlne runway 25 end, which h’adicates some availability ofa

Category C & D RPZ for that end as well. As noted earlier, retaining larger clearances at Troutdale is

recommended where possible to preserve existing large aircrat’t capabilities with an additional margin ofsafety.

RPZs containing buildings, roadways, or other items do not fully comply with FAA standards. A review of

recent aerial photography for Troutdale Airport identified portions ofNE Marine Drive and NE Sundial Road

7 A "frangible" object is one which "retains its structural integrity and stiffness up to a designated n-uaximtum load,
but on impact from a greater load, breaks, distorts, or yields in such a manner as to present the minimum tmzard to
aircraft." AC 150/5300, p. 2.
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withinthe RPZ forRunway 7. A section ofNE Graham Road, a levee, and apedestrian valkingpath along the

west bank ofthe Sandy River. crosses through the Runway 25 RPZ. It is recognized that realigning major

surface roads located within the RPZs may not be highly feasible. However. where possible, the Port should

discourage development or activities within the RPZs that are inconsistent with FAA standards. Eliminating

public access to the raised portion ofthe levee located within the Runway 25 RPZ should be considered,

RUNWAY-PARALLEL TAXIWAY SEPARATION

Thenorth parallel taxiway (Alpha) is located 275 feet from runwaycenterline and exceeds the B-II design
standard of240 fet. The 275 feet separation is from the 1940’s Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA)

required runway-taxiway separation for Class II1 airports. The south parallel taxiway (Bravo) is located

200 feet fromrunway centerline and does not meet the B-If design standard of240 feet. As noted earlier,

Taxiway Bravo is used by large air tanker aircraft due to the limited winglip clearance available on

Taxiway Alpha compared to Bravo. Retaining adequate clearances in fhture taxiwayconfigurations is a

critical factor in accommodating air tanker aitxzral at the airport. However, it is proposed that wingtip

clearance for the fire tankers (and potentially larger business class aircratt that may occasionally use the

airport in the future) be provided on only one ofthe parallel taxiways, as a practical matter, to maximize

available airport space for the smaller more numerous other aircraft users.

TAX|WAY SAFETY AREA

Both parallel taxiways for Runway 7/25 are 50 feet wide with t0 foot shoulders, which requires only an

additional 4.5 feet on either side ofthe taxivay to meet the ADG II 79-foot standard, The safety areas for

Alpha and Bravo taxiways appear to be free of obst-metions and meet the ADG It safety area dimensional

standard, Adjacent aircraft parking areas, frontage roads, and hangars are located outside the taxiway safety

area. However, the runway separation lbr the Bravo parallel taxiway does not meet B-II standards; relocating

the taxiway to meet B-II standards may also require relocation ofaircraR parking spaces or hangars located

within the future taxiway saty area. The taxiway safety areas should be regularly cleared and periodically

graded and/or compacted to maintain FAA standards.

TAXIWAY OBJECT FREE AREA

The object free area for north parallel taxiway (Alpha) does not meet the ADG I1 standard with the north

aircraft parking line (APL) located 39.5 t?et from taxiway centertine which coincides with the taxiway safety

area instead ofthe Taxiway Object Free Area (TOFA). This modification to standard was approved by the

FAA in order m allow aircrat maneuv.ring space on the hangar complex (north) ramp. The south parallel

taxiway (Bravo) does not meet the ADG II taxiway OFA stmdard; the south aircraft parking line (APL) is
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located 50 feet from taxiway centerline. Aircraft hold lines should be located on all taxilanes or taxiways that
connect to the parallel taxiways to protect the taxiway OFA (minimum of65.5 feet from iwayeenterline).
As with the taxiway safety area noted previously, the potential relocation ofparallel taxiway Bravo to meet
ADG II runway separation standards will bring several existing buildings into the taxiway OFA which would
require them also to be relocated. Since relocation ofbuildings is a costly proposition, it wilt be import,ant to
clearly consider the various options for continuing support of the Forest Service use.

Risnoted that the large air tanker aircraft are required to use Taxiway Bravo for ground movement because of
inadequatewingtip clearance (to parked aircraft) on TaxiwayAlpha. IfTaxiwayBravo is relocated to address
runway clearance requirements, it will be ir_nportant to maintain sufficient clearance for large wingspa aircraft

taxiing on the relocated Bravo by exceeding AA)G II standards.

BUILDING RESTRICTION LINE (BRL)

A building restriction line (BRL) identifies the areas on an airport that are suitable for construction of
buildings, Most comxnonlythe BRL shows the distance fromerunway beyondwhich a building ofa given
heightmust be placed in order to not become an obstvaction to the Part77 airspace ruirements. In other cases
the BRL shows the distance required from a taxiway, navigational device, or other airport item. The 1990

Airport Layout Plan (ALP) depicts 400-thor (from runway centertine) building restriction lines (BRL) on both
sides ofRunway 7/25. This dimension meets the B-II requirements, based on stan"dard taxiway clearances, and
will accommodate a structure with a roof height of approximately 21 feet. Structures with higher roof

elevations shouldbe located further from therunway topreventpenetrations to therunway tr,a-sitional surface.
Any existing structures that penetrate the transitional surfaces should be marked by obstruction lights. At
present there are no own penetrations of this surfhce.

The 1990 ALP depicts four buildings on the south side of the runway that are inside partially or completely
inside the 400-foot BRL (three T-hangars; the former Premier Aircraft Engine building; and a pump house).
Two hangars located on the north side ofthe runway are partially inside the 400-foot BRL. However, none of
these buildings were identified as obstructions to airspace surlhces on the 1985 Airport Obstruction Chart
survey. The heights ofthe buildhags located within the BRL should be reviewed to verifypotential obsmacfion
and lighting requirements. eBon theplancreated bythe present studywillidentify whatthecontrolling
factor which governs-- such as building height so that it’s significancecbe fiaily understoodand used
during the next I0 to 20 years ofdevelopment.

AIRCRAFT PARKING LINE (APL)

The aircraft parking line (APL) identifies the areas on an airport that are suitable for construction ofaircraft

parking areas. Most commonly the APL shows the distance from the r.mway beyond which an aircraft can be

parked, per FAA standards ofTables 21 and 22. n other cases the APL shows the distance required from a

taxiway, navigational device, or other airport item as identified in Tables 2-3. The 1990 Airport Layout Plan
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(ALP) depicts aircraft parking lines (APL) on both sides of Runway 7/25, based on clearances from the

adjacent parallel taxivcays. The north APLis located 34 t feet from runway eenterline, whichprovides feet
ofclearance between taxivay centerline and parked aircraft. This dimension meets the B-II standard for the

existing taxiway. However, any potential upgrade in approach visibility rvAnLma or design group wouldrequire

additional parallel taxiway separation, and therefore would require a relocation of the north APL.

The south APL is located 250 fleet from runway centerline, which provides 50 feet of clearance bepween

taxiway centerline and parked airaft. This dimension doesnotmeet the B-I/standard for the existing taxiway
clearance nor doesit provideaduate obstruction clearance for thewayitional surface, whichbeginsa
7:1 outward slope 250 feet from runway centerline. In addition, Taxiway Bra,o does not meet the standard

runway separation. The south APL would need to be located a minimum of305.5 feet fromrunwaycenterline

to meet B-II standard.

Future aircratt parking areas that may be developed in the icinity ofthe runways should be compatible with

runway/taxiway design mad airspace clearances. T’ne tails ofparked aircraft should not penetrate the partway

wansitional surface. Tail heights of 8 to 10 feet or less are typical ofmost light aircraft, although business

aircraft often have tail heightsranging from 10 to25 feet. The recommended APL will identify the minimum

recommended separations for light aircraft. In addition, specific designated parking areas fior larger aircraft

will be shown on the ALP which are located such that they provide tail height clearances typical ofthe larger

business class aircraft which may occasionally use Troutdale Airport.

FAR PART 77 SURFACES

Airspace planning for U.S. airports is defined by Federal AirRegulations (FAR) Part 77 Qb_iects Affecting

Na_viable_Ai.rpgce_. FAR Part 77 defines imaginary surfaces (airspace) to be protected surrounding airports.

Figure 4-1 on the followingpage illustrates plan and isometric wewsofthe Part 77 surfaces. The main goalof

FARPart 77 is to set standards to detine "obstructions to air navigation." All existing objects which penemte

these surfaces are considered obstructions. Wherepossible, future buildings, antennas, elevatedroadways, and

other such objects constructed in the vicinityofan airport, are generally to be located below these surfaces.

The Part 77 surfaces are broken down into five components: horizontal surface, conical surface, primary

surface, approach surface, and transitional sta-face. Each are discussed below.

Airspace planning reflects the classification and instrument approach capabilities of each runway end. As

noted earlier, Runway 7/25 routinely accommodates aircraft weighing more than 12,500 pounds and has a

nonprecision insmarnent approach with a circle-m-land procedure to the airport environment. The airport

Obstruction Chart (OC) attached to the 1990 airport masterplan identified the following airspace surfaces for

Troutdale Airport (see Table 4-5) and serves as the airport’s primary reference for existing airspace ptaming.
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FIGURE 4.1: Part 77 Diagram
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Table 4-5: FAR Part 77 Airspace Surfaces
(as depicted on 1985 Airport Obstruction Cha)

Width of Pdmary Surface
Radius of Horizontal Surface

Approach Surface Width at End

Appro,,ch Surface Length
Approach Slope

Runway 25
Runway 7

Larger than Utility
item Larger than Utility

(Visual, with Non-Precision
(Non-Precision) Supplemental Surfaces)

500 feet 500 feet

10,000 feet 10,000 feet

1,500 feet3,500 feet
10,000 feet 5,000 feet

34:1 20:1 wl supplemental 34:1

Based on the existing and planned runway configuration and utilization, larger than utility- nonpreclsion

airspace surfaces are recommended ibr Runway 7/25. For airspace planning purposes, approach surfaces

consistent with future straight-in instrument approaches (lager than utility runways, visibility minimums

greater than 3/4 mite) should be depicted on the updated airspace plan drawing and protected through airport

overlay zoning. The City ofTroutdale has provided this zoning, however other jurisdictions in the vicinity

have not. The existing obstructions to the Runway 25 approach (road and levee) may make upgrading the

approach surihce from visual to nonprecision difficult without displacement ofthe runwaythreshold to provide

adequate obstruction clearmace. Options oftowering the elevation ofthe road and levee (or removable bamer

within the approach) are also potentially available options. Alternatively these obstructions (the levee is

lighted) may be found acceptable since this close in portion ofthe approach is always accomplished under

visual conditions.

Instrument approach visibilityminimums cannot generallybe reducedbelow l-mile withoutthe addition ofan

approach lighting system. A reduction in approach visibilityminimums to 3/4 mile would require awidening of

therunway primary surface to 1.000 feet. which would significantly reduce the airport’s developable land area

along the runway. The addition ofa medium intensity approach light (MALS) or omni directional approach

lighting system (ODALS) may allow the current t 1/4 to 3 mile approach visibility minima to be reduced to as

low as 1 milebefore triggering the significantlyincreased development setbacks associated withmore precise

approaches. Table 4-6 summarizes the standard airspace dimensions recommended for Tmutdale Airport.
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Table 4: FAR Part 77 Airspace Surfaces
(Recommended to be depicted on 2002 Airspace Plan)

item

FAR Part 77 Designation

Width of Pdmary Surface

Radius_0f Hodznta| Surface
.proa Surface Width at End

Approach Surface Length
,,Approach Slope

1, Larger than utility runways; visibility minimums greater than & mile,

Runway 7/25

Larger than Utility
(Non-Precision_q)_

500 feet
10,000 feet
3,500 feet
10,000 feet

34:1

HORIZONTAL SURFACE

"l-he horizontal surface is a flat plane ofairspace located 150 feet above runway elevation with its boundaries

defined by either a 5,000 or 10,000 foot radii (depending on whether visual or instrument approaches exist)

that extend from each runwayend. It is intended to provide a generally clear area m the vicinity ofthe airport,

to provide a basic safety Ibr aircraft as long as they main at least 150 feet above the nmway elevation. The

outer points of the radii for each runway are connected to brm an oval. which is defined as the horizontal

surface. For Troutdale Airport, the outer boundary of the horizontal surtZace is based on 10,000 foot radii,

which is the standard for larger than utility runways.

Large areas ofterrain penetration are located within southern halfofthe horizontal surface (above elevation

189’ feet mean sea level) for Troutdale Airport. Most of the tewrain located in this area is forested and an

additional 80 feet is added to represent the approximate elevations ofthe mature trees. Thenorth section ofthe

horizontal surface has numerous towers and smoke stacks identified in the area between the runway and the

Columbia River; the OC indicates that these obstructions are lighted.

CONICAL SURFACE

The conical surface is an outerband ofairspace, which abuts the horizontal surface. Rextends the horizontal

surface tbr additional safety, while letting the safe height increase as distance from the airport increases. The

conical surface begins at the elevation of the horizontal sudhce and extends outward 4,000 feet at a slope of

20:1, q5he top elevation of the conical surtgce is 200 feet above the horizontal surface and 350 feet above

airport elevation. Large areas of terrain/trees penetrate the conical surface south ofthe airport at elevations

above 189-389 feet msl.
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APPROACH SURFACES

Rumvay approach surfaces provide lower protected airspace, froz ofobsmactions, along the path which aircraft

follow when approaching or departing the runway. The approach surfaces extend out-ward and upward from

each end ofthe primary surhce, along fhe extended rumvay centerline. As noted earlier, the dimensions and

slope of approach surfaces are determined by the type of aircraft intended to use the runway and most

demanding approach existing or planned for the runway.

The OC identifies several obstructions (primarily trees) to the approach surfaces for Runways 7 mad 25. The

Port recentlyremoved several trees located in the runway approach surface ofRunway 25. The trees depicted

on the OC will be compared with the Port’s recent obstruchon surveying and removal plan to determine

whether any ofthe previously identified obstructions remain.

The levee located near the east end ofthe rtmway is depicted on the OC as an obstruction to the supplemental

(34:1) approach surface. The levee is marked with several obstruction lights and does not penetrate the 20:1

approach surface. The obstruction lights have an elevation of49 feet listed on the OC. NE Graham Road

crosses the Runway25 approach surface approxintely450 feet from the end ofthe runway (250 feet into the

approach surface) and has an elevation of53 feet listed (including a 15-foot vehicle height). Vehicles traveling

on the roadway penetrate both the 20:1 approach surface (+2.5 tet above runway end elevation) and 34:1

approach surface (+7.6 feet above runway end elevation). The 1990 ALP contains a note "Road penetrates

approach surface, but does not require a displaced threshold." The ALP indicates that the unobstructed

approach slope for Runway 25 is 14:1, It is not immediately evident why a displaced threshold was not

required to address the vehicle obstruction. The OC also identifies an area oftree penetration (I06 feet msl)

approximately2,000 feet from the end ofRunway25 that penetrates the supplemental 34:1 approach surface,

The 1990 ALP indicates that unobstructed approach surface forRunway 7 is 50:1, although two trees (104 and

t 2 feet msl) were identified on the 1985 OC, which will also be compared withmore recent Port obstruction

surveying and removal plans.

PRIM,AP.Y SURFACE

eprimarysurface is atangularplane ofairspace, whichstsonthe runway (at eenterline elevation) and

extends 200 feet beyond the runway end. Cnae might think ofthe primary surface as if it were a large open

grassy area, with the runway down its centertine. The primary surface should be free of any penewations,

except items with locations fixed by function (i.e, VASI, runway or taxivcay edge lights, etc.). The primary

surface end connects to the inner portion ofthe runway approach surface.

The primary surface for Runway 7/25 is based on the existing larger than utility runway designation and the

nonprecision instrument approach capabilities. The primar)’ surface is level and free of obstructions.
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TRANSITIONAL SURFACE

The transitional surface is located along the sides ofthe primary suritce, representedbyaplaneofairspace that
rises perpendicularly at a slope of 7 to 1, until reaching an elevation 150 Ibet above runway elevation. It

provides safe, obstruction-free airspace between the primary surface (at runway elevation) at alow angle up to

the horizontal surface (t 50 feet above the runway clevationL I’nis surface shouldbe fi’ee ofobstructions (i.e.,

parked aircraft, stxuctures, trees, etc.).

The OC identifies seveeat penetrations to the transitional surface on both sides of Runway 7/25. Noted

obstructions on the north side ofthe runway include antennae mounted on buildings, airport beacon mounted

on the control tover, hangars, and trees. The noted obstructions on the south side include several trees, a pole,

and antennae mounted on a building. As noted earlier, the Port has removed several trees since the OC was

last updated: data from the Port’s obstruction surveying and removal plan will be compared to the OC.

As noted earlier, the south aircraft parking line (APL) is located 250 feet fromrunway centerline, which would

result m any aircraft parked along the APL penetrating the transitional surface. The south APL should be

relocated to provide adequate clearance ofaircraft tail heights beneath the transitional surface.

AIRSIDE REQUIREMENTS

Airside facilities are those directly related to the arrival and departure and movement ofaircraft:

Runway

Taxiways

Airfield Instrumentation and Lighting

RUNWAY

The adequacy ofthe existingrunway system at Troutdale Airport was analyzed fromanumberoffives
cludingrunwayorientation, airfield capacity, anwaylenh, andpavementn
Runway Orientation

The orientation of runways tbr takeoff and landing operations is primarily a function of wind velocity and

direction, combined with the ability ofaircraft to operate under adverse wind conditions. When landing and

taking off, aircraft are able to maneuver on a runway as tong as the wind component perpendicular to the

aircraft’s direction of travel (defined as crosswind) is not excessive. For rmaway planning and design, a

crosswind component is considered excessive at 12 miles per hour br smaller aircraft (gross takeoffweight
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12,500 pounds or tess) and 15 miles per hour for larger aircraft. As the crosswind angle narrows, an aircraft

can tolerate ineasinglyNgherwind speeds. When winds are closely aligned with a runway, aircraftcan take
offor land in very high wind conditions. A detailed description oftypical wind conditions at TroutdaleAirport
is provided in Chapter t. in the Climate discussion section. A copyofthe wind rose will be placed on theALP
airport drawing.

The runway (7/25) at Troutdale Airport is oriented in an east-west direction and is generally in line with

prevailing winds. FAA Nanning standards indicate that an airport should be planned with the capability to

operate under allowable wind conditions at least 95 percent of the time. The 1990 Airport Layout Plan

includes a wind rose that indicates 97.9 percent coverage (all weather) at 12 miles per hour. Coverage at 15

miles per hour is approximately 99 percent. Based on existing crosswind coverage, Rusnway 7/25 meets the

FAA standard for wind coverage.

Runway Length

Runway 7/25 has a published length of 5,399 feet (U.S. Government Airport/Facility Directory). Runway
length requirements are based primarily upon airport elevation, mean maximum daily temperature ofthe hottest

month, runway geadient, and the critical aircraft t3qe expected to use the runway.

The 1990 master plan indicated that the existing runway length was adequate to accommodate the range of

general aviation, business aviation, military and fire related aircraft activity forecast to use the airport. The

airport layoutplan lists declared distances (reduced) tbrRunway7 of5,220 feet for landing distance available

and accelerated stop distances. R appears that the declared distances maybe specific to large aircraft because

both the existing runway safety area and object free area located beyond the end ofRuxway 25 meet B-II

design standards. The use ofreduced declared distances is nm necessary to meet B-II design standards on

Runway 7/25.

Based on local conditions and the methodology outlined in AC 150/5325-4A, the FA_A-recommendedranway

lendsare defined for the large and small arcff fleet. A summary ofFA_A-recommendedrunwaylengtl-s for

a:variety ofaircraft t,s])es and load configumtis is presented in Table 4-7! ermnway length rextuiremcnts
for several business aircraft are also included for comparison.

As noted in Table 4-7, the existing runway length is adequate to accommodate 100 percent ofsmall aircraft

(under 12,500 pounds) and a high percentage of large aircrat at moderate useful loads. According to the

USFS, the air tankers that regularly operate at Troutdate Airport are not generally limited by existingrunway

length, Most of these aircrat’t operate well below their maximum certified gross takeoff weights with

"contracted weights" based on typical fuel and load requirements associated with the mission.
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Table 4-7: FAA-Recommended Runway Lengths
(From FAA Computer Model)

Runway Length Parameters for_Tgutda.,l

SmallAirplanes with less than 10 seats

75 percent of these airplanes

95 percent ofthese airplanes

100 percent of these airplanes

Small airplanes with 10 or more seats

2,430 feet

2,990 feet

3,540 feet

4,130 feet

Large AL-planes of60,O00 pounds or less

75 percent of these airplanes at 60 percent useful load

75 percent of these airplanes at 90 percent useful toad

100 percent of these airplanes at 60 percent useful toad

100 percent of these airplanes at 90 percent useful load

Airplanes ofmere than 60,000pounds

Selected Business Aircraft Types

Beechcraft King AirB200

Cessna Citation 11 (6-9 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW 14,100#)

Cessna Cifation Excel (78 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW 20,000#)

Cessna Citation Sovereign (9-12 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW30,000#)

Cessna Citatic X (8-12 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW36,100#)

Leadet 45 (9 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW20,500#)

Bombardier Challenger300 (8-15 passengers;2crew.MG37,500#)

Gulfstream 300 (11-t4 passengers; 2 crew. MGTW 72,000#)

5,290 feet

7,000 feet

5,500 feet

7,710 feet

5,030 feet

3,600 feet

4,56o feet

4,060 feet’
4,202 feet

5,480 feet’

5,1oo fee(

Maximum gross takeoff weight, FAR Part 25 Takeoff(distance to clear35 feet above runway), zero wind, sea level86degrees

F; Sovereign runway length based on 99 degrees F,

Gulfstream, Lear, and Challenger based en maximum gross takeoff weight, FAR Part 25 Takeoff (distance to clear 35 feet

above runway), zero wind, sea level ISA. Highertemperatures require additional runwaytength orreduction intakeoffweight.
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Areview ofbusinessjet runway requirements indicates that the existing runwaylenand low field eles,ation

allow the majority ofsmall, medium and larger business jets to operate at or near maximum gross weight in

most conditions. Aircraft runway length requirements increase significantly when outside air temperatures

increase. Conversely, an increase in wind, lower air temperaVare, reduced operating weight ofthe aircraft, or a

combination of these hctors can significantly reduce the runway length requirements Ibr any aircraft.

Runway Capacity

In the late t970’s the airport records indicate that as many as 178,637 operations in one year have occaarred.

The existing runway capacity was estirrmted in the 1990 ALP Plaaq to be approximately 120,000 annual

operations (page 57), and with the additional exit taxiways to allow aircraft to leave the runwaymore quickly, a

runway capacity of 125,000 to 150,000, without significant delays. During the intervening years since 990

one additional high speed exit taxi,ray has been added to the airport. Thus, given maximum forecast

operations numbers of98,889 fi3r the preferred forecast, and t49,850 under the "dynamic forecast", the runway

will have adequate capacity within the 20-yr planning period.

Runway Width

The width ofRunway 7/25 is 150 feet, which exceeds both the ADG II and III standard (for aircraft less than

150,000 pounds). This widthwas established in the I940’s to meet the CAA criteria tbr Class lJI airports (see

Appendix D-2) which were expected to accommodate aircraft such as the DC-6 and the Constellation. The

1990 master plan recommended reducingrunway width to 100 feet, which is standard forADG III. The B-I[

standard forrunway width is 75 feet. A reduction ofrunway width to 100 feet would meet the B-III standards

and accommodate the majority ofair tanker aircraft. However, coordination with the USFS is recommended to

ensure that any proposed runway changes are compatible with air tanker operations. If retaining existing

runway width is deemed essential to current flight operations, the Port and USFS mayneed to identify potential

funding sources to supplement FAA funds, which may be limited to a 75 or 100-foot width. This issue will

need to be resolved by the tin’e the next runway rehabilitation project is to be accomplished. An irrrportant

companion issue to runway width is the location ofnmway lights. If the runway width is reduced, this will

require removal ofthe old lighting system, and installation ofnew lights at the edge ofthe reduced width

runway.

AIRFIELD PAVEMENT

The existing condition ofairfield pavements was sumrnarLTed in the inventory chapter. The airfield pavements

will require regular maintenance and repair as they age (including areas ofcrack sealing, slurry seal, fog seal,

and deep asphalt concrete patching). Based on the age of most existing pavement sections, rehabilitation

projects will be needed within the current twenty ?,ear planning period. Taxiv,’ay Alpha and the north apron
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were rehabilitated in1992 with a 2-inchaspbtoverlay. "l_he Port’s pavementmaintenanceprogram pnoritizes

projects at each oftheir airports based on pavement eonditi ratings. The projects areundertaken as funds

become available. For long-tew-n capital improvement programming, the Port’s 5-yearmaintenance program
will be reflected in the master plan Chapter 7 Financial Management and Development togram, -with all

remaining airfield pavements shown for rehabilitation later in the planning period.

The current AoqZacitiff Directory__, published by NO?B, lists the pavement strength ofRunway 7/25 at

19,000 ibs. (single wheel Ianding gear design), As noted earlier; thenewer (western)fionoftherunwayhas
a rating of 30,000 pounds single wheel. Increasing pavement strength to 30,0 tmds single wheel is

recorm-nended for the runway and the parallel taxiway system.

Timely maintenance ofairfield pavements will extend their service lil and therebre reducee life cycle costs

for the airport. Standard life-cycle pavement maintenance and rehabilitation items are listed in Table

Acl results vail vary depending on local weather conditions, pavement design and the type and volume of

traffic.

Table 4-8: Airfield Pavement Maintenance Schedules

Pavement Maintenance Approximate Life Expectancy

Pavement Oveda’s 15 to 20 years

Slur Seal or Fol Sea! 5 to 8 years

TAXiWAYS

Taxiways are constructed primarily to tacilitate aircraft, movement to and from the ranway system. Some

taxiways are necess_ simply to provide access between airside and landside facilities, while other taxiways

becomenecessary as activity increasesand more efficientuofthe aiffield is needed. Rtmway 7/25 is served

by two full-length parallel iways, each with numerous exit taxiways. Aside fromtherunwayamti
deficiency previously identified for Taxiway Bravo, the parallel taxiwaysystem, particularly the number and

location ofexit taxiways, is excellent. The 1990 airport layout plan recommended the addition ofthree high

speed angled exit taxiways (at A4, A6, and B6). Taxiway A3 was reconstructed as a highstaxiway as

part ofthe rehabilitation ofthe Atpha parallel taxiwaym t 992 and is currently the onlyhigh speed exit taxiway

available. Converting one or more additional 90-degree angle exit taxiways to high speed exits would be

recommended if increased air traffic activity created significant delays for operating aircraft.
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Aircraft run,up as are located on parallel xiway Alpha at the east end of the runway and on parallel
taxiwayBravo at the west end ofthe runway. Local pilots and controllers have indicated thatrcraft holding
areas are needed on both parallel taxmzays at both ends ofthe runway, The Port is currently in the process of

reconfiguring the aircraft holding area adjacent to Rthqway 25 threshold on parallel taxiway Alpha.
Approximately 50 et ofthe irmer portion of the paved holding area is being remarked as closed due to the

need to meet FAA runway clearmace requirements. The reconfiguration reduces the total ea available for

aircraft holding and may constrain aircrmt movenaent along the portion ofthe parallel taxiway leading to the

FBO located at the et end ofthe taxiway;

Additional taxiways may be required to serve new or expanded landside development areas on the airport.

ADG II design standards would be recorranended to sev,’e most general aviation or business aviation facilities.

Taxi’ways or taxilanes intended to serve smaller aircraft located in T-hangars would be based on A.DG I
standards unless larger aircraft taxiing also needed to be accommodated.

The parallel taxiways meet the/Xd3G 1It standard for width (50 feet). The larger air tanker aircraft are currently

limited to using Taxiway Bravo due to inadequate wingtip clearance from parked aircraft on Taxiway Alpha.

Retaining the existing 50-foot width should be considered as part ofthe relocation ofTaxiway Bravo to meet

runway separation standards. Taxiway Alpha could be reduced to the ADG II standard (35 feet) bsed on

current aircrat1 use, although the cost of replacing or reconfiguring the taxiway edge lighting should be

factored into the decision.

Hold lines for taxiway Bravo are unable to be provided at the correct distance from the runway, since the

nmway-taxiwayaration distance is te than required: TNsproblem is complicatedbyt factthatthe sign

identifying the location ofthe hold line must outside ofthe taxiway safety area.

AIRFIELD INSTRUMENTATION AND LIGHTING

Runway 7/25 has medium-intensity runwayedge lighting (MIRL), the standard for general aviation runways.

The runway lights appear tobe in good condition. However, ifthe runway width is narrowed fromthe current

150 feet, it would be necessary to relocate the edge lights Depending on the age andcondition ofthe lights at

that timei it maybe necessary to replace the lit system,

Runways 7 and 25 are equipped with visual approach slope indicators (VASI). These are owned and

maintained by the F,, not the Port of Portland. VASIS provide visual guidance to pilots by projecting

colored lightbeams outward and upward along the approach path for a runway. Pilots are able to adjust their

approach path upward or downward based on the visual cues provided bythe VASL Precision ApproachPath

Indicators (PAPI) are now the standard for visual guidance systems. The existing VASIs’,vill in all likelihood

be replaced by the FAA at the end of their useful li with PAPIs. The useful life of an outdoor electrical

component can vary greatly, although twenty years is a reasonable planning estimate. However, unless the
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systembegins to exI>erience reliabilityproblems, or becomestoo costly tomaintain (replacementparts, bulbs,

etc,) it is lilly to continue thnctioning well into the current planning period.

]]ae runway is also equipped with runway end identifier lights (REIL). REILs consist of two sequenced
strobes that provide rapid and positive identification of the approach end of the runway. RE1Ls improve

utilization of the runway during nighttime and poor visibility condition and are generally recommended for

instrument runways without approach lights.

Runway 7/25 is notequipped withan approach light system. Adding an approach light system, in conjunction

with fiature improved instrument approaches to a particular runway, can in some cases benefit approach
minimums. The onmi-directional approach light system (ODALS) is often used when space limitations or cost

prevents installation ofother systems such as a medium intensity approach light system (MkdS). The ODALS

typically consist offive single fixtures located along the extendedrunwaycenterline that extend toa distanceof

approximately 1,500 feet (compared to 2,400 to 3,000 feet for a MALSR). An ODALS could be installed on

Runway 7 within current airport property. Typically, approach light systems are installed and maintained by

theF,not the airport owner,

The paratlel taxiway system has medium intensity taxiway edge lighting (MITL). Other taxiways may be

equipped withMtTL or reflective edge markers. As with the runway edge lighting, any narrowing ofexisting

taxiways (or the relocation/replacement ofTaxiway Bravo) may require replacement ofthe edge lights.

The lighted airfield directional and informational sigs appear to meet current FAA sdards.

The airaft apron and hangar aashave limited overhead flood lighting, includingveral fixtures mounted

on various buildings. The aircraft fueling area also hasfl lighting. Flood lighting is recommended for all

new operations areas to maintain safety and security.

ON-FIELD WEATHER

The airport has an automated surface observing systern (ASOS) located on the field, The ASOS satires

weather observation re.quiremen forgeneral aviation, and commercial operations (i.e, chartea, flights, rrrcdevaes
etc.).
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 NDSIDE FACILITIES

Thepurpose ofthis section is to determine the space requirements duringeplyingperiod for the following

types of ihcitities associated with general aviation operations areas at the Troutdate Airport:

* Hangars
* Aircraft Parking and Tiedown Apron
, Fixed Base OperatorO)and Special Aircraft Service Operation (SASO)Facili’des
, Forest Service Aircraft Facilities. Surface Access, Vehicle Parking, Utilities

* Aviation Fuel Storage

* Securi

HANGARS

Troutdale Airport currently has twenty hangar buildings containing approximately 300,000 square feet of

space. Approximately two-thirds ofthis space is used for airca’aft storage, with the other third used for aircraft

FBO maintenance services. It is estimated that 85 percent ofbased aircraft at Troutdale are stored in hangars8,
with the remainder stored outside on one of the tiedown aprons.

The hangar space dedicated to aircraft storage consists of t54 T-hangar spaces m 15 buildings (approximately

185,000 total square feet) plus space for approximately 11 additional aireraft9 in 16,900 square feet in

conventional hangar space (east halfofHangar 1 Building 1260N Service Rd.). The remaining 98,450

square feet of conventional hangar spaces are primarily used for maintenance (FBO and SASO), with

approximately 17,000 square et ofthis area currently vacant. Building areas are as follows:

1610-20 N Service Rd 9,600 st;
1500-t0 N Service Rd 7,700 sf,
1260 N Service Rd 16,900 sf,
t230 N Service Rd 23,100 sf,
1020 N Service Rd 9,450 sf,
520 N Service Rd 3,900 sf)
1123 NWGraham Rd- I7,000 sf,
1023 NW Graham Rd- 3,600 sf,
911 NW Graham Rd 7,200 sf,

8 An on-site inspection of the airport on Febraary 26, 2002 counted 42 aircraft on the various aircraft aprons (though

some ofthese way have been itinerant and some may have been out from hangars). Based on ownership and rental

lists, it has been determined that a total of 93 aircraft were based at the airport in June of2002.
9
Number is based on t,500 squae feet per aircraft in a conventional hangar.
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Hangar development must keep pace with the increase in based aircraft. It is assumed that the current

pereenVage relationship of aircraft stored in hangars vs. outdoor tie-downs will be maintained during the

planning period. A planning standard of 1,500 square feet per based aircraft stored in hangars was used to

estimate gross area requirements, although individual needs may vary. As indicated in the aviation activity

forecasts, the number ofbased aircraft at Troutdale is projected to increase by 84 aircraft (fi’om t93 to 277)

during the twenty-year planning period. If 85% ofthese aircraft are to be stored in hangars, there wilt be a

need for approximately 100,000 square fet ofnew storage hangar space.

ThedainTable 4-8 suggests thatonemore 12-unit T-hangarbuildingwillberequired during the nextyear.

Since there are no vacancies in the existing T-hangars on the airport, the need for more new hangars is self-

evident. Over the remainder ofthe twenty-year period an additional five more 12-unit T-hangar buildings

would be expected. At Aurora Airport the consmaction ofapproximately 60’by .60’ conventional hangars as a

means ofstorage for tv,,o to three aircraft has proved to be very popular. This size hangar allows for flexibility

in storing twins and/or smalljet aircraft, with some availability ofassociated office or storage space and even

toilet facilities. It is recommended that building sites be provided for additional hangars ofboth the T-hangar

and small conventional types.

It is possible that growth m based aircraft could exceed current projections, through high success of

development on nearby properties. For this reason, it is recommended that hangar development reserves be

established to accommodate potential demand beyond the projected needs. The addition of competitively

priced hangar space can significantly alter the development picture of an airport. Because existing market

conditions and near-terrn potential generally drive private hangarinvestment, it is diffieulttopredict the depth

developable portions ofthe airport be reserved for aviation related uses. The efficient utilizati ofairport

lands will be particularly important as the airport approaches its landside capacity. The location, size, and

configuration ofthe hangar development reserves will be addressed in the alternatives analyses (see Chapter

Five).

AIRCRAFT PKING AND TIEDOWN APRON

It isestitedthat 15 percent ofloeallybased aircraft at Troutdale currentlyparked in fiown

This percentage is expected toremain relatively steady during the planning period. The airport eurrently has

161 aircraft tiedown positions in all ofthe available parking aprons. Cha average, 29 ofthese are being used for

based aircraft and up to 30 ofthese are being used for itinerant aircraft on a busy day. As noted in Table 4-8,

it is estimated that locally based aircraft will require 42 tiedown spaces by the end ofthe planning period.

FAA Advisory, Circular 150/5300-13 suggests amethodologybywhich itinerantparkingrequirements can be

detexnined from knowledge ofbusy-day operations. At Troutdale Municipal Airport, the number ofitineznt

aces was determined to be approximately 40 percen ofbusy day itinerant operations. The FAA planning
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criterion of 360 square yards (3,240 square feet), per itinerant aircraft was applied to the number itinerant.........
spaces to determine future itinerant ramp requirements. Locally based aircraft tiedovms are planned at 300 .....................
square yards (2,700 square fet) per position. By the end ofthe twenty-year planningpod, itinerantparldng

requirements are estimated to include 41 light aircraft tiedovens and 4 business aircraft (twin-engine drive

through parking) positions.

Based on the forecasts and estimates of aircraft storage needs, the current quantity of aircraft parking

(tiowns) will be adequate to meet demand for local and itinerant parking ffa:ouepianning peril, Itis

noted that the airside required correction ofdistance between the southBravomiwayandrunway, will likely

result in the loss ofsome existing tiedovens in the north aprons. Likewise, changes in the configuration ofthe

existing aircraft north tiedown aprons to accommodate marked business aircraft parking positions will likely

result in a slight net loss of light aircraft tiedos, although it appears that these will not create significant

constraints on existing facilities. Finally, it is noted that duringpodsWhen PDX is fogged in, the large south
tinat apron functions as a parking and transfer area (br package dehvcry box hauer aircraft, as well as a

parking area for other aircraft unable to reach Portland area airports due to tow lfing Ibg, The aircraft parking

area requirements are summarized in Table 3-8,

FBO AND SASO FACILITIES

A fixed base operator (FBO) is defined by the Port ofPortland’s Minimum Standards document as an aircraft

service and training center that also sells fuel. A specialty aircraft set-vice operator (SASO) is defined by the

Port ofPortland’s Minimum Standards document as an aircraft service or training center that doesnot sell fuel.

There is currently one existing FBO facility and several SASO facilities at Troutdale Airport. The FBO and

major SASO’s each have adequate space for office, classroom, and hangar operations. FBO and SASO facility

requirements are driven pnmarity by market conditions and the particular needs of the business and its

customers. Because future FBO and SASO facility needs are difficult to quantify, and maydiffer greatlyfrom

one operation to another, the best planning approach available is to identify development rea’ves that could

accommodate new or expanded thcilities. General areas tbr expanded operations, maintenance hangar, vehicle

parking, and apron should be resenwed.

The airport should also be capable ofaccommodatingadditional FBO andSASO facilities, should that into-est

develop. Although it appears unlikely that Troutdale will be able to support more than twoFBO’s during the

current planning period, the arport needs to provide equal access to prospective tenants, without

discrimination. The Port of Portland has an airport minimum standards document that establishes the

requirements for all airport ctivities and addresses these types ofdevelopment issues.
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Table 4-8: Apron & Hangar Facility Requirements Summary

Item

Based Aircraft

Business Aircraft Parking
_Spaces
OmAirport Hangar Spaces
Dedicated #Jrcraft Storage (est.)
Overall Hangar Area
Total Apron Area

isting

193

2005

204

2010 2022

277223

t65 spaces3

200,000 sf 3

300,000 sf
161 spaces

Itinerant Aircraft Parking 30 spaces 33 spaces t
(@ 360 st each + t0%) 1 i ,880 sy t 3,068 SY
Locally-Based Tiedown Needs 31 spaces 33 spaces !
(@ 300 sy each + 10%) .(L230 sy 10,890 sy
Business Aircraft Parking 3 spaces 3 spaces
(@ 600 sy each) 1,800 sy 1,800 sy

Total Apron Needs
64 spaces 69 spaces
23,910 s/ 25,758 s’

Gross Hangar Space 173 Spaces 190 Spaces t
Requirements 2t6,250 sf 237;0 sf
(@ t,250 sf perspace .

41 spaces t
6,236 sy
42 spaces 1

,3,860 st
4 spaces
2,400 sy

87 spaces t
32,496.st

235 Spaces /

293,750 sf

1 Size llansent apron for 50Vo of BusyDay" mnerantmrcmft, e,g, for 2005 year: # 5ox 302 operations [Table 3-9 Revised] x 0.5 aircraft per

operation x 40% [Itinerant ops . Local]. (This method per Thcnnas Coates, ALP2000 presentation, FAA.)
2. No designated parking spaces exist for larger itinerant aircratl (twin-engine, turboprop, business jet,

3. Estimate ofexisting hangar area dedicated fbr aircraft storage; overall hangar space, including large hangars (rrmintenance, etc.).

4. Larger business class aircraf pro-king anticipated due to surrcmnding induslrial park development plans. Allow additional 10% of calculated

itinerant spaces.

5. Assumes that 85%of futurebirerft wilt require hatagar Slmee.

FOREST SERVICE AIRCRAFT FACILITIES

The Forest Service aircraft facilities are located at the northeast quadrant ofthe airport, and are ownedby the

Forest Service. The Forest Service leases taxiway access to the vanway from the Port ofPortland. At this time,

there are no known additional facilities required for the Forest Service aircraft area. It is noted that fire

retardant chemicals are commonly used as part ofthe Forest Sece operations, iEnvironmental concerns with

the storage, loading, and/or containment ofthese chemicals is under the control ofthe Forest Service, and does
not occur on Port of Port.land owned portion of the airport.
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AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT FACILITIES

There are no known agricultural operations occurring at the airport and Troutdale does not have a dedicated

agricultural aircraft facility. No agricultural operations are anticipated for Troutdale Airport. However, if

agricultural operations were to occur at the airport m the future, a desi gnated AG aircraft parking/loading

position with adequate containment would be recommended to reduce site contamination potential. It is noted

that mostAG operations do not occur at towered airports, so thepotential for such development atTroutdaleis

minimal.

SURFACE ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

Vehicle access to all existing on-airport hcitities is provided by the airport access roads, vhich -agthe airport

(NW Graham Road, NW Sundial Road. Marine Drive, and N Frontage Road). Access to the airport terminal

areas appears to be adequate for the planning period, although ODOT is aware that the 257/Gmham Road
intersection with Frontage Road (at the I-5 underpass) may be near capacity at times. However, with the

planned development ofmajor industrial properties to the north and west ofthe airport, and the development

community college facilities to the northeast, it is likely that the City ofTroutdale will refine or alter these

roads. The exi sting roadways are in good physical condition.

As part ofthe planning fiJr the major industrial properties to the north and west ofthe airport, consideration is

being given to revising the 1-84 exit configuration, to create an interchange lhrther to the west of that that

existing today. The intent would beto create more direct access to the north f1-84 without having to go

around the airpo: Some interest has been expssed in reservinga for a ture rtmway extension at the

west end ofthe aioort . Thus, it is desirable to show where a runway extension reserve area would exist, to

promote coordinated long term planning for these future 1-84 connections.

Approximately 440 vehicle parking spaces are available around the airport in terminal areas for airport users,

and these appear to be adequate based on current and future needs. The vehicle parking as include the

following:

o north ofBuildings 920,1080 onNW Graham Road (with approximately I80 parki_ng apaces)i

o north ofBuilding 1500 IV Graham (approximately 30 spaces).

east ofBuilding 1023 NW Ca-aham Road (10 spaces), and

o south of Administration Building 999 N Frontage Road (with approximately 220 parking spaces).

|0
See "Joint Planning Conlrence Meeting Minutes", February 28, 2002, Items 5 and 15 (Appendix A-4).
See "Citizen Advisory Coreittee Meeting Notes", June 27, 2002, Item 3, "1-84 Access for OSTP" and "Runway

Length" paragraphs.
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These parking areas appear to be adequate for current andnear-term demand. However, terminal area vehicle

parking reserves shouldbe provided nearby to allow foran expansion or reconfiguration ofthe FBO facilities

ora general increase in vehicle parking demand. Additional vehicle parking should also pro-v’aded for where
new hangar facilities are to be provided. At some airports, local building codes require vehicle parking be

provided as part ofhangar construction. However, at other airports, autos are parked inside the hangars once
the aircraft is taken out.

Vehicle traffic on the airport consists mostlyoflight cars and m.cks, commercial delivery tracks, and full-size

tractorilercombinations used forbuIk detivery ofaviation fuel. Since fixed-point :fuel storage exists attwo

locations on the airport, adequate gated surface access mustbe maintained within the temainal area to those two

locations. With recent construction ofa new perimeter fence and gate system, the primary vehicle access to the

aprons and terminal areas is to be provided at the fbtlowing locations:

North si__de ofRunway
East ofBuilding 1610N Service Road 15’ cantilevered gate with gate operator
East ofBuilding 1350N Service Road ort Maintenance)- 20’ cantilevered gate with gate operator

East ofBuilding 920 N Sice Road 15’ cantilevered gate with gate operator

East ofBuilding 472 NW Graham Road 20’ cantilevered gate with gate operator

South side of Runway
North ofBuilding 1023 N,r Graham Road- 15’ cantilevered gate with gate operator

East ofBuilding 999 N Frontage Road 15, cantilevered gate with gate operator

These gates appear to provide good access to all parts of the airport and should be adequate throughout the

twen year planning period.

SUPPORT FACILITIES

AVIATION FUEL STORAGE

Aviation gasoline (avgas) and jet fuel are both available at Troutdale Airt. As noted previously in the

inventory chapter, the airport currently has two 12,000 gallon tanks for avgas and one 10,000 gallon tank for

jet fuel (see Table 1-9).

A review offuel records for Troutdale (see Figtwe 1-12) indicates that t’uel sales have fluctuated from about

28,000 to 70,000 gallons permonth (approximately 500,000 gallons perye) during the period 1986 through

1988 while Skywest was operating at the airport. During the more recent period 1999 through 2001 fuel sales

have ranged tom4,000 to 33,000 gallons per month (with averages of200,000 gallons per year’). Based on air
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traffic operations, thiswould equate to average fuel sales ofapproximately 5 gallons sold per aircrat operation
between t996 and 1998, and approximately 2,5 gallonssold aircraft operati between 1999 and 2001.

Given that fuel facilities at qoutdale have served such diverse levels of aircraft operations, and types of

operations, it is reasonable to expect that the current thel facilities will provide adequate capacity for the

modest growth projected for the next twenty years.

AIRCRAFT WASH RACK

A common-use aircraft wash rack was constructed in 2003. The facility is capable of accommodating two

aircraft at a time and has adequate containment to capture wash residue.

AIRPORT UTILITIES

The existing utilityservice on the airport is considered tobe adequate for current needs. Further expansion of

aircwaft facilities west along the north apron -,,,’ill require extensions ofthe water, electrical, and telephone lines

that serve currently serve the north terminal area. Likewise, further expansion ofaircraft thcitities east or west

of the Administration Building adjacent to the south apron will require the same utility extensions.

Electrical and telephone lines (existing and new) should be located underground where possible. Additional

development in any ofthese areas will likelyrequire ea.acity analysis ofthe existing storm d-vakaage system,

along with possible creation ofstorage orswale elements to accommodate current water quality requirements.

SECURITY

Aircraft theft and vandalism, and a variety of less serious incursions are not uncommon at general aviation

airports. The security measures (fencing, gate, flood liting,passive access control, etc.) in use at Troutdale

are comparable tomost small general aviation airports, Ensuring that gates are closed and locked

and aircraft apron areas are adequately lighted are the best measures for minimizing incidents.

The airport is currently completing construction ofnew six-foot high chain link fence with top bracket and

three barbed wires, which will substantially improve security over the previous perimeter fencing and limited

fencing around operations areas. New vehicle and pedestrian gates utilize controllers with security access

codes. Port staff is currently developing an airport security plan with its foundation being an airport watch

program whereby all Trout&ale Airport users accept responsibility for reporting unusual activity inside the

security fence.
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FACtLi REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

The fhcilityrequirements for Troutdale Airport are primarily related to maintaining existing airfield capabilities
and impro-Ang facilities based on user demands. For the most pat’t, the need for new or expanded facilities,

such as aircraft hangars, will be market driven, tt appears that the primary thcilities needed for the airport

during the next five years, will be the creation of additional T-Hangars and/or small sized conventional box

hangars (potentially for corporateclients). In facilitating growth offacilities at the airport, thePortofPortland
may desh-e to be a proactive partner with the private sector. The Port’s role could range from being the

developer ofthe hangars (as airports such as Madras and Scappoose have done), to putting out an RFP for

hangar developers. Unlike some Portland metropolitan area airports, Troutdale Airport is fortunate to have

land area and utilities immediately available for such hangar development.

Recoslaition is given to the uniqueness and importance of the USFS tanker operation based at the airport.

While developing the airside thcilities in the fiature, it is recommended that the large aircraft capabilities that

exist atthe airport to-lay be preserved especially the runway width and south taxiw-ay width. Because this

conclusion has significant cost implications to the airfield thcilities, it is one that ultimately requires strong

Forest Serwice and FAA concurrence if it is to be accomplished.

As a result, Troutdale Airport has the basic facilities capable ofaccommodating a wide range ofuser needs.

Table 4.9 summarizes some ofthe key issues identified during the faciliP requirements analysis at Troutdale

&port.

Tne lbreeasts ofaviation activity contained in Chapter Tbxee anticipate moderatewth in aetitwill
result in comparable facility needs beyond current capabilities, The existing airfield facilities have the ability

to accommodate a significant increase in activity, without requiring major facility upgrades or expansion.

Improvements in basic facilities such as access roads, utilities, and drainage will enable the remaining

developable areas to become more attractive to potential tenants.

eprojected twenty-year acilityneeds aresummarized in Table4-10. Thenext step in the planningproe,ess

is to analyze alternatives that can accommodate these requirements.
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Table 4-9: Major Facility Requirements issues

DescriptiFacility on
Runway Existing runway width of 150’ exceeds FAA standard of 75’ for ADG II airplanes.

Recommend keeping 100’ or 150’ width since airport is the USFS’s only Portland area

fire tanker facility and serves aircraft as large as C-130A Hercules, an ADG iV airplane.
Runway extension reserves should be protected for future options for a 300 to 600-
foot runway extension to potentially accommodate larger class business aircraft
beyond the planning pedod. Establish appropriate weight bearinr9 capacity.

Parallel Taxtway Existing parallel taxiway separation of 275’ exceeds FAA standard of 240’ for ADG II
Alpha (North) airplanes. Future separation could be reduced if additional apron area width is

needed. Exit locations appear to be adequate. Need separated run-up areas at each
end to improve usability and avoid backups of aircraft. Existing width of 50’ exceeds
FAA standard of 35’ for ADG II airplanes. Consider decreasing to 35, espec tly if this

creates improved ramp space.
Parallel Taxiway Existing parallel taxiway separation of 200’ does not meet FAA standard of 2)’ for
Bravo (South) ADG 11. Exit locations appear to be adequate, Need separated run-up areas at each

end to improve usability and avoid backups of aircrafts Existing width of 50’ exceeds
FAA standard of 35’ for ADG 11 airplanes. Recommend retaining at 50’ and utilizing
TOFA standards for ADG ttl to preserve USFS operations safety.

Aircraft Parking The number of aircraft tiedowns exceeds that required dudng the 20*year planning
pedod. Some aircraft parking reconfiguration may be required to accommodate
itinerant business aircraft parking and changes to the taxiway-runway separation

distance. Configure to protect smatier aircraft and hangar doors from prop/jt blast.

Aircraft Hangars & All aircraft storage hangars are filled, indicating that it is an appropriate time to initiate
Oher Airport efforts to gain additional storage hangar spaces. Site areas should be designated for
Buildings both T-hangar and conventional box hangar type construction. The Port of Portland

owned Buildings 620, 650, and 680 contain 5 T-hangar units that are quite old and may
be beyond their useful life. if more appropriate uses can occur in their site, it is

possible that they could be demolished at some time in the future. Hangar
development reserves should be provided to accommodate additional demand

potential beyond the planning period. Existing FBO maintenance hangar, office and

classroom spaces appear to be adequate, though these facilities will require ongoing

maintenance and renovation as tenant needs change over time. Some buildings may
need to be removed ff Taxiway Bravo separation from runway is corrected.

Fuel Storage AVGAS facilities of 12,000 gallon above ground tank plus 12,000 gallon underground

tank, along with Jet Fuel facilities of 10,000 gallon above ground tank, wilt satisfy the

fuel storage needs through the planning period. Maintain reserve area for potential

expansion beyond planning period, and/or for future card lock s)/stem.
Forest Service Existing facilitjes are adequate,
Facilities

AG Facilities None required
Security Major new security fencing has just been provided, including gate’for centroiied

accessto aircra.ft operations areas. Apron and hangar flood lighting are adequate.

Vehicle Parking Designated auto parking areas adjacent to FBO and hangar areas appears to be

adequate
Access Roads AcCess roads appear tO be adequati
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Table 4-10: Airport Facility Requirements Summary

Runway

iway Alpha
to)

Taxiway Bravo
(South)

North Tiedown
Apron

South Tiedown
Apron

Fueling Area
Igdcultu.ral Facil|e$
Piangars

avigationa! Aids
nd Lighting

Security

Short Term
Pavement Maintenance.

Provide improved aircraft ran-up positions
at each end of taxiway.
Pavement Maintenance

"Provide improved aircraft rumup positions
at each end of both taxiways

"Pavement Maintenance

Configure to provide itinerant tiedown
locations for business class aircraft.

"Pavement Maintenance.

"Configure to provide itinerant tiedown

locations for business class aircraft.
Configure to accommodate occasional

box hauler traffic diverted from PDX.
Pavement Maintenance.

Pavement Maintenance,

None. Same,

T-hangar and Conventional Hangar
Development Areas for small aircraft.
Business Aviation Hangar Development
Areas for twins and jets.
Development of improved instrument

approach ,th lower ceiling minimums., Flood Lighting (new hangar areas)
Maintenance on Port-owned buildings. Same,

Consider promoting development of
additional T-hangars.
Utility extensions as needed for additional Same,

storage hangars or other development.
Pavement maintenance

Monitor and maintain fencing, apron Same.
lighting.

Long Term
Confirm runway width requirements.

Pavement Maintenance.

Pavement Oveday (increase WEC to
30,000# SW).
Runw..,a,y EensionlReserve.
Consider relocating to 240’ separation
from runway.
Consider reducing width from 50’ to 35’.
Pavement Maintenance.
Pavement Overlay.
Taxiways to New Development Areas.
Relocate taxiway to provide correct
separation from runway.
Confirm maintaining 50’ width,

Pavement Maintenance.

"Pavement Overlay.

Taxiw,.ys to, New Development Areas.
Pavement Maintenance,

"Pavement Oveday.

Pavement Maintenance.

Pavement Oveday.

* Provide reserve area.

Development Reserves.

Runway approach lights (ODALS)
Maintenance.

Access to new development areas.

t. Vegetation control, crackfill, sealcoat
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CHAPTER FIVE
Airport Development

Overview

The evaluation phase ofthe Airport Master Plan Update project began with preliminary development concepts
being considered during review ofthe Facilities Requirements Chapter at Citizen Advisory Committee Meeting
#3 held on November 7, 2002 (see Appendix D-3). Based on the facility requirements analyses, key facility
needs were focused into the following categories for development analysis:

* Improved Instrument Approach. B-II Design Aircraft vs. Existing Fire Tanker C-l]/Aircraft Needs
o B-II Design Aircraft vs. Future C-II Business Aircraft Needs

* Basic Improvements to Meet Forecast Based Aircraft

Miscellaneous Airport Improvements

As to the first three items, it was determined that a meeting shouldbe held withFAA staffat the Seattle Office,
to review these issues in detail, and determine what approach could develop a consensus for the future
development ofthe airport. For this purpose, a meeting was held at the FAA Offices on December 5, 2002 to

review airport layout alternatives and determine the preferred plan for the future (see a memorandum ofthis

meeting in Appendix E-l). As to the last two items, these represented issues previously raised at Citizen

Advisory Committee meetings (see meeting minutes in appendices A-4, A-6, A-7, A-8, B-2, C-3, D-3).

The process ofidentifying and evaluating development options has thus included involvement by citizens on

the advisory committee, the local community during open houses, local governmental staff (on the advisory

committee), the FAA staff, Oregon Department ofAviation staff(on the advisory committee), along with Port
staff.

Following further review of the conceptual options by the Advisory Committee, a preferred alternative

containing the desired development components will be established based on desired portions ofthe various

options considered and it will be depicted on the Airport Layout Plan. In the following sections each ofthe
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key facility needs issues will be discussed.

Improved Instrument Approach

Throughout the planning process, the number one improvement requested by pilots has been an improved

instrument approach especially one with lower minimum altitudes than that which exists. A meeting was

held with Vie Zembruski, FAA instrument approach specialist from the FAA Flight Procedures Office, on

December 5, 2002 to determine the potential for substantial improvements.

Zembruski noted that FAA staff have in the past done feasibility studies for two different new instrument

approaches to Troutdale Airport. One is a VOR-DME approach to Runway 7 which was studied in 1995. It
developed probable minimums of800 MSL using a combination straight segment of2 to 4NM and a left turn

toward Battleground VOR. The second study in 1996 designed a GPS straight-in to Runway 7 with minimums

as low as 560 MSL, and a 15 degree offset straight-in to Runway 25 with minimums as low as 1060 MSL.

Copies ofthose studies were provided and are attached to the memo in Appendix E-1.

Zembruski noted that the Runway25 approach would likely use a 15 degree offset from the runwayheading in

order to line up better with the Columbia River Gorge and thus provide minimums as low as possible. The

standards for the approach can be found in TERPS Section 251. He noted that although the Part 77 approach
surfaces should be shown with a 34:1 slope to identify any existing obstructions on the airspace plan, under
TERPS criteria a "clean" 20:1 slope must be maintained to keep night minimums for a straight-in approach.
Thus, there must be not obstructions in the 20:1 slope, and any obstructions that penetrate the 34:1 approach

surface must be marked and lighted, per FAA requirements.

Zembruski believes that all ofthese approach options are viable and would provide minimums in the range of

600-800-ft. He believes that in the past it was the Port ofPortland and Portland approach controllers’ fear that

this could conceivablyreduce capacity at PDX that resulted in no further study ofthe options. Should the Port

be interested in pursuing either of these options further, Zembrusld can evaluate them further. He
recommended discussing with the Troutdale Control Tower staffwhether one or the other would be preferred
based on typical weather conditions during IFR conditions.

The tower staffmay be able to provide anecdotal information as to the percent of approaches which would

come from each direction were those approaches available. However, it may be wise to design both

approaches so that the approach from the east can be used whenever possible to avoid conflicts with PDX

instrument approaches. Zembruski noted that Pearson Airport’s instrument approach is closer to PDX than

Troutdale, and that the PDX controllers are able to work those aircraft into the general flow oftraffic. Based

on comments provided by Troutdale Control Tower staff at a recent planning advisory committee meeting,

improvements in radar coverage for the Portland area is expected to significantly improve air traffic
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management options and may be a factor in improving instrument procedures at TTD.

Following the meeting with FAA staff, a meeting was held with Port ofPortland staffinvolved with operations

at PDX, to consider whether these instrument approach options for Troutdale should be further examined.

There was general concurrence that they should be examined, and that the next step in pursuing this

development option will be to meet withFAAPDX Tower staff, to attempt to gain their input, and hopefully

support, for the concept.

Given that there is a good potential for instrument approaches fromboth runway directions, it was agreed that

both ends ofthe runway should be shown with 34:1 approach surfaces. This alternative will be utilized for the

final Airport Layout Drawings and the associated airspace plans.

B-II Design Aircraft vs. Existing Fire Tanker C-Ill Aircraft Needs

Two alternative airport airfield layout drawings were created for Troutdale Airport. First, a drawing showing

the potential layout for the runway, taxiways, and RPZ configurations using B-II standards was created (see

Drawing A1 at the end ofthis section). This option includes a potential option for a 600 ft. runway extension

to the west; taxiway options included Alpha (north taxiway) relocated 35 ft. closer to the runway and taxiway

Bravo (south taxiway) located 40 ft. south to provide the 240 ft standard separation between runway and

taxiway. It proposes that Taxiway Bravo include clearances for Design Group III aircraft, in order to

accommodate U.S. Forest Serwce tanker aircraft. Runway width is shown as being reduced to 100 ft. at the

time ofnext majorpavement rehabilitation. It is proposed that taxiway Alpha be 35 ft. wideper B-II standards
but that taxiway Bravo be 50 ft. wide to accommodate the larger US Forest Service aircraft.

FAA staff reviewed this option at the December 5, 2002 meeting, and concurred that B-II criteria are

appropriate for Troutdale Airport. The FAA will support a 100 ft. width runway in lieu ofthe 75 ft. width of
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B-II standards as long as a written description is included in the Master Plan that clearly explains that the

additional width is needed to accommodate US Forest Service Tankers. The FAA questioned the need to

retain a 50-ft. width for taxiway Bravo, based on the US Forest Service air tankers utilizing a 35-ft. width

taxiway at LaGrande. Further research and coordination between the USFS and the Port will be conducted.

Based on FAA comments, it appears that retaining the existing taxiway width or providing any width greater

than 35 feet will require funding other than FAA.

B-II Design Aircraft vs. Future C-II Business Aircraft

At the November 7, 2002 Advisory Committee Meeting (and at several other meetings), it was recommended

that strong consideration be given to the potential that Troutdale Airport may be an important future business

aviation facility for Troutdale and other East County businesses especially given the potential for extensive

future commercial and industrial development of the adjacent Reynolds Aluminum Site. The reason for

examining this potential is because the Advisory Committee believes that there is a high probability that when

surrounding industrial lands are further developed, the Troutdale Airport will become a much more business

aviation oriented airport, perhaps somewhat along the lines ofHillsboro Airport which serves Intel and other

major employers. Were this to happen, it could be expected that Approach Category C aircraft would likely

become based at the airport such as are currently based at Hillsboro Airport. To determine the suitability ofthe

Troutdale Airport for business aircraft use, local major business aviation companies were queried as to runway

length requirements for the business aircraft they are currently using to serve major corporations. The table

below shows the results of this survey:
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Troutdale Airport Runway
Business Aircraft Requirements & Limitations
Aron Faegre & Associates
with Century West Engineering
3/1/03

Aircraft Airport Ref. Takeoff Distance ff Max Wt Ibs
Code (req’d/at MGTOW) (MGTOW)

G-V D-II 6,533 90,500
G-IVSP D-II 6,400 74,600
G-IV D-II 5,534 73,200
G-Ill C-II 5,980 69,700

G-lISP C-II 6,760 64,800
Falcon 50 B-II 5,850 40,780
Citation X C-II 6,060 36,100
Hawker
700 C-I 7,100 25,500

G-100
(Astra) TBD 7,100 24,650

Westwind TBD 5,700 (Note 2) 23,500
LR-35A D-I 6,000 (Note 3) 18,300
DA-10

Falcon 10) TBD 4,600 17,600

Takeoff Dist. Wt Limitation Percent wt
(req’d at TTD) (at TTD) Reduction

5,400 82,400 91%
5,400 68,000 91%
5,400 70,000 96%
5,390 66,000 95%
5,310 58,000 90%
5,250 38,000 93%
TBD TBD TBD

5,400 23,000 90%

5,400 21,500 87%
5,100 21,000 89%

5,400 (Note 3) 17,200 94%

4,600 17,600 100%

Notes: 1 )Aircraft performance assumptions: Runway elevation 39 feet; temperature 82 degrees F;
no wind.

2)Westwind runway distance calculated at 68 degrees F per second segment climb limited
(SSL) aircraft criteria.

3)Lear-35A runway distance calculated based on no thrust reversers installed.
4)Information Sources: G-IVSP, G-Ill, GIISP, Falcon 50, Hawker 700, G-100, Westwind, LR-

35A, and DA-10 provided by Aero Air, Hillsboro, as tabulated by either Simuflite or Flight
Citation X provided E. Sturm; G-IV and G-V Nike, Hillsboro.

Based on this analysis it is clear that should Category C business aircraft become key users in the future, the

5,400 foot runway will not provide the capability for maximum gross weight take-off on an 82 degree day

(maximummean daily temperature). However, it is also clear that the 5,400 footrunway is still useful for most

of these aircraft on an 82-degree day for approximately 90% of the maximum gross weight, which would

appear to be at least a "useful" operation under many scenarios. For example, the take-offmay be with less

than preferred fuel, or with less passengers than otherwise. Or, a flightmaybe timed to use better temperatures

or more wind, which would reduce the runway length requirement. For example, the Citation X at maximum

gross weight requires a 5,200 foot runway on a 59 degree day with no wind. In fact, Troutdale Airport’s

common wind conditions result in a generallyreduced runway length requirement for most aircraft. Thus, the

5,400-foot runway at Troutdale generally is a quite useful length for many business aircraft.
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Accommodating larger, faster Category C aircraft (meaning that they approach to land at 121 to 141 knots

rather than the 91 to 121 knots ofCategoryB aircraft) results in some significant design challenges. Should a

CategoryC aircraftbecome the "critical aircraft" (one with 500 ormore operations per year) it will require the

airport to maintain significantly longer runway safety areas (level ground that could support an aircraft in an

emergency under dry conditions) beyond the ends of the runway. Rather than the 300 feet distance for

Category B aircraft, the runway safety must extend 1,000 feet beyond each end ofthe runway for Category C
aircraft. Thus, the existing 5,400 foot runway with two existing 300 footrunway safety areas would need to be

revised to a 4,000 foot runway with two new 1,000 foot runway safety areas. A 4,000 foot runway becomes

only marginally useful for business jets.

A drawing showing the potential layout for the runway, taxiways, and RPZ configurations using C-I] standards

was created (see DrawingA2 at the end ofthis section). The drawing shows that evenbyretaining the existing
5,400-ft. runway length, both ends would need to be relocated 600-ft. to the west in order to meet the C-l/

Runway Safety Area dimensional standards. This option does not include any potential runway extension.

Runway-Taxiway separations increase from 240 to 300-ft. and are shown on the drawing as suchl. Taxiway

options thus relocate Alpha (north taxiway) 25 ft. further from the runway and taxiway Bravo (south taxiway)
100 ft. further south to provide the 300 ft standard separation between runway and taxiway. It proposes that

TaxiwayBravo include clearances for Design Group III aircraft, in order to accommodate U.S. Forest Service

tanker aircraft. Runway width is shown as being reduced to 100 ft. at the time of next major pavement

rehabilitation. It is proposed that taxiway Alpha be 35 ft. wide per B-II standards but that taxiwayBravo be 50
ft. wide to accommodate the larger US Forest Service aircraft.

At the December 5, 2002 meeting withFAA staff, they concurred that it would be desirable to reserve property

area in order to accommodate a future conversion to C-II design standards, should that ever be desired. It was
noted that the City ofTroutdale is currently identifijing a future location ofa North-South road that would be

locatedjust to the west ofthe airport property. The drawing showing C-II design layout for the airport could

be used as a reasonable identification ofpotential future needs for the airport.

FAA staffnoted that 1,000 foot long by 500 foot wide Runway Safety Areas beyond the ends ofthe runways
would be essential once approach category C aircraft are major users of the airport; however, non-standard

runway-taxiway separations (for example 240-ft. vs. the required 300-ft.) can often be accommodated by

control tower operational procedures. In other words, the control tower can ensure that there are not large wing

span aircraft on the taxiway and runway simultaneously, or can even keep the taxiways clear at times when

approach category C aircraft are landing or taking off. This has been done at other airports and would be

expected to be allowed at Troutdale in the future. The volume ofCategory C aircraft activity is also expected

to be a consideration in addressing operational/design standard options.

1 However, it is unclear whether the land area is sufficient to fully accommodate this width along the west end of
taxiway Bravo. More detailed survey information may be required to determine the precise space available.
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FAA staffpointed out that the RPZs at each end ofthe runway can be ofdifferent sizes, based on the approach
criteria required at each runway end. Following a discussion of the likely needs of the approaches, it was

determined that 1700-ft. x 500-ft. x 1010-ft. are probably appropriate for both ends (Approach Category C,
visual and not lower than 1-mile).

Under either the B-[I or C-II design criteria there are hangars located at the east end oftaxiway Bravo that will

need to be removed when the taxiway is reconstructed. FAA staffpointed out that ifthe buildings are privately
owned, the FAA will pay their owners the fair market value ofthe buildings and will assist in relocation costs.

However, ifthe buildings are owned by the airport (Port), the FAA will onlypay for the cost to demolish them.

Based on the above analysis, it is proposed that the Troutdale Master Plan Update show reserve areas for the

meeting of airfield C-II criteria in the future.

Basic Improvements to Meet Forecast Based Aircraft

DrawingA3 shows the potential future locations for tie-downs, T-hangars, corporate hangars, FBO’s, aviation

businesses, and non-aviation businesses. The layout continues past Port of Portland overall goals to view

properties along Frontage Road as potential non-aviation related revenue development sources for the airport.

They have good direct access to the freeway, and as such may have highest value for non-aviation uses.

Properties somewhat in from Frontage Road, are proposed to be reserved for aviation-related businesses, since

those properties could have direct access to the taxiway and runway. New T-hangars and corporate hangar
facilities are proposed for development on the north side ofthe airport, as theydo not require such close access

to the freeway.

Miscellaneous Airport Improvements

Drawing A3 also shows proposed locations for miscellaneous airport improvements requested during the

course of the study. These items are:

Run-up Pads: Numerous pilots have noted the need for a designated run-up area at each end ofboth

taxiways. On a busy day this is a bottleneck to operations on the airport. There should be space for two

aircraft to be performing a run-up and others still able to pass.

Taxiway Bravo Passing Lane: Numerous pilots noted that Taxiway Bravo would benefit from the

installation ofa passing lane midway along its 1,800 foot west portion so that aircraft can pass each other.

Compass Calibration Pad: A compass calibration pad is needed on the airport for swinging of the
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magnetic compass in the aircraft, to determine its accuracy. The FAA AC 150/5300-13, Appendix 4,

page 112 contains criteria for the location ofa compass calibration pad, which includes arecommendation

that it be 300 feet from any above or below-ground power and communications cables, and 600 feet from

a building. A thorough magnetic survey of the potential site is recommended by the FAA prior to

construction.

Surveyed Bearing to BTG: A surveyed point should be provided on the airport which has a designated

beating to eh Battleground VOR, for use in checking the NAV radios for accuracy.

Twin and Light Jet Parking Area: A specific area should be established for twin and light jet parking.

These should be designed to allow aircraft to power in and power out (drive-through) without directly

disturbing smaller nearby aircraft.

40-Mile Loop Trail Coordination: The 40-Mile Loop organization is planning to further develop a hiking
trail along the west bank ofthe Sandy River, as part of facility improvements for the Lewis and Clark

Bicentennial. A meeting was held with staff from that organization on June 27, 2002 to emphasize the

need to avoid construction of "people attractor" elements on the Port property within the Runway
Protection Zone area (see Item 3, Citizen Advisory Committee Meeting #1 Notes, Appendix B-2). It is

recommended that Port staffmaintain coordination with this group to ensure that the trail development
include signage warning equestrian riders and pedestrians ofthe presence of aircraft overhead, and the

need to remain on the trail and avoid climbing up on the dike area.

Potential Property Acquisition: Along the north side ofNE Marine Drive, near itsjunction with Frontage
Road, it is proposed that the airport acquire a 5.35 acre triangular area. This area could be useful in the

future as an additional access point for the aviation and non-aviation related properties along the south

side ofthe airport. Along the west end ofthe airport property additional property to the west could be

acquired to preserve the potential for an enlarged RPZ under the C-II design criteria.

Midfield High-speed Exit: Tower staffhave noted that as the airport gains more business activity with

lightjets, it is recommended that a midfield high-speed exit be provided to improve the tower’s abilityto

keep traffic flowing smoothly.

Building Restriction Line: Establish building restriction line at 460 feet fromrunway centerline to protect

for potential future C-II airfield design criteria. This distance relates to other existing hangars at the north

west area ofthe airport and provides the following clearances: [300 feet Runway to Taxiway Separation,

plus 65.5 feet Taxiway Object Free Area, plus 94.5 foot apron in front ofhangar]
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Troutdale Airport
Airport Master Plan Update Noise Compatibility

CHAPTER SiX
Noise Compatibility

Noise Evaluation Introduction

Noise is sometimes defined as unwanted sound. However, sound is measurable, whereas noise is subjective.

The relationship between measurable sound and human irritation is the key to understanding aircraft noise

impact. A rating scale has been devised to relate sound to the sensitivity ofthe human ear. The A-weighted

decibel scale (dBA) is measured on a logarithmic or "log" scale, by which is meant that for each increase in

sound energy level by a factor of 10, there is a designated increase of 1 dBA. This system ofmeasurement is

used because the human ear functions over such an enormous range of sound energy impacts. At a

psychological level, there is a rule of thumb that the human ear often "hears" an increase of 10 decibels as

equivalent to a "doubling" of sound.

The challenge to evaluating noise impact lies in determining what amount and what kind ofsound constitutes

noise. The vast majority of people exposed to aircraft noise are not in danger of direct physical harm.

However, much research on the effects ofnoise has led to several generally accepted conclusions:
The effects of sound are cumulative, therefore, the duration ofexposure must be included in any
evaluation ofnoise.
Noise can interfere with sleep and outdoor activities.
Noise can disturb communication, TV/radio listening, and relaxation.
When community noise levels have reached sufficient intensity, a certain percentage ofthe
population is likely to become highly annoyed and object to the noise.

Research has also found that individual responses to noise are difficult to predict1 Some people are annoyed

by perceptible noise events, while others show little concem over the most disruptive events. However, it is

possible to predict the responses of large groups of people i.e. communities. Consequently, community

response, not individual response, has emerged as the prime index ofaircraft noise measurement.

Beranek, Leo, Noise and Vibration Control, McGraw-Hill, 1971, pages ix-x.
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DNL Methodology

On the basis ofthe findings described above, a methodology has been devised to relate measurable sound from

a variety ofsources to communityresponse. It has been termed "Day-NightAverage Sound Level" (DNL) and
has been adopted by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Department ofHousing andUrban
Development (HUD), and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for use in evaluating noise impacts. In a

general sense, it is the yearly average ofaircraft-created noise for a specific location (i.e., runway), but includes
a calculation penalty for each night flight, due to quieter background levels at night and the higher sensitivityto

noise while sleeping.

The basic unit in the computation of DNL is the sound exposure level (SEL). An SEL is computed by

mathematically summing the dBA level for each second during which a noise event occurs. For example, the

noise level ofan aircraft might be recorded as it approaches, passes overhead, and then departs. The recorded

noise level ofeach second ofthe noise event is then added logarithmically to compute the SEL. To provide a

penalty for nighttime flights (defined as the hours be between 10 PM and 7 AM), 10 dBA is added to each

nighttime dBAmeasurement, second by second. Due to the mathematics oflogarithrns, this calculation penalty
is equivalent to 10-day flights for each night flight.
A DNL level is approximately equal to the average dBA level during a 24-hour period with a weighing for

nighttime noise events. The main advantage ofDNL is that it provides a common measure for a variety of

different noise environments. The same DNL level can describe an area with very few high noise events as

well as an area with many low level events.

Noise Modeling and Contour Criteria

DNL levels are typically depicted as contours. Contours are an interpolation ofnoise levels drawn to connect

all points ofa constant level that are derived from information processed bythe FAA approved computernoise

model called the Integrated Noise Model (INM). The current version 6.1 was used for this study. The noise

contours appear similar to topographical contours and are superimposed on a map of the airport and its

surrounding area. It is this map of noise levels drawn about an airport that is used to predict community

response to the noise from aircraft using that airport. DNL mapping is best used for comparative purposes,

2Where Leq ("Equivalent Sound Level") is the same measure as DNL without the night penalty
incorporated, this can be shown through the mathematical relationship of:
Leqd 10 log Nd x 10 SEL/IOI Leq_, 10 log Nn x 10 ISEL+IOI/IO

86,400 86,400
If SEL equals the same measured sound exposure level for each computation, and if Nd 10
daytime flights, and Nn 1 night-time flight, then use of a calculator shows that for any SEL value
inserted, Leq Leqn.
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rather than for providing absolute values. That is, valid comparisons canbe made between scenarios as long as

consistent assumptions and basic data are used for all calculations. It should be noted that a line drawn on a

map bya computerdoes not imply that a particular noise condition exists on one side ofthe line and not on the

other. These calculations can only be used for comparing average noise impacts, not precisely defining them

relative to a specific location at a specific time. Noise contours are typically plotted in 5 DNL increments,

starting at 55 DNL.

Noise and Land-Use Compatibility Criteria

Federal regulatory agencies ofgovemment have adopted standards and suggested guidelines relatingDNL to

compatible land uses. Most ofthe noise and land-use compatibility guidelines strongly support the standard

that significant annoyance from aircraft noise levels does not occur outside a 65 DNL noise contour. Federal

agencies supporting this standard include the Environmental Protection Agency, Department ofHousing and
Urban Development, and the Federal Aviation Administration.

Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, ofthe Federal Aviation Regulations, provides guidance for

land-use compatibility around airports. Table 6-1 presents these guidelines. Compatibility or non-

compatibilityofland use is determined by comparing the noise contours with existing and potential land uses.

All types ofland uses are compatible in areas below 65 DNL. Generally, residential and some public uses are

not compatible within the 65-70 DNL, and above. As noted in Table 6-1, some degree ofnoise level reduction

(NLR) from outdoor to indoor environments maybe required for specific land uses located within higher level

noise contours. Land uses such as commercial, manufacturing, some recreational uses, and agriculture are

compatible within 65-70 DNL contours.

Land Use

Table 6-1: Land-Use Compatibility with DNL

Yearly Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn) In Decibels

BelowOver

65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85
Residential
Residential, other than mobile homes
& transient lodgings
Mobile Home Parks
Transient Lodgings
Public Use
Schools
Hospitals and Nursing Homes
Churches, Auditoriums, and Concert Halls..
Governmental Services
Transportation
Parking

Y N(1) N(1) N N
Y N N N N
Y N(1) N(1) N(1) N

85

N
N
N

Y N(1) N(1) N N N
Y 25 30 N N N
Y 25 30 N N N
Y Y 25 30 N N
Y Y Y(2) Y(3) Y(4) Y(4)
Y Y Y(2) Y(3) Y(4) n
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Commercial Use
Offices, Business and Professional
Wholesale and Retail--Building
Materials, Hardware and Farm
Equipment
Retail Trade--General
Utilities
Communication
Manufacturing and Production
Manufacturing General
Photographic and Optical
Agriculture (except livestock) and
Forestry
Livestock Farming and Breeding
Mining and Fishing, Resource Production
and Extraction

Recreational
Outdoor Sports Arenas, Spectator
Sports
Outdoor Music Shells, Amphitheaters
Nature Exhibits and Zoos
Amusements, Parks, Resorts and Camps
GolfCourses, Riding Stables and
Water Recreation
Y (Yes)
N (No)
NLR

25, 30 or 35

NOTES:
1.

6.
7.
8.

Y Y 25 30 N N

V Y Y(2) Y(3) Y(4) N
Y Y 25 30 N N
Y V Y(2) Y(3) Y(4) N
Y Y 25 30 N N

Y Y Y(2) Y(3) Y(4) N
Y Y 25 30 N N

Y V(6) Y(7) Y(8) V(8) V(8)
Y V(6) Y(7) N N N

Y Y Y Y Y Y

v Y(5) v(5) N N N
Y N N N N N
Y Y N N N N
Y Y Y N N N

Y Y 25 30 N
Land-use and related structures compatible without restrictions.
Land-use and related structures are not compatible and should be prohibited.
Noise Level Reduction (outdoor to indoor) to be achieved through incorporation ofnoise
attenuation into design and construction ofthe structure.
Land uses and structures generally compatible; measures to achieve NLR or 25, 30, or 35 dB must
be incorporated into design and construction ofthe structure.

Where the community determines that residential uses must be allowed, measures to achieve outdoor to
indoor Noise Levels Reduction (NLR) of at least 25dB and 30dB should be incorporated into building
codes and be considered in individual approvals. Normal residential construction can be expected to
provide a NLR of20 dB; thus, the reduction requirements are often stated as 5, 10, or 15 dB over standard
construction and normally assume mechanical ventilation and closed windows year-round. However, the
use ofNLR criteria will not eliminate outdoor noise problems.
Measures to achieve NLR of25 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction ofportions of
these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas, or where the normal noise
level is low.
Measures to achieve NLR of30 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction ofportions of
these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas, or where the normal noise
level is low.
Measures to achieve NLR of35 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction ofportions of
these buildings where the public is received office areas, noise sensitive areas, or where the normal noise
level is low.
Land-use compatible, provided special sound reinforcement systems are installed.
Residential buildings require an NLR of25.
Residential buildings require anNLR of 30.
Residential buildings not permitted.

SOURCE: Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, dated January 18, 1985.

N
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Oregon DEQ Standards

When aircraft are in flight, landing, or taking off, they are regulated solelybythe FAA since navigable airspace
is under federaljurisdiction. However, because aircraft noise occurs at and around airports, it is also a concern

to local governments. The State ofOregon Administrative Rules Section OAR340-35-045 requires that when

establishing a new airport or performing airport masterplanning that a projected noise impact analysis mustbe

prepared and made available to the local land use determination agency.

The state airport noise standards are administered by the Department ofEnvironmental Quality (DEQ), and

require that an "airport noise impactboundary" be depicted around an airport. DEQ defines this boundarywith

an annual average day-night noise level of55 DNL. This standard is considerablymore conservative than the

federal standard of65 DNL and thus promotes a higher level of scrutiny in the land use evaluation ofairport

development proposals. DEQ reviews submittals to ensure that they are accurate portrayals ofthe boundary,
but does not evaluate whether the noise levels are acceptable for specific land uses within the boundary. Since

this project does not involve establishing a new airport, or master planning, there is no requirement to

coordinate with Oregon DEQ on airport noise. This was accomplished by having the Troutdale Planning
Director on the Master Plan Public Advisory Committee.

Local City and County Standards
Multnomah County and the City ofTroutdale do not have any regulations directly governing aircraft noise.

Both entities are precluded by federal law from regulating aircraft noise.

INM Cases Run

The FAA approved INM Model version 6.1 was programmed with 72,180 operations to create the existing
noise contours based on the year 2002 number of operations. Flight paths were modeled based on typical

usage seen and described by pilots, the tower staff, and the consultants. Drawing 6-1 shows the results ofthis

case. All noise contours, including the 55 DNL contour, are on properties zoned industrial.

The INM Model was then programmed with 98,889 operations to create the predicted noise contours based on

the year 2022 number of operations. Flight paths were again modeled based on typical usage seen and

described by pilots, the tower staff, and the consultants. Drawing 6-2 shows the results ofthis case. In this

case most ofthe noise contours, including the 55 DNL contour, are on properties zoned industrial. However,
at the east end ofthe airport it is found that the 55 DNL contour begins to include a small area ofresidential

zoned properties. Under federal standards this would not constitute significant impact, howeverunder Oregon

DEQ rules, this would constitute an area that might be looked at in more detail.

October 2004 6-5 Aron Faegre & Associates
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Drawings 6-1 & 6-2
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Results

The existing and 20 year noise contours indicate that the DNL contours will remain largelyon industrial zoned

lands. However, at the end ofthe 20-year period, it would appear that some noise concerns could develop in

the residential areas to the west of the airport. To forestall, or eliminate these potential future concerns,

consideration could be given to working with pilots and the control tower to develop flight patterns that have

aircraft rum north or south somewhat prior to reaching these residential areas.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Financial Management & Development Program

The analyses conducted in the previous chapters have evaluated airport development need based on forecast

activity and the associate facility requirements. One ofthe most important elements of the master planning

process is the application ofbasic economic, financial and management rationale so that the feasibilityofthe

implementation can be assured. T_he amount of local and outside lhnding (state, federal, etc.) that will be

available during the current twenty-year planning cannot be guaranteed. When overall capital needs exceed

available funding in any particular period, projects are generally derred until funding can be obtained. In this

situation, it is particularly important to establish and maintain priorities so that completion ofthe most essential

improvements is assured.

Historically,e prin---y source offunding for major capital projects at the airport has been federal aviation

trust fund monies with local matching funds pro,,dded by the Port ofPortland. Eligible airport improvements

receive up to 90 percent thnding by FAA Airport Improvement Proem (ALP) funds. The Port also

funded most nonligiblepublic facility improvements (buildings, vehicle parking, utilities, etc.) at Troutdale

Airport. Hangar constructiot, which is not eligible for FAA funding, has been largely privately funded in

recent years.

The Port manages aPavementMaintenance and ManagementProgram for the fourPort-owned airports, which

coordinates the project priorities and capital spending for the full range ofpavement maintenance projects.

Theproject recommendations and priorities contained in the Port’spavementprogram were integrated into the

master plan’s capital improvement program (CIP) to ensure consistency between ongoing maintenance and

long-term planning. The maintenance ofairfield pavements ranges from very minor items such as crack :filling

to seal coats and patching. Minor pavement maintenance items such as crackfitling and isolated repairs are not

included in the capital improvement program, but are undertaken by the Port on a regular basis.

October 2004 7-1 Aron Faegre & Associates
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,AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE AND COST ESTIMATES

The analyses presented in Chapter Five described the airport’s overall development needs for the next twenty
years. Estinates of project costs were developed for each project based on 2003 dollars A 30 percent

contingency overhead for engineering, administration, and untbreseen circumstances hasbeen included in the
estimated component, and total costs. In future years, as the plan is can-led out, these cost estimates can

continue to assist management by adjusting the 2003-based figures for subsequent inflation. This may be

accomplished by converting the interim change in the United States Consumer Price Index 03SCPI) into a

multiplier ratio through the following formula:

X

X

t

Where:

USCPI in any given future year
Y = Change Ratio
Current Index (USCPI)

USCPI

184.6

@ August 2003

982:1984 100)

Multiplying the change ratio (Y) times any 2003-based cost figures presented in this study will yield the

adjusted dollar amounts appropriate in any fiature year evaluation.

The following sections outline the recommended development program and detailed funding distribution

assumPtions. The scheduling has been prepared according to the facility requirements assessment and

recommended facilityimprovements catm’ned in the preferred developmentalternative. Theprojected staging
ofdevelopment projects is based upon anticipated needs and investment priorities. Actual activity levelsmay

vary from projected levels; therefore, the staging ofdevelopment in this stion should be viewed as a general

guide. When activity does vary fi’om projected levels, implementation ofdevelopment prqjects should occur

when demand warrants, rather than according to the estimated staging presented in this chapter. In addition to

major development projects, the airport will require regular facility maintenance expenditures.

Due to the conceptual nature of a masteT plan, implementation ofrecommended capital projects will occur

October 2004 7-2 Aron Faegre & Associates
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following further refinement of design and cost estimates thJ’ough architectural or engineering analyses.
Capital costs presented in this chapter should be viewed only as estimates, subject to subsequent refinement.
Nevertheless, these estimates are considered accurate for performing the feasibilityanalysis in this chapter.

A summary ofdevelopment costs during fine twenty-year capital improvementplan is wesented in Table 7-1.

The venty-year C[P is divided between short-term and long-term projects, which are listed in Table 7-2.

The tables provide a listing of all major capital projects included in the twentyyear CIP, including each

project’s eligibility for FAA funding. TheFAAwill not participate in projects suchvehicle parking, hangar

development, building renovations, utilities, or non-aviation developments.

The Short Term phase of the capital improvement program includes fhe highest priority projects to be

conducted during fine first five years. The CIP lists projects for each individual year within the short term

period. Intermediate Term projects are expected to occur beyond the next five years, and Long Term

projects are expected to occur beyond the next ten years. However, changes in demand or other conditions

could accelerate or slow demand for some improvements within these projected timelines. As with most

airports, pavement related improvements represent the largest portion ofCIP needs at Troutdale during the

current planning period:

Preserve Existing Airfield Pavement 21%

New or Reconstructed Airfield Pavement 40%

4K.4IDS, Lighting, MarMng 6%

Roads and Vehicle Paring 12%

Building Related_le" 8%

Other Reins storm drainage, wetland mitigation, etcO 13%
Total 100%

Table 7-1" Summary" of Development Costs

Short Term (2004-2008) $5,287,633

$6,935767

$5,571,237

Intermediate Term (2009;2013)

Long Term (2004-2022)

Total Development Costs $17,794,637

October 2004 7-3 Aron Faegre & Associates
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Table 7-2
20-Year Capital Improvement Program
Troutdale Airport

Short Term P;cts (Yeats 1’)

$btot 2004

tN (4" At;)
CkSell and SI,ry Sell Taxay

$240,000

,400

$83,000

$6,440

$25,o0o $22’J,(X
$67,400 $0

$3,52t7t2

$250

Prect , Unit Unit $ Total Co=t Port

L$

3,;30 SY
$2.25

$2,ro,ooo

2,067

$2.25

SY $225

SY $2,25

SY

$1,719

$2

$t,312

$25



Troutdate Airport Master Plan
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$9249 $8,774 $975

$9t,613 $10.179$101.792

$2t6.000 $194.40(

Total Cost FAA Elig|ble

$97,00

Port

$72.000

$160)000 $144,000

$128.004 $115,204

$I0,000
$11,378

$12,00 $t0,800 $tAo
$t06,000 $95,400 $10,600
$825OO $74,250
$5-5,000 $49,500 ,L $5,500

$193,333 $74,

SumL Seal ,SouthAp ;24,756

SY $2,25

SY .00

L o

i0,000 SY $2,25

7,111 SY $225

$145,000

$290.000 $261,000

$10,000
$17,188 $t5.469
$22,5OO

__
$13,t24

$23,75t $21,37

$2,2 $2,025_

$14,500

$2,250

$2,375

$5.570

$9,749 $8,774 $975

$10t.792 $9t.613 $10.I7g

$5.570

$@75

$t0,17@

$11,250 $10,125, $1,125
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Short Term Projects (1-5 Years)

Pavement maintenance and rehabilitation projects represent a significant portion ofthe short term projects at

Troutdale. Crack fill and slurry seal projects are scheduled for the runway, Taxiway Alpha (north parallel)
and south apron. Overlay or other pavement rehabilitation projects are planned tbr sections ofTaxiway Alpha,

sections ofthe north apron, and several hangar taxilanes in the southeast section ofthe airport. TJwayBravo

(south parallel), will undertake slurry seals during the interim, and not a rehabilitation, since it is planned for

relation within 10 years (FAA sdard for funding). The Port will also be conducting several pavement

rehabilitation projects for airport access roads and vehicle parking areas on both the north and south sides of

the airport. An airport signage plan project is included.

Two other large projects planned within the short term period include upgrades to the existing stormwater

drainage system and site development work for a future industrial/commercial site in the southeast section of

the airport. It is anticipated that the site development project will also include a wetland mitigation

component, although the specific mitigation strategies will be determined through separate study and design.

Intermediate Term Projects (6-10 years)

The intermediate term oftheC continues with numerouspavement maintenaace and rehabilitationprojects,

including slurry seals formost aprons, both parallel taxiways and several hangar taxiway/taxilanes. Pavement

overlay projects are planned for the north and south terminal area vehicle parking lots during this peril.

Two major airfield pavement projects are planned for this pod that wilI involve reeonsla’uefion or new

constvacfion. Runway 7/25 will require reconstruction (overlay) andmayalso benarrowedat that time to 100

feet. At the time the runway is narrowed, the medium intensity runway edge lighting (MIRL) system is

planned for replacement and the existing stormwater drainage system (based on the existing 150-foot -,vide

runway) will need to be modified. The existing nonprecision instrument runway" markings will also be

replaced and the existing exit taxiways connecting on either side ofthe runway will need to be modified to

reflect the change in runway width.

Is- a separate: project, Taxiway Bravo wilt be relocated approximately 40 feet south to meet FAA runway

separation standards (the existing taxiway will be removed). Several existing hangars located near the

southeast end ofthe airport (nearest the parallel taxiway) will need to be removecYreloeated to accommodate

the new Taxiway Bravo and the required clear area for use by larger air tanker aircraft. The Taxiway Bravo

and hangarremoval project is currently planned toward the end ofthe intermediate term (8-10 years) based on

existing building leases and the condition of the taxiway. The existing medium intensity taxiway lighting

(M1TL) system is planned tbrreplacement as part ofthe taxiway relocation project. An additional higah speed

exit is planned for Runway 7/25. A decision about the best location and direction lbr the exit will be made as

October 2004 75 Aron Faegre & Associates
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part of the pre.desi phase based on tffic needs at the time the project is completed

Long Term Projects (11-20 Years)

The majorityoflong-term projects at Troutdale involve pavement presereation, resurfacing, reconstruction or

new construction. This includes periodic slurry seals for all airfield pavements on approximately a five-year

cycle. Asphalt overlays will be required for several aircraft aprons located on both sides of the runway.

Projected new construction includesadditional corporate apron areas and hangar taxilanes onthe north side of

therunway. These timing ofthese facilities tlbehealyaffectedbymarket conditions and overall demand
for additial space on the airport. A second additional high speed exit is planned as a long-term project.
Some ofthe projects identified toward the end ofthe long-term period will likely be developedbeyond the 20-

year planning period, as future demand for facility improvements may change. In addition, the projects

identified early in the long-term period may be undertaken sooner if funding is available or the demand for

specific projects increases.

The Port has identified several building maintenance projects for existing buildings that are not currently
eligible for FAA funding. Long term lighting improvements include replacement ofthe existing MITL on

Taxiway Alpha and the replacement of existing VASI units with new-generation precision approach path

indicators (P.MI).

Longt roadway improvements are planned in conjunction th expansion of aviation facilities on the

airfield; overlays are plarmed for existing aiortaccess roads (north andsoutheast sections ofairlzrt),

Financing Of Development Program

Federal Grants

A prirrry source of potential funding identified in this plan is the Federal Airport Improvement Program
(AIP)..Asproposed, approximately72 percentofthe airport’s 20-yearCIP Nilbe eligible forfederal funding.

Funds fromthis program dved from the Aviation Trust Fund, which is the depository for all federal

aviation taxes collected on suchitas airline tickets, aviation fuel, lubricants, tires, aircraftregistrations, and
other aviation-related tees. The funds are distributed under appropriations setby Congress to all airports in

the United States that have certified eligibility. The funds are distributed through grants administered by the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Under current guidelines, the airport sponsor receives 90 percent participation on eligible projects. According

to FAA guidelines, the Port ofPortland is eligible under the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) to receive

October 2004 7-6 Aron Faegre & Associates
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general aviation entitlement and discretionary grants.

Under current congressional funding authorization, airports like Troutdate are eligible to receive up to

$150,000 per year to use on eligible airport improvement projects. "Ine fiature availabili offhe GA non.

primary entitlement funding is dependent on congressional reauthorization and may change during the

planning period. However, based on cun’ent legislation, these grants have become a very significant soure.e of

FAA funding for general aviation airports. Airports maycombine up to three years ofGAentitlement funding

for projects Discretionary grants are also ud for larger projects that require additional funding,

The limitations of AlP funding will dictate in large part, the actual schedule for completing airport

improvement projects through the planning period. Based on the competition tbr dollars at general aviation

airports, it is unlikely that ,sjp grant monies will be available every year. As a result, some projects may

occasionally deferred until adequate t;anding can be obtained.

State Funding

Re State of Oregon Departrnent of Aviation operates a progmam to assist airport snsors with pavement

maintenance and associated improvements (crack filling, repair, selcoats, etc.), which have not traditionally

been eligible for FAA funding, The Port of Portland ds not cun’ently picipate in the ODA pavement

rroaintenance program; however, the Port has worked with closely with FAA in developing a pilot pro

which addresses funding for airport pavement maintenance at general aviation airports.

Financing the Local Share of Capital Improvements

Several airport improvement projects identified in the master plan are not eligible for federal fi.mding.

Revenues generated at the airport through land leases, fuel sales, hangar rentals, etc, are used to support the

airport maintenance and operations and the capital improvementprogram. The PortofPortland is responsible

fir coordinating the financial management for its three general aviation airports in addition to PDX. Within

this system, the maintenance, operating and capital budgets for each individual airport are managedto address

the most critical needs and to reflect the limitations of funding.

Private funding for aircraft hangar construction, business-related facilities and other tant items has, and is

expected to continue being a significant part ofthe overall financial investment required during the planning

period at Troutdale Airport.

October 2004 7-7 Aron Faegre & Associates
Century West Engineeng









Troutdale Airport
Airport Master Plan Update Airport Layout Plans

CHAPTER EIGHT
Airport Layout Plans

The airport layout plans are contained on the following 11" x 17" pages at half size oforiginals, and include

the following sheets:

o Drawing la:

o Drawing lb:

o Drawing 2a:

o Drawing 2b:

o Drawing 3:

Airport Layout Plan Drawing a

Airport Layout Plan Drawing lb

FAR Part 77 Airspace Plan Drawing 2a

Runway Surface Approach Plan and Profile Drawing 2b

Airport Land Use Plan with 2022 Noise Contours Drawing 3

October 2004 8-1 Aron Faegre & Associates
Century West Engineering



ABBREVIATIONS
PS IPRIMARY SURFACE (500’ WIDE 5799’ LONG)
RSA :UNWAY SAFETY AREA (150’ WIDE 5999’ LONG)
OFZ RUNWAY OBSTACLE FREE ZONE (400’ WIDE 5799’ LONG)
ROFA RUNWAY OBJECT FREE AREA (500’ WIDE 5999’ LONG)
TOFA TAXlWAY OBJECT FREE AREA _131’ WIDE "A", 186’ WIDE "B")
BRL BUILDING RESTRICTION AREA 30’ BLDG. H1
APL AIRCRAFT PARKING LINE

Terminal Building

EXISTING &
FUTURE RUNWAY
PROTECTION ZONE
500’xTOO’x1000’
VIe MIN MILE
B-II

BUILDING

500’

& FACILITY LEGEND

Airport Maintenance Buildings 18

FAA Air Traffic Control T 9 con)
4 FBO Maintenance Hangar & Offices

5 Corporate Aviation Facilities (Future)
6 Hangar/Office/Shop

7 T-Hangars (Existing)

8 T-Hangars (Future)
Aircraft Apron (General)

"iO Automobile Perking

11 Sewer Uft Station

12 Aircraft Apron (Transient Corporate)
"3 Fueling Feeility/Underground Tanks

Segmented Circle (to be relocated)
Visual Approach Slope Indicator

Remote TrGqsmitter Receiver

14

15

17 Weather Sensors (to be relocated)
Obstruction Ugbts Levee

U.S. Forest Service Fire Attack Bose ()ff airport)

20 U.S. Government Warehouse (off airport)

21 Industrial Buildings (off airport)

22 Form Dwellings/Bbildings (off airport)

25 Future Run-Up Pod Area

24 Future Passing Lone Pullout Area

26 Future Development

27 Not used

28 Property to be Acquired

29 Water Pump (Abandoned, to be removed)
30 Hotel & Restaurant (off airport)

31 Mt. Hood. Community College (off airport)

AIRPORT DATA

AIRPORT REFERENCE CODE B-II Same

AIRPORT SERVICE LEVEL (NPIAS) Reliever Same

RUNWAY CLASSIFICATION General Utility Some

DATUM FOR ALL ITEMS NAD83/NAVD88 Same
Latitude

AIRPORT REFERENCE POINT []
Longitude

"AIRPORT ELEVATION (Feet above MSL) []

-5" 32’ 57.73" N Some

122" 24’ 04.51" W Some

38.8’ Some

82" SameMEAN MAX. TEMP. (Hottest month)
TERMINAL NAVIGATIONAL AIDS [] NDB GPS

251.20_+ 256.55+
AIRPORT ACREAGE

BASED AIRCRAFT
SPACES

Fee Title

Easement

edowns Used

Hangar Spaces

7.36-+ 13.18-+

29 2

164 235

TRANSIENT AIRCRAFT SPACES (TOTAL) 132 (33 REQUIRED) 95 (45 REQUIRED)

200’ ESTABLISH 250’ 267.5’
OFZ 8RL @ 460’ PS

OFZ PS

\

(R) .;

15 N BE

FU. 240’

T-

NE Graham Rood

RESERVE

TAXlWAY

BRL @ 460’

FOR

"RL/OFA

-P

Interstate 84

NOTES

[] Existing coordinate data from Notional Oceanic and Atmospheric Admlnistrotio,

As listed in www.airnav.com web site.

[] In future, when Taxiwey "A" is reconstructed, it will be constructed at 35’ width
in lieu of existing 50’, However, 267.5’ separotlon from runway will be retained

[] Source: FAA Airport Master Record (Form 5010).

] Existin9 nonprecision approach is circle--to-lend. Future nonprecision GPS
approach may include straight-in, offset approach, for both ends.

[] Established runway protection hove been the basis for post property
acquisition,

[] Clear slopes calculated from Airport Obstruction Chart dote,

[] Rood (vehicle) penetrates approach surface, is allowed modlficotion to
standards, below.

[] Complete airport perimeter is fenced,

[] Deviations from FAA standards:
Rood (vehicle) penetration of Runway 25 approach surface.
Separation between runway and south parallel toxiwoy is 40 feet less
than B-II standard 240’. (This will be resolved with future Taxiwoy B
project shown.

] See Master Plan text for discussion of potential roadway changes required
should airport in the future change to C-I c!ossificotion to foster

corpor0te aircraft, Larger required safety runway and RPZ to
further west.

REMOVED

DRAWING LEGEND

ACTIVE AIRFIELD PAVEMENT

OTHER PAVEMENT
PAVEMENT TO BE REMOVED
(RUNWAY AND TAXIWAY NOT SHOWN)
PERIMETER FENCE

GRAVEL SHOULDER/ROAD
AIRPORT PROPERTY LINE

OTHER PROPERTY LINES

THRESHOLD LIGHTS (FUTURE W/ REIL)

BUILDINGS ------_-----.T
BUILDINGS TO BE REMOVED r.__.
VEHICLE GATE ((P) PEDESTRIAN GATE) , t
TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOURS XXX

WATER COURSE & BRIDGE/CULVERT (

POWER LINE --P- P-
AIRFIELD LIGHTS: SINGLE/FLASHING
WIND CONE

ROTATING BEACON

AIRPORT REFERENCE POINT

HOLD LINE

& FUTURE
PROTECTION ZONE

MIN MILE

oo

PHYSICAL LENGTH AND WIDTH

RUNWAY DATA
RUNWAY 7 25

EXISTING FUTURE
5,399’ X 100’5,399’ X 150’

EFFECTIVE GRADIENT

PAVEMENT STRENGTH (1000#)S/D/DT []
PAVEMENT SURFACE

RUNWAY SAFETY AREA (RSA)
OBJECT FREE AREA (OFA)
OBSTACLE FREE ZONE (OFZ)
CRtCAL AIRCRAFT

APPROACH TYPE

APPROACH SLOPE: REQUIRED/CLEAR

APPROACH AND

LANDING AIDS

7

25

7

25

7

25

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

7

25

0.2% Some

19/-/- 19/25/-
Asphalt Same

5,999’ X 150’ Some

5,999" X 500’ Same

5,799’ X #00’ Same

Citation Some

Visuol []
Visual []

20:1/50+/-;

Some

Some

34:1

20:1/14:1 [] 34:1

REILS; VASI-3,0" Same
REILS; VASI-3.0" Some

45" 32’ 57.11" N Some

122" 24’ 42.43" W Same

45" 52’ 58.34" N Some

122" 23’ 26.59" W Some

32.0’ Same

35.0’ Same
Some

Some

RLNWAY 7
END

COORDINATES [] 25

TDZE

RUNWAY LIGHTING

TAXlWAY LIGHTING

PAPI/VASI
Medium Intensity

Medium Intensity

RUNWAY MARKING Nonpreclsion Some
WIND COVERAGE ; 97.9 Some
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S

LOW VISIBILITY
COVERAGE: RUNWAY 25 96.6

CEILING 1000 FEET AND/OR VISIBILITY MILES

BUT MORE THAN 200 FEET AND 1/2 MILE

S

ALL WEATHER
COVERAGE: RuNwAY 25 97.9X

7/49 3/51

WIND ROSES
LOCATION OF OBSERVATION:

STATION NO. 2#2#2, TROUTDALE, OREGON

PERIOD OF OBSERVATION:

(24 OBS/DAY) AND 4/51 3/.53 (6 lB OBS/DAY)

*WIND VELOCITIES ARE IN MILES PER HOUR

VICINITY MAP

5BlGTO

s+/-o

2 MILES

DECLARED DISTANCES

DISPLACED THRESHOLD
(Approoch ends)
STOPWAY
(Stop End)
CLEARWAY
(Stop ends)
TAKEOFF RUN AVAILABLE
(TORA)
TAKEOFF DISTANCE AVAILABLE
(TODA)
ACCELERATE- STOP DISTANCE
AVAmABLE (ASDA)
LANDING DISTANCE AVAILABLE
(LDA)

RUNWAY
7 25

O’ O’

O’ O’

O’ O’

5,.399’ 5,399’

5,399’ 5,399’

5,399’ 5,399’

5,399’ 5,399’
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KEY:

1. 1Tr_RRAIN O(SRUCllON CROSS-HATCH
IS GROUND ELEVATION FROM USGS
TOPO QUAD PLUS 80 FEET FOR
TYPICAL LARGE DOUGLAS FIR "rREE
(o "n:PHONE Pa_).

2. OBSTRUCTION

PLAN NOTES:

1, "rR TRANSIllONAL
AP APPROACH
C CONICAL
H HORIZONTAL
DIST DISTANCE FROM RUNWAY END

2. ONSTRUCTIONS NUMBERED THROUGH 20 USE
SAME I,D. NUMBERS AS IN CHART 0C649.

3. Qs’rTIuc]ION ELEVAONS ALL OBTAINED FROM
CHART 0C649.

4. OBSTRUCTIONS UNDER TRANSITIONAL AND iNNER
APPROACH SURFACES ARE SHO ON SHEET
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300’

200’

100’

VlS MIN

5399’ X. qWAY

HORIZONTAL SURFACE EL.188.8’

0.2, SLOPE

5399’ x 150’ RUNWAY

IIN _>1,+MILE
:’ ": iL

2o0’

1 ELEVATION AT HIGHEST POINT
OF APPROACH WIDTH

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NOTES:

1. GROUND PROFILE IS A COMPOSITE OF
HE HIGHEST ELEVATIONS ACROSS
IE WIDTI’I OF HE APPROACH.

2. "JR RANSTONAL
AP APPROACH
p PRIMARY
C CONICAL
H HORIZONTAL
DIST DISTANCE FROM RUNWAY END

3+ UPON ALP APPROVAL, IT IS THE PORTS
RESPONSIBIUTY TO ACCOMPUSH E

4. OSTRUCONS NUMBERED THROUGH 20
SAME ID NUMBERS AS IN CHART 0C64.9 DATED
1993.

5. ALL OBSTRUCTION ELEVATIONS FROM 0C64-g

DAlED FEBRUARY 1993 ARE IN G29.
CORPSCON RON 5.11.08 WAS USED TO
DE.RMINE HAT ".56’ CAR B ADDED TO
ACHEVE NGVD8 COOROINATES. PORT OF"
PORTLAND SURVEY DEPARIMENT USES A
CCHVE’RSION OF 3.83’ BE NGVO29 AND
NGVD88. BECAUSE THE DIGINAL 0C649 DATA
US1ED ACCURACY TO ONLY INTEGER FEET, A
CONVERSION OF 4.0’ ILL BE USED TO MAINTAIN
SIMILAR ACCURACY.

5. STANDS FOR OSTRUC’IION.

0

SCALE OF FEET
HORIZONTAL SCALE: 1"= 1000’

SCALE OF FEET
VERTICAL SCALE: 1"= 100’

RUNWAY, OS]RUCT.
NUMBER

25 to
(EXIST.
5399’
LENG]H)

7 toE.
(EXIST.
5399’
LENGI

OBS]RUCTION TABLE DETAILS

DESCRIPTION / SURFACE OBSTRtJCQN DIST. FROM
DIST FR RW END RUNWAYPENETRAIION ELEVATION

TYPE / DIST

TREE @ 9100" AP/4’ EST. 136’ EST. 440’ N EST.
TREE 8870" AP/IO" EST. 134’ EST. 200" S EST.
TREE BESO’ AP/I’ EST. 119’ EST. 30" S EST.
TREE 0 8080’ AP/14’ EST. 115’ EST. 400" N EST.
]REE 7B50" AP/I’ EST. 93’ EST. 300. N EST.
TREE @ 7780" AP/16’ EST. 109" EST. 490’ S EST.
TREE @ 7690’ AP/7’ EST. 98" EST. 220’ N EST.
ANOMONETER @ 2920 P/23" EST. 57’ EST. 270’ N EST.
NDSOCK @ 020" P/26" EST. 61’ EST. 220’ N EST.
WINDSOCK 5390" P/IO’ EST. 49" EST. 30" S EST.
SIGN @ 5650’ AP/9" EST. 50" EST. 160’ S EST.
ROAD 5850’ AP/I’ EST. 57" EST. 20" N EST.
T FENCE 5840" NONE 56 EST. CONINUOUS
DIKE 0 5900" TR/4" EST. 53" EST. 350" N EST.
TREE 7010" AP/44-" EST. 121" EST. 40" S EST.
TREE 0 7180" AP/45’ EST. 125" EST. 520" N EST.
TREE 0 7220" AP./55’ EST. 135" EST. 290" N EST.
TREE 0 84-90" TR/21’ EST. 150" EST. 830" N EST.
TREE 8630" AP/IO" EST. 145" EST. 430" S EST.

PROPOSED
DISPOSITION

REMOVE OR TOP
RISOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOp
NONE
EX. OBST, UGHT
EX. OBST. UGHT
NONE
NONE
NONE (FOR ONLy

EX. OBST+ UGHT
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP
REMOVE OR TOP

300’

200’

100’

O’
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